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A b strac t
Magnetic field lines within toroidal magnetic confinement systems can be described as 
orbits of 1 ^-degree-of-freedom Lagrangian arid Hamiltonian systems. In axisymmetric 
devices such as ideal tokamaks in equilibrium, all field lines lie within a smoothly nested 
set of invariant tori (magnetic surfaces) foliating the plasma volume, but this integrability 
is lost within non-axisymmetric devices such as stellarators. That is, not all field lines 
lie within magnetic surfaces and thus they cannot be described by conventional action- 
angle coordinates. However, according to the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem, 
some invariant tori, covered ergodically by quasiperiodic orbits, survive perturbation away 
from integrability. Furthermore, by the Poincare-Birkhoff theorem, two kinds of periodic 
orbits (closed field lines), called the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits, survive 
perturbation, and they can be incorporated into families of pseudo-orbits that provide 
best approximations to invariant tori within nonintegrable systems.
The three candidates for such almost-invariant tori discussed in this thesis are 
quadratic-flux-minimising (QFMin) tori, which minimise the integral of the square of the 
action gradient over the poloidal and toroidal angles, action-gradient-minimising (AG- 
Min) tori, which minimise the square of the action gradient over each periodic pseudo-
orbit, and ghost tori, which join the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits via an 
action-gradient flow. Although none of these almost-invariant tori has any direct physical 
interpretation, it has been shown by Hudson and Breslau (Phys. Rev. Lett., 10 0 , 095001 
(2008)) that ghost tori are in very close correspondence with temperature isotherms. There 
is also a very close relationship between QFMin, AGMin and ghost tori, which suggests 
that they could be made equivalent to each other or “reconciled” by making an appropriate 
coordinate transformation.
By using the standard map as a discrete-time model for magnetic field lines via the 
kicked rotor, it is demonstrated using Mathematica that QFMin and ghost tori can be 
reconciled with each other up to at least k = 1.0 for all rational rotational transforms 
with denominator less than or equal to 13, where k denotes the nonlinearity parameter of 
the standard map. This is accomplished by expanding the coordinate transformation as 
a Fourier series and formulating a variational principle, which is used to numerically con-
struct a set of almost-invariant curves that have rotational transforms equal to continued- 
fraction convergents of two minus the golden mean (i.e., 0.381966...). By calculating 
the flux between the curves, it is shown via a preliminary investigation that the reconciled 
QFMin-ghost tori are consistent with Greene’s residue criterion and the existence of KAM 
tori within the standard map for k < 0.971635..., which is the value at which the last 
KAM curves are destroyed. It is also shown via the construction of a rigidity principle 
that the reconciled QFMin-ghost tori have also been reconciled with AGMin tori, by ap-
pealing to the fact that discrete-time dynamical systems are merely just Poincare sections 
of continuous-time dynamical systems, for which the rigidity principle was formulated. 
This provides an important first step towards constructing an almost-straight-field-line 
coordinate system for magnetic islands.
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In tro d u c tio n  to  P lasm a Fusion 
Physics
This chapter serves as an introduction to plasma fusion physics, and provides the physical 
motivation for the highly mathematical calculations that occur throughout the rest of 
this thesis. In particular, it discusses why plasmas are used in nuclear fusion devices, 
how plasmas can be described using the MHD model, the types of fusion devices that are 
used to magnetically confine plasmas, and the meaning of equilibrium in the context of 
plasmas. It also introduces the toroidal magnetic coordinate system as a means to describe 
plasmas, and discusses the importance of magnetic surfaces. The rotational transform is 
also introduced as a means of quantifying the trajectories of magnetically confined plasmas, 
and the breakdown of magnetic surfaces is used as motivation for the determination of an 
almost-straight-field-line coordinate system for magnetic islands.
1.1 W hat is Plasma?
Plasma is the fourth state of matter in which gas has become sufficiently ionised for it 
to be an effective electrical conductor [1]. There are many different examples of plasmas, 
including, but not limited to, fire and lightning (see Figure 1.1), astrophysical objects such 
as solar wind, the magnetosphere, the auroras, the Sun, stars, nebulae, the interior of gas 
giants such as Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, and common, everyday appliances 
such as plasma televisions, fluorescent lights, plasma lamps and even plasma globes. Plas-
mas are also heavily used in industrial processing and the semiconductor industry. The 
two key properties of plasmas are that they contain a significant degree of ionisation and 
that they’re electrostatically neutral [2]. Ionisation occurs when the kinetic energy of the 
electrons inside an atom is greater than its ionisation energy, which allows the electrons 
to escape the atomic bonds and become free charges. Electrostatic neutrality means 
that macroscopic volumes of plasma do not contain large net electric charges [2].
1.2 Nuclear Fusion
One application of plasma physics is to enable nuclear fusion for power. The easiest 
reaction to initiate is the reaction between deuterium and tritium, because it has the 
largest collisional cross-section. Although deuterium is found abundantly on Earth, tritium 
is extremely scarce because it has a half-life of only 12.5 years. Fortunately, lithium is 
reasonably abundant on Earth, and can be used to manufacture tritium. This is made 
possible by neutron activation of lithium, in which a 100 MeV neutron impacting lithium
1
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Figure 1.1: Lightning is a common, everyday example of plasma [3].
can produce up to fourteen tritium nuclei [2]. There is enough deuterium and lithium 
on this planet for this type of fusion power to supply all our energy needs for millions of 
years.
There are two prominent lines towards realising fusion power, namely magnetic fu-
sion and inertial confinement [2]. In magnetic confinement fusion, a magnetic field 
is used to contain the plasma, whereas in inertial confinement, deuterium and tritium 
are compressed by lasers. This thesis will focus on magnetic field line representations for 
toroidal magnetic confinement.
1.3 The Ideal M H D M odel o f P lasm as
A simple, but surprisingly accurate description of plasmas is afforded by the magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) model. The MHD model of plasmas is a combination of fluid 
mechanics and electromagnetism with the neglect of Maxwell’s correction to Ampere’s 
Law. The MHD model can be applied to any electrically conducting fluid tha t’s in the 
presence of a magnetic field [2]. Electric charges do not appear explicitly in the ideal MHD 
equations.
The MHD model holds when the plasma is dominated by collisions [2], and the charged 
particles have equal temperatures. However, because plasmas are quasineutral, it follows 
that the particles must also have equal pressures, and that the energy equilibrium times 
must be considerably shorter than the characteristic time. This implies that the MHD 
equations hold when [2]
ri <  a, (1.1)
J — ViT<£La, ( 1.2)
V
where ri is the Larmor radius of the ions, a € (the set of positive real numbers) is the 
MHD scale length, mi is the ion mass, me is the electron mass, V{ is the thermal speed of 
the ions, and r  is the collision time between ions. However, in cases where the electrical 
resistivity is negligible, or the resistive diffusion time is much less than the MHD time 
scale, these two conditions are conflated to give the scale length ordering [2]
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When this condition is satisfied, the MHD equations are said to be ideal because they 
utilise the ideal version of Ohm’s law. They are given by [2]
f t + V - ( l>V) = 0 , the mass continuity equation, (1.4)
II
3
the adiabatic equation of state, (1.5)
dv
p n  = 3 x B - V P '
the momentum equation, (1.6)
V x B = /i0J, Ampere’s law, (1.7)
_  _ <9B
V X E = d t ’
Faraday’s law, (1.8)
IIffl> Gauss’s law for magnetism, and (1.9)
E + v x B = 0 , the ideal version of Ohm’s law, (1.10)
where 7 is the ratio of specific heats, d /d t = d /d t + v • V is the convective derivative, 
and all other symbols have their regular meaning. The MHD equations inherit the four 
basic conservation properties of fluid mechanics and electromagnetism -  energy, mass, 
momentum, and magnetic flux.
1.4 T oroidal M agnetic  C onfinem ent
Plasma confinement is the process of trapping plasma inside an arbitrary region of 
space. Toroidal magnetic confinement is a type of plasma confinement that uses a 
magnetic field to trap plasmas inside a toroidal region of space, and can be divided into 
two broad classes that use either tokamaks or stellarators for the confinement process [1].
Tokamaks are approximately toroidally symmetric (or axisymmetric), which makes 
it possible to reduce descriptions of them to two-dimensional systems without losing 
magnetic field line information. However, they also require a toroidal current to cre-
ate magnetic surfaces [4]. Stellarators, which are toroidally asymmetric (or non- 
axisymmetric), use external coils to generate the magnetic surfaces. As the stellarator 
is non-axisymmetric, it has no ignorable spatial coordinate, so magnetic descriptions of it
Figure 1.2: H-l heliac toroidal stellarator at the Australian National University in Canberra, 
Australia.
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cannot be reduced to two dimensions as in the case of tokamaks [4], A schematic of the 
H-l heliac stellarator at the Australian National University is shown in Figure 1.2.
1.5 Ideal M HD Equilibrium
If a plasma satisfies the assumptions of the MHD model, then its equation of motion is 
given by pdv /d t  =  J x B — VP, where p is the mass density, dv/df is the acceleration of 
the particles, J is the current density, B is the magnetic field, and P is the pressure [5]. 
However, if the acceleration of the particles is zero, then the plasma is said to be in 
equilibrium, and the equation of motion reduces to J x B = V P  [5].
For a plasma in ideal MHD equilibrium, both J V P  = 0 and B • V P  = 0. This implies 
that both the current and the magnetic field travel along lines of constant pressure, so 
there is no pressure gradient in the direction of either the current or the magnetic field [5]. 
Equilibrium places severe constraints on the topology of closed field line surfaces that can 
be used to confine a plasma, because the condition that B • V P  = 0 can only be satisfied 
when the magnetic field lines lie on a torus [1,4]. Hence, the study of tori is a crucial 
component of magnetic confinement theory.
1.6 Coordinates and Fluxes
In order to describe plasmas confined by toroidal magnetic fields, it is helpful to introduce 
a new coordinate system in which one of the coordinates stays constant on a magnetic 
surface. This new coordinate system, called toroidal magnetic coordinates, contains 
a surface label s, a poloidal angle 0, and a toroidal angle of which both 0 and (, are 
27r-periodic [5]. The direction of each of these coordinates is shown in Figure 1.3.
In toroidal magnetic confinement, the magnetic field lines form a torus by travelling 
around a circle called the poloidal axis in helical trajectories [5]. The poloidal axis 
remains equidistant from the toroidal axis, which, by convention, runs through its centre 
in the direction of the right-hand rule (see Figure 1.3). In plasma confinement theory, the 
poloidal axis is often called the magnetic axis, because the magnetic field lines wrap 
around it. The angle that a point on a magnetic field line makes with the poloidal axis 
as it gyrates around it is denoted by #, whereas the angle that the point makes with the 
toroidal axis as it revolves around it is denoted by £ [5].
The most basic example of an axisymmetric system is a tokamak with circular cross- 
section and zero pressure, which resembles the geometry of Figure 1.3. In axisymmetric 
systems, the magnetic field lines he in nested surfaces around the tori, and are differen-
tiated by the surface label coordinate s [5] (see Figure 1.4). Nested surfaces are usually 
called toroidal magnetic surfaces, although one or more of the adjectives is sometimes 
dropped.
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Figure 1.3: Toroidal magnetic coordinates and their axes.
Figure 1.4: Nested toroidal magnetic surfaces.





Figure 1.5: Poloidal and toroidal magnetic fluxes.
Magnetically confined plasmas can he described by two separate flux functions [1]. 
The toro id a l m a g n etic  flux, given by iftt = J B -dA^, is the flux parallel to the poloidal 
axis that intersects the cross-section of a magnetic surface at constant (  [1]. Similarly, 
the p olo id al m agn etic  flux, given by ipp = — ) B  ■ dAg>, is the flux relationship in the 
poloidal direction between the poloidal axis and the locus of a magnetic surface at constant 
9. Both types of flux are shown in Figure 1.5.
1.7  T h e R o ta tio n a l T ransform
The helicity of the magnetic field inside a plasma is not constant, and changes from one 
surface to another. These changes can be quantified by the ro ta tion a l transform , or 
w in d in g  num ber, which measures the average twist, or pitch, of the magnetic field 
lines [1,5]. The rotational transform is the rate of change of the poloidal magnetic flux 
with respect to the toroidal magnetic flux, and is given by [1,6]
dijjp A 9
t — ~rr — lim T7-
d i p t  A c—>-oo
( 1. 11)
It can take both positive and negative values, depending on the direction of the field. If 
a magnetic field line transits more poloidal rotations than toroidal rotations, then |f | > 1, 
and if it transits more toroidal rotations than poloidal rotations, then [*] < 1. When 
|t| = 1, the magnetic field line transits one poloidal transit per toroidal transit, and 
returns to its starting position after each rotation [5]. All magnetic field lines lying on the 
same magnetic surface must have the same rotational transform. The rotational transform 
t is constant on a flux surface and, in general, changes between flux surfaces.
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F ig u re  1.6: Magnetic field lines with rational rotational transform t — 5/2 travelling around a 
torus. These field lines close on themselves after five poloidal transits and two toroidal transits.
It is an important consequence of the definition of the rotational transform that a 
magnetic field line is periodic if and only if it has rational rotational transform [5]. 
If the rotational transform is rational, then it has the form b =  p/q, where p and q are 
integers representing the respective number of poloidal and toroidal transits after which 
the magnetic field lines close on themselves [5]. This closure can only occur under the 
periodicity condition 6q = 6q + 2-jrp, where Oq is the value of 0 at £ = 0, and 0q is the value 
of 6 at C, =  2nq. A magnetic field line that satisfies this closure condition is said to be 
(p, g)-periodic. However, because we wish to limit our attention to periodic orbits that 
are connected with unperturbed systems, we shall require p and q to be mutually prime 
throughout the rest of this thesis, so that they represent the respective minimum number 
of poloidal and toroidal transits after which the magnetic field lines close on themselves. 
An important consequence of the definition of the rotational transform is that whenever a 
system is integrable (that is, it has an explicit, analytical, closed-form solution), b depends 
solely on [5]. An example of a magnetic field line with rational rotational transform 
b =  5/2 is shown in Figure 1.6.
1.8 T ra jector ies  o f  M a g n etic  F ie ld  L ines
Magnetic field lines inside axisymmetric magnetic confinement devices have one of only 
three fundamentally different kinds of trajectories [4]. In the first case, the rotational 
transform is rational, and the magnetic field lines create a surface by closing on them-
selves after a certain number of poloidal and toroidal transits, although they do not come 
arbitrarily close to every point on that surface [4] (see Figure 1.6). In the second case, the 
rotational transform is irrational, and the magnetic field lines create a surface on which 
they come arbitrarily close to every point as £ —> oo [4]. In the third case, the rotational 
transform can be either rational or irrational, and although the magnetic field lines fail 
to make a surface, they come arbitrarily close to every point within a nonzero volume of 
space [4].
The first kind of trajectory is sometimes referred to as a periodic orbit, whereas 
the second and third kinds of trajectories are sometimes referred to as quasiperiodic 
orbits [7]. A family of trajectories of the third kind describes a chaotic system, which 
is obtained by perturbing a family of trajectories of one of the first two kinds. In the first 
case, where the rotational transform is rational, the magnetic field lines are not structurally 
stable, so even an infinitesimally small perturbation is enough to make them chaotic over a
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nonzero volume. However, in the second case, the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) 
theorem [8 10] implies that the magnetic field lines, which have irrational rotational 
transform, are stable under small perturbations for most of the volume within which they 
reside [4], and create a surface called a KAM torus. The cross-sections of KAM tori 
are known as KAM curves. Unfortunately, the stability of KAM curves and KAM tori 
decreases as the size of the perturbation increases, and under large perturbations, magnetic 
field lines of the second kind all become chaotic.
1.9 B reak d ow n  o f  M a g n etic  Su rfaces
As an extension of the KAM theorem, the Aubry-M ather theorem [7,11,12] states that 
quasiperiodic orbits exist not only for systems that have been slightly perturbed from the 
integrable case, but for all systems and for all rotational transforms that have no corre-
sponding family of contiguous periodic orbits, no matter how big the perturbation is. It 
also implies that the cross-sections of the trajectories of magnetic field lines form invariant 
sets called Aubry-M ather sets. In the case of the first and second kinds of trajectories, 
the Aubry-Mather sets are cross-sections of magnetic surfaces called invariant curves, 
whereas in the case of the third kind of trajectory, they contain invariant Cantor sets 
called cantori [12,13]. These cantori are important because they have an infinite set of 
holes that allow flux to escape, thus leading to the concept of flux leakage [7]. Since 
plasmas cannot be confined by magnetic fields that allow leakage, it is necessary to find 
ways to minimise leakage during plasma confinement.
Unfortunately, because stellarators are non-axisymmetric, they experience a large 
amount of symmetry breaking, and this symmetry breaking leads to flux leakage. This 
is because the magnetic surfaces inside stellarators have a tendency to split into magnetic 
islands of rational rotational transform [14], and when the magnetic islands corresponding 
to different rotational transforms are sufficiently wide to overlap each other, the magnetic 
field lines within these regions become chaotic [1]. Because chaotic systems experience a 
large amount of flux leakage, they cannot be used for plasma confinement, and one must 
find ways to maximise the number of magnetic surfaces inside stellarators, even though 
they are the exception, rather than the norm [14],
1.10 R esearch  G oa ls and  O u tlin e
The primary goal of this thesis is to provide the first step towards finding an almost- 
straight-field-line coordinate system for magnetic islands, which will allow the dynamics 
of chaotic regions to be described much more simply than they are now. In pursuit of this 
goal, we will study the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian formulations of magnetic field lines in 
Chapter 2, along with Hamilton’s Principle, action-angle coordinates, and iterated maps. 
We will also discuss the relationship between the kicked rotor and the standard map, and 
use it to demonstrate how the standard map can be used as a toy model for the dynamics 
inside magnetic confinement systems.
In Chapter 3, we will explain how the Poincare-Birkhoff Theorem implies the existence 
of action-minimax and action-minimising orbits in continuous-time chaotic systems, and 
use them to construct a set of best approximations to the original magnetic surfaces that 
were destroyed by a perturbation. These new surfaces will be called “almost-invariant 
tori” , and will be shown to consist of quadratic-flux-minimising (QFMin) tori, action-
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gradient-minimising (AGMin) tori and ghost tori, as well as generalisations of these. Cross- 
sections of the almost-invariant tori will also be taken, and plotted in phase space, in 
order to demonstrate why QFMin, AGMin and ghost tori need to be made equivalent or 
“reconciled” with each other.
In Chapter 4, we will develop a framework for reconciled almost-invariant tori, by 
deriving a set of conditions under which QFMin, AGMin and ghost tori must be equal 
under the most general coordinate transformation of the poloidal angle. In particular, 
this involves the development of a reconciliation condition and variational principle under 
which QFMin and ghost tori are equal, and showing that the reconciled QFMin-ghost tori 
can be reconciled with AGMin tori via a rigidity principle.
In Chapter 5, we will begin to prepare the results for numerical implementation by 
showing that many of the results from Chapters 2 and 3 can also be applied to discrete-
time systems without making any major modifications to them, and in Chapter 6, we will 
do the same with the results from Chapter 4. Towards the end of Chapter 6, we will 
formulate a perturbative construction for the reconciled QFMin-ghost tori, and use it to 
analytically calculate a first-order approximation to them.
In Chapter 7, we will replace the perturbative construction for the reconciled QFMin- 
ghost tori with a variational construction that’s better suited to numerical implementation, 
and impose some conditions and constraints on it in order to ensure that it has a unique 
solution. We will then implement the variational construction in Mathematical and discuss 
the results of the numerical implementation in Chapter 8. Finally, we will plot cross- 
sections of the reconciled QFMin-ghost tori in phase space, and show that the reconciled 
QFMin-ghost tori are consistent with Greene’s residue criterion and the existence of KAM 
tori within the standard map for k < 0.971635..., where k is the nonlinearity parameter 
and kc =  0.971635... is the value at which the last KAM curves are destroyed.
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D ynam ics of M agnetically  
Confined P lasm as
C hapter 2
This chapter introduces the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian dynamics that will be used to 
describe magnetic field lines, by showing that magnetic field lines are the trajectories 
of 1^-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian systems, and demonstrating that Lagrangian and 
Hamiltonian systems are connected to each other via a Legendre transformation. It also 
introduces Hamilton’s principle of stationary action, and uses it to define pseudo-orbits 
that are approximations to magnetic field lines in chaotic systems. Towards the end of 
this chapter, iterated maps are presented as a means of reducing the dimensionality of 
dynamical systems to make them easier to analyse, and the kicked rotor is introduced as 
a toy model for the Poincare sections of magnetic field lines. The kicked rotor is shown to 
generate the standard map, which is used extensively throughout the rest of this thesis to 
model the magnetic held lines inside a hypothetical system.
2.1 M a g n etic  F ie ld  L ines and H a m ilto n ia n  S y stem s
Before proceeding any further, it is necessary to describe the relationship between mag-
netic field lines and Hamiltonian systems so we can employ more powerful mathematical 
techniques in our study of magnetic field lines and plasmas. To do this, we define the 
configuration space as being the vector space spanned by all the generalised position 
and time coordinates, and the phase space as being the vector space spanned by all the 
generalised position, momentum and time coordinates. The former is typically used to 
define a Lagrangian system, whereas the latter is typically used to define a Hamilto-
nian system. We also define the dimension of a vector space as being the total number 
of independent variables, and the degree of freedom of a dynamical system as being 
the number of generalised position coordinates plus half the number of generalised time 
coordinates. Although this could lead to confusion in systems that have multiple time 
coordinates, it is more than adequate for this thesis, which does not feature systems that 
have more than one time coordinate. It follows that the degree of freedom of a dynamical 
system is always equal to half the dimension of its phase space.
When a magnetic field is written in terms of the toroidal magnetic coordinates defined 
in Section 1.6, it takes the form [15]
B = V-0* x V6> -I- VC x V ^p. (2.1)
Assuming that B • VC ^  0, it can be shown that the magnetic field lines satisfy the
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differential equations [1]
ddt _  ddP(du&i C )  
dC ”  36
dO = d'ippl'iptiO, C )  
d C  ddt
( 2 .2)
(2.3)
Making the substitutions £ —»■ t, dt Pi and dp —> H , it can be seen that these are 
identical to Hamilton’s equations, defined by
dp dH(p,e, t)  
d t =  W ~  




Hence, the magnetic field lines must be the trajectories of a l|-degree-of-freedom  
Hamiltonian system, with position Ö, momentum dti time £, and Hamiltonian dp [1]. 
These trajectories are usually called periodic orbits. Note that there is nothing con-
tradictory about the time coordinate ( being 27r-periodic. Since 'dp equivalent to the 
Hamiltonian, it is therefore a function of the other variables dp = dpi^t^ , £), which is 
equivalent to H = H(p,e,t)-  From now on, dpi ^ti and C will only be used in the con-
text of magnetic fields, whereas //, p, and t will be used in other, more general contexts 
(although p will usually be denoted by /, due to a convention explained in Section 2.3).
2.2 T he M agnetic  A ction  and  H a m ilto n ’s P rin c ip le
The action is one of the most fundamental properties of a dynamical system. For a closed 
(p, g)-periodic magnetic field line C under the vector potential representation B = V x A, 
the action is called the magnetic field line action and is given by the functional
f  r 2 n q
S[C} =  d )  A d l=  /  A-rdC,  (2.6)
J c  Jo
where r = dr/d£ is the velocity, dl = rd(j is an infinitesimal line element tangential to C, 
and r • = 1 is a vector identity that’s always satisfied [16,17].
This thesis will follow the convention that a dot over a variable denotes total differ-
entiation with respect to either t or (  (depending on the context), that a prime after a 
single-variable function denotes total differentiation with respect to its argument, and that 
unless the context dictates otherwise, a subscript variable denotes partial differentiation 
with respect to that variable (dp and dt are obvious exceptions to this). Hence, x denotes 
dx/dt , e'(t) denotes de/d t ,  and Hq denotes dH/de.
According to Hamilton’s principle of stationary action, objects such as ions inside 
a magnetically confined plasma or some other dynamical system will always travel such 
that their action is stationary. In terms of the above formulation, this means that S will 
always be stationary with respect to variations <5r of C [16]. To determine when the action 
is stationary, it is necessary to find the Euler-Lagrange equations, which characterise 
the motion of the object. This is done by calculating the variation in S and setting it 
equal to zero, which yields a system of equations that the object or ion must obey. In the
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magnetic representation of the action, the Euler-Lagrange equations are given by
-  =  i x B  = 0, (2.7)
dr
where 6S/6r is called the action gradient. Clearly, Equation (2.7) is consistent with 
the fact that r is parallel to B within magnetic fields [16,17]. The action can also be 
generalised to other systems besides magnetic fields, and we will turn our attention to 
these in Sections 2.4 and 2.6.
2.3 In teg rab le  S ystem s an d  A ction-A ngle  C o o rd in a tes
A Hamiltonian system is said to be integrable if and only if it has an explicit, analytical, 
closed-form solution. The solution to such systems is obtained by transforming them into 
a special type of coordinate system called action-angle coordinates [18], which greatly 
simplifies their dynamics and makes it possible to obtain an explicit, analytical, closed- 
form solution to them. This solution is usually obtained via integration, which is why 
such systems are said to be integrable. By definition, a Hamiltonian system is integrable 
if and only if it can be written in terms of action-angle coordinates.
The goal of action-angle coordinates is to find an explicit, closed-form solution to a 
time-independent Hamiltonian H = H(p,9) by making it independent of 9, so that the 
momentum p and the Hamiltonian H become constant. This gives the Hamiltonian the 
form H = H(p) [18], so that Equation (2.4) is identically zero and p can be written 
explicitly in terms of H via analytical integration. Since both H and p are constant, 
d9/dt is also constant via Equation (2.5), which means that 9 depends linearly on t [18]. 
Regardless of the initial coordinate system, action-angle coordinates invariably have the 
same phase space as an invariant torus, with p being the action variable and 9 being the 
angle variable. However, due to a long-standing convention, the action variable is usually 
denoted by /, rather than p, and we will use this convention throughout the rest of this 
thesis to avoid confusion with the numerator of rational rotational transforms.
Some good examples of physical systems that don’t look anything like tori, but can still 
be written in terms of action-angle coordinates, include simple harmonic oscillators and 
simple pendula. These systems are therefore integrable because their phase spaces can be 
reduced to those of simple tori. Because they are used to describe invariant tori, toroidal 
magnetic coordinates are usually defined such that they form an action-angle coordinate 
system [1]. In such cases, both 'ipp and ipt are constant on each magnetic surface and 
can be used to define a surface label [5]. However, this isn’t always the case, and in 
integrable systems that are not written in terms of action-angle coordinates, only can 
be used to define a surface label [5]. It follows from these definitions that invariant tori are 
integrable, whereas noninvariant tori are nonintegrable. In magnetic confinement systems, 
action-angle coordinates are usually referred to as straight-field-line coordinates [6].
2.4 H am ilto n ian  D ynam ics
A path within the Hamiltonian phase space is a curve defined parametrically by 9 = $(£), 
I  = l(t )  that lies within the covering space [0, /max] x K x R, where 7max is the maximum 
value of the surface label [19]. The rotational transform corresponding to a path in phase 
space can be either rational or irrational, but when it is rational, it has the form b = p/q,
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where p and q are integers that we have restricted to being mutually prime, and the path 
is said to be (p, g)-periodic because it satisfies the closure conditions [19]
d(t + 2nq) = d(t) + 2-np, (2.8)
Z(t + 2nq) = l(t) ,  (2.9)
for all t € R. For a (p, <?)-periodic path parametrised by 9 — d(t), I = l{t) inside a 




I d  -  H(I, d, t) d t, ( 2 . 10)
and the variation in S is given by
8S[d, X] = j  * (d 61 + 1  öd -  Hi 51 -  He 8d) dt 
= J  q ( -  j  -  Hq} öd + (d -  Hi j^ 61 di
( 2 . 11)
where the last line was obtained by using integration by parts (the endpoints cancel due 
to the periodicity conditions given by Equations (2.8) and (2.9)). However, because S is 
a functional, the variation in S must also be of the form [19]
r 2nq / 0 ' s  6 S' \
8S[d,l} = l^— ö d + — 61)dt,  (2.12)
so when combined with the previous equation, it can be seen that the gradients of the 
action are given by the functional derivatives [19]
T 6 = - i ~ H °  (213)
| f  =  Ö -  ///. (2.14)
When a (p, g)-periodic path satisfies both ÖS/Ö6 = 0 and ÖS/ÖI — 0 for all t, it is called a
(p, q)-periodic orbit, and it satisfies Ham ilton’s equations
6 = Hj, (2.15)
i  = - H e. (2.16)
However, if a (p, <?)-periodic path satisfies only ÖS/ÖI = 0 for all t , but ÖS/Ö6 «  0 is of 
order e, then it is called a (p, q)-periodic pseudo-orbit [19]. It can be seen from the 
definition that (p, g)-periodic pseudo-orbits are generalisations of (p, g)-periodic orbits, in 
that they satisfy Equation (2.15) but not Equation (2.16).
Note that because ÖS/ÖI = 0 on both (p, g)-periodic orbits and (p, g)-periodic pseudo- 
orbits, it is less interesting than ÖS/Ö6, so any reference to a singular action gradient within 
a Hamiltonian system will always be a reference to ÖS/Ö9 rather than öS/61. Also, any 
reference to a singular Euler-Lagrange equation within a Hamiltonian system will always 
be to that which contains ÖS/Ö6, rather than to that which contains ÖS/ÖI, because it will 
be implicitly assumed that the Euler-Lagrange equation containing ÖS/ÖI automatically 
holds in Hamiltonian systems, and is of little interest. Hamiltonian systems will always
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contain two action gradients and at least two Euler-Lagrange equations, even if only one 
is alluded to in the text. The same goes for the action gradient flow equations, defined in 
Chapter 3. Furthermore, because magnetic field lines are (p. ^-periodic orbits, they will 
be referred to as such throughout the rest of this thesis in order to keep the discussion as 
general as possible.
2.5 R e la tio n sh ip  B etw een L agrang ian  an d  H am ilto n ian  
S ystem s
Sometimes it’s more convenient to express magnetic fields as a Lagrangian system instead 
of a Hamiltonian one. A Lagrangian system  can be obtained from a Hamiltonian one 
by setting
L(9,9, t) = 1(9.9, t)9 — H(I(9 ,9, t), 9, t), (2.17)
where 1(9, 9, t) is defined implicitly by 9 = Hj(1 , 9, t) [19]. Going backwards, we also have
H(1,9. t) = 19(1.9, t) -  L(9.9(I ,9. t) , t), (2.18)
where 9(1,9, t) is defined implicitly by /  = L^(9,9,t) [19]. This type of transformation is 
called a Legendre transformation.
It is important to note that this transition bewtween Lagrangian and Hamiltonian 
systems can only occur when the original system satisfies the twist condition, given by
Hn  ^  0 (2.19)
for Hamiltonian systems and
Lm  #  0 (2.20)
for Lagrangian systems [19]. If the twist condition is not satisfied, then either 9(1, 9, t) 
or I(9,9,t)  will become multivalued during the transformation, which makes the trans-
formation impossible [19]. Throughout the rest of this thesis, it will be assumed that the 
twist condition always holds to facilitate comparison between the two approaches and take 
advantage of the insights gained by transitioning between them.
The main difference between a Lagrangian and a Hamiltonian system is that, for time- 
independent systems, the Lagrangian formulation describes a system in terms of n variables 
and n second-order differential equations, where n is the number of degrees of freedom 
of the system, whereas the Hamiltonian formulation describes a system in terms of 2n 
variables and 2n first-order differential equations. Usually, the Hamiltonian formulation 
is preferred, because it is easier to manipulate using matrices.
2.6 L ag rang ian  D ynam ics
A path within the Lagrangian configuration space is a curve defined parametrically by 
9 = fl(t) that lies within the covering space E x R, and a (p, g)-periodic path within 
the configuration space is a path that satisfies
d(t +  2 7rq) = 9(t) + 27rp, 
d' (t + 27xq) = (t),
( 2.21)
( 2 .22)
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for all t E R  and some p.q E Z. The action of a Lagrangian system along a (p, (^-periodic 
path 6 = d(t) is given by [19]
L(?M,*)d£,
and its variation is given by
SS[&] = J  9 (LoSti + LeSti^dt
n Le d Li 5d dt,
(2.23)
(2.24)
where the last line was obtained by using integration by parts (the endpoints cancel due 
to the periodicity conditions given by Equations (2.21) and (2.22)). However, because S 
is a functional, the variation in S  must be of the form [19]
r2nq  r c
ssm= —  <5tfd t, (2.25)
J  o
so when combined with the previous expression, it can be seen that the action gradient is 
given by the functional derivative [19]
SS _ dZ^ 
Ö 0  ~  e ~  “ d 7 '
(2.26)
When a (p, q)-periodic path satisfies SS/üß = 0 for all f, it is called a (p, q)-periodic 
orbit, and it satisfies Lagrange’s equation
Q L / i
u  ~ ~ d  =  ° -  ( 2 -2 7 )
However, if a (p, q)-periodic path fails to satisfy ÖS/S9 = 0 for all t, but 6S/66 «  0 still 
holds up to order £, then it is called a (p, q)-periodic pseudo-orbit. Once again, it 
can be seen from the definition that (p, q)-periodic pseudo-orbits are generalisations of 
(p, q)-periodic orbits.
2 .7  P o in care  S e c tio n s  and  I te ra te d  M ap s
Sometimes it’s easier to understand the dynamics of a continuous-time Lagrangian or 
Hamiltonian system when it’s formulated in terms of a discrete-time map. Recall that 
when a magnetic field is described using Hamiltonian coordinates, the toroidal angle (  is 
equivalent to the time t , and because £ is 27r-periodic, so is t. Suppose that a cross-section 
of a torus is taken with ( E [0, 2t t ) being held constant, and that every time a magnetic field 
line passes through the cross-section, its surface label (or Hamiltonian momentum) and 
poloidal angle are plotted in phase space. This cross-section is called a Poincare section, 
and the plot itself is called a Poincare plot or puncture plot [20]. A schematic diagram 
of a Poincare section is shown in Figure 2.1.
The points associated with a Poincare section or plot define what is known as an it-
erated map. An iterated map is a transformation T  of each point of a discrete-time 
dynamical system such that xn+i = T(xn), where x is a point in phase space, n E Z de-
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a Poincare section.
notes the iteration number and x n denotes the value of x after n iterations of the map [20]. 
When an iterated map satisfactorily describes the dynamics of a system at discrete, peri-
odic points in time by following the orbits of a continuous-time system from one transversal 
surface of section until its first return to that particular surface (as shown in Figure 2.1), 
it is called a return map, and is the discrete-time analogue of a continuous-time dynam-
ical system. Return maps retain all the features of continuous-time dynamical systems, 
except that one degree of freedom has been removed from the description of the system 
so that an n-dimensional system can easily be plotted in (n — l)-dimensional space [20], 
This is important because it is much easier to visualise a two-dimensional system than a 
three-dimensional one, and return maps make it possible to reduce a three-dimensional 
system to a two-dimensional one without losing significant amounts of important informa-
tion about the system. It is important to note that there is a subtle difference between 
the dehnition of an iterated map and that of a return map. An iterated map is a purely 
mathematical construction that exists in its own right, whereas a return map is an iterated 
map that is being used specifically to reduce the dimensionality of a dynamical system.
2.8  A rea -P reserv in g  T w ist M aps
The return maps of all 1^-d.o.f Hamiltonian systems are area-preserving [21], which means 
that the absolute value of their Jacobian is unity. Such maps are called area-preserving  
m aps, because they preserve the phase space area of their coordinates under transforma-
tion. An area-preserving tw ist map is an area-preserving map T  : (x,y) H> (x,y) that 
is periodic in x and satisfies either
dx 
d y





0 < k  < —  (2.29)
dV x
for some constant k  [7]. In the first case, the untransformed x-coordinate is a monoton- 
ically increasing function of the transformed ^/-coordinate, whereas in the second case, 
the transformed x-coordinate is a monotonically increasing function of the untransformed
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which was obtained via the Jacobian matrix of the inverse transformation T _1, from which 
we can see that area-preserving twist maps can also be formulated in terms of monotoni- 
cally decreasing functions. Because the phase space is cylindrical, the relationship between 
x and y in Equation (2.28) and between x and y in Equation (2.29) takes the form of a 
helix. By convention, twist maps that satisfy Equation (2.28) are said to twist to the 
left, whereas twist maps that satisfy Equation (2.29) are said to twist to the right [7]. 
Area-preserving twist maps have Jacobian unity (not minus unity), and are commonly 
used to describe Hamiltonian systems in which the velocity depends monotonically on the 
momentum [7]. It is important to note that despite the label, the second iterate of a 
twist map is not necessarily a twist map [7]. Throughout the rest of this thesis, it will be 
assumed that all two-dimensional iterated maps are area-preserving twist maps.
2.9 The Kicked Rotor and the Standard Map
The kicked rotor is a pendulum in which the gravity is discretised and periodic [22]. This 
can be accomplished in numerous ways, one of which is to cause the pendulum support 
to oscillate vertically and then change to the accelerating reference frame in which the 
support is motionless [22]. The Hamiltonian of the kicked rotor is given by
C
H ( I 19, t) — -—-ß + uig(t)/(l ~  cos0), (2-31)
where
OO
g(t) = g0A t S(t -  tn) (2.32)
n = —oo
is the gravity, t is the time, 0 is the angle coordinate, I  is the momentum, m  is the mass, 
l is the length of the pendulum, go is the average value of g(t), and S(t — tn) is the Dirac 
delta function [22].
The kicked rotor is inextricably linked to an area-preserving twist map known as the 
standard map, which twists to the right with unity. The standard map is defined by
xn+\ — x n -}- gn-|_i, (2.33)
k
Vn+l = y n -  sin 27TXn, (2.34)
Z7T
where n E Z, xn is periodic and k is called the nonlinearity parameter. When k =  0, 
the system is integrable and totally free of chaos. As k increases, the amount of chaos also 
increases. When k exceeds kc =  0.971635..., the value at which the last KAM curves are 
destroyed, the system is said to be totally chaotic, and is filled with cantori (compare 
Section 1.9) [23,24]. The breakup of KAM curves under the standard map is shown in 
Figure 2.2.
Although the working is too complex to be included here, and has been left until 
Chapter 5, the standard map defines the set of points at which the kicked rotor has 
stationary action [22]. This is significant, because according to Hamilton’s principle of
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Figure 2.2: Breakup of KAM curves under the standard map.
stationary action, any continuous-time system for which the action is stationary at only 
discrete, periodic points in time must technically be a discrete-time system, and behave 
accordingly. This is because an object in motion will never follow a trajectory along which 
the action isn’t stationary, and because the action of the kicked rotor isn’t stationary 
outside the kick, there is no motion there, so the time coordinate of its trajectories must 
be discrete. Hence, the kicked rotor is merely just the standard map, defined such that 
the time coordinate takes values in E instead of Z. If that be the case, then because 
the standard map is well-known and well-studied, it serves as a toy m odel for better 
understanding the dynamics of other, more realistic Hamiltonian systems for which the 
Poincare sections are described by other, more sophisticated maps that are much more 
difficult to study. In other words, the kicked rotor is not meant to be a real physical 
system, but a way of defining a continuous-time system that behaves similarly to a real 
physical system at certain discrete points in time, without having to perform numerical 
integrations in order to derive the map associated with it. This makes it easier for us to 
demonstrate the relationship between continuous-time and discrete-time systems, because 
in a real physical system, a single Poincare section will not include all the points of 
stationary action, so this relationship isn’t so obvious. Throughout the rest of this thesis, 
the standard map will be used primarily as a toy model for better understanding the 
dynamics of toroidally confined plasmas.
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C hapter 3
C onstruc tion  of A lm ost-Invarian t 
Tori for C ontinuous-T im e System s
This chapter discusses the transition between integrable and nonintegrable, chaotic sys-
tems, and draws on the Poincare-Birkhoff theorem to conclude that the only two peri-
odic orbits that survive the perturbation of an integrable Hamiltonian system are the 
action-minimax and action-minimising orbits. It also defines almost-invariant tori for 
continuous-time Lagrangian and Hamiltonian systems, as well as the pseudo-orbits and 
almost-invariant curves associated with them. Three different methods are used to con-
struct the almost-invariant tori, including the minimisation of the quadratic flux func-
tional, the minimisation of the action gradient functional, and the determination of the 
path of steepest descent of the action gradient flow between the action-minimax and 
action-minimising orbits. These lead to quadratic-flux-minimising (QFMin) tori, action- 
gradient-minimising (AGMin) tori and ghost tori, respectively. QFMin and AGMin tori 
are shown to belong to the same class of almost-invariant tori, called generalised AG-
Min tori, and contrasted with ghost tori in order to demonstrate why QFMin, AGMin 
and ghost tori need to be made equivalent to or “reconciled” with each other. It is also 
argued that because of the similarities between QFMin, AGMin and ghost tori, such a 
reconciliation should be possible by making an appropriate coordinate transformation.
3.1 Invariant Tori and P er io d ic  O rb its
Most objects within a 1^-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system change over time. Those 
that don’t are said to be invariant, and they have the property that they are mapped 
onto themselves by the Hamiltonian dynamics [19]. The two main classes of invariant geo-
metrical objects used in dynamical systems theory are invariant surfaces and periodic 
orbits [19]. Both concepts are closely related to each other, because invariant surfaces 
are just the two-dimensional equivalent of a periodic orbit, which is one-dimensional. As 
such, invariant surfaces are composed entirely of a continuous family of periodic orbits. 
The magnetic field lines used to confine plasmas are constrained to lie on tori. As such, 
we will refer to surfaces as tori unless we expect the result to hold in more general cir-
cumstances.
One of the most important characteristics of invariant tori is that they’re integrable. 
That is, they can be written in terms of action-angle coordinates that give the Hamilto-
nian the form H = //o(/), so that it yields an explicit, analytical, closed-form solution. 
Unfortunately, invariant tori that have rational rotational transform are not structurally 
stable, and this integrability will always be lost after an arbitrarily small perturbation
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k = 0.75
Figure 3.1: Poincare plot of the action-minimax orbits (red) and the action-minimising orbits 
(blue) within the standard map for k = 0.75, corresponding to t = 1/3, 1/2 and 2/3 (in order from 
bottom to top).
H = H0(I) + e H\ (/, 6, t) [16]. However, a remarkable fact is that although most periodic 
orbits are destroyed, an isolated handful still remain, and if the twist condition H j j  ^  0 
holds, then the Poincare-Birkhoff theorem implies that there will be exactly two of 
them for each island chain with rational rotational transform [16]. This means that we 
stand a good chance of being able to recreate the periodic orbits to a good approximation 
after they have been destroyed by a perturbation.
Because the action is a saddle point along one of the remaining periodic orbits, and a 
minimum along the other, the periodic orbits that survive the perturbation of an invariant 
torus are called the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits, respectively [16]. The 
action-minimax orbit threads the centres of the islands together [16] like a string threads 
the centres of the beads inside a necklace, with the number of beads being equal to both 
the number of islands in the island chain and the denominator of the rational rotational 
transform. Similarly, the action-minimising orbit threads the centres of the points 
in the chaotic separatrix region at which the separatrices would cross if it weren’t for 
chaos [16]. By analogy, this is the gap between the beads in a necklace. The action- 
minimax orbit is always stable unless there’s a period-doubling bifurcation, in which case 
it’s unstable, whereas the action-minimising orbit is always unstable [16,17]. A Poincare 
plot of the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits associated with the standard map 
for k =  0.75 is shown in Figure 3.1, along with a visualisation of the standard map itself. 
From this figure, it can be seen that the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits are 
the O-points and X-points of the island chains, respectively, and that the number of islands 
in an island chain is equal to the denominator of the rational rotational transform. This is 
not inconsistent with the definition of the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits, 
which are defined to be the X-points and O-points of the action, respectively, because the 
islands represent the energy of the system, not the action (see Figure 1 of Dewar, Hudson, 
and Gibson [19]).
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3.2  A lm o st-In v a r ia n t Tori and A lm o st-In v a r ia n t C u rves
Once an invariant torus has been destroyed by perturbation, it can still be recovered to a 
best approximation by attempting to “fill in the gaps” between the action-minimax and 
action-minimising orbits such that they form a torus [16]. Although the new torus will 
not be invariant, it should be as close to invariance as possible, and is therefore called an
alm ost-invariant torus.
In analogy with invariant tori, which are composed of a continuous family of (p , q)- 
periodic orbits, almost-invariant tori are composed of a continuous family of (p, g)-periodic 
pseudo-orbits [19]. In Hamiltonian systems, this pseudo-orbit family is given by
0 = W o ) ,  (3.1)
/  = £$(#(*|0oM(t|0o),*), Vte[0,27rg), (3.2)
and in Lagrangian systems, it is given by
0 = tf(t|0o), (3.3)
9 = ///(J(t|6>0),'d(t|6>o),t), V£ € [0,2nq), (3.4)
where 0o = i9(0|#o) is a 27r-periodic parameter that varies over the range 0q E [0,27t ) [19].
The Poincare section of an almost-invariant torus is called an alm ost-invariant 
curve. As the natural discretisation of an almost-invariant torus with respect to time, 
almost-invariant curves play a fundamental role in understanding the behaviour of almost- 
invariant tori. For a continuous-time system, the shape of the almost-invariant curves 
depends continually on the value of t or £ at which the cross-section is made. This means 
that in the case of the simple pendulum, there’s only one distinct kind of almost-invariant 
curve for each definition of an almost-invariant curve. However, in the case of the kicked 
rotor, defined by Equation (2.31), the discontinuity in the potential means that there are 
two distinct kinds of almost-invariant curves for each definition, denoted by C+ and C ~. 
Both these curves will be defined explicitly in Section 5.6, but for the moment, it is suf-
ficient to know that the C + curves are the forward images of the C~ curves under an 
area-preserving twist map (and vice versa for the backward image) [25].
3.3  T h e L inear M a g n etic  F lu x
Before attempting to construct some (p, (/)-periodic pseudo-orbits and almost-invariant 
tori, it is necessary to define some flux quantities. The first of these, the linear magnetic 
flux, often referred to simply as the m agnetic flux, is defined most generally for an 
arbitrary closed surface T as
<pi[r] = jj) n • BdA, (3.5)
where B is the magnetic field, n is the unit normal to an arbitrary point on T, and dA 
is the directed infinitesimal area element of Y [16,17]. For a magnetic surface defined in 
toroidal magnetic coordinates, Y : I  = Jp(0,£), so the directed infinitesimal area element 
is given by
d6 dC
n- V0 x VC’
dA = (3.6)
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where 0 and (  are both 27r-periodic. The magnetic flux then becomes [16]
win n  B
n  • V e  x V (
dd dC (3.7)
Because of the continuing lack of evidence to prove the existence of magnetic monopoles, 
we can safely assume th a t ip\ =  0 provided th a t the surface is closed, so th a t f \  is 
independent of both F and the coordinates [16]. It is shown in Hudson and Dewar [26]
th a t
SS _  n  B 
Je  ~  n  ■ V 0 x V C ’
(3.8)




3.4  T h e Q u ad ratic  M a g n etic  F lu x
Because ip\ =  0, the linear m agnetic flux cannot be used to  determ ine the degree to 
which T deviates from being a magnetic surface, so it is unfit for defining alm ost-invariant 
surfaces [27]. It is therefore necessary to define a new flux, the quadratic magnetic flux, 
which is the second moment of the linear magnetic flux [26]. From now on, the quadratic 
magnetic flux will be referred to  simply as the q u a d r a t ic  flux. For an arb itrary  closed 
surface T, the most general definition of the quadratic flux is given by
(3-10)
where C is the cross product of the gradients of each of the coordinates th a t varies on T [26]. 
For a magnetic surface w ritten in term s of toroidal magnetic coordinates, C  =  V 0  x V ( , 
and the quadratic flux becomes [26]
i /*27t r2ir / n B  \  ^
- d  L f e )  ■“ <  H , , >
Unlike the linear flux, the quadratic flux is not coordinate-independent [26]. However, 
coordinate independence does still hold in certain situations -  specifically, when V  • C =  0 
and n - C / 0  [26]. The la tte r should always be satisfied if the coordinates used to describe 
T are suitable for tori [26]. Because the integrand is squared, it can be seen th a t the 
quadratic flux is positive definite. As with the linear flux, the quadratic flux can be 
w ritten in term s of the action gradient [26], which leads to
(3.12)
where ÖS/öe is defined in Equation (3.8). This shows th a t the quadratic flux is merely 
the m inim isation of the action gradient in least squares over T, which explains the need 
to introduce a peculiar weighting factor l / ( n  • C) into the definition of if 2 [26].
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3.5 Q FM in  Tori an d  P seu d o -O rb its
The first method of defining an almost-invariant torus is as the minimum of the quadratic 
flux functional
i r 27r /’27r /  *  c  \  2
V2lrl =  2 iL ( » ) dedt  (3i3)
under arbitrary deformations of an almost-invariant torus T. Such tori are called 
quadratic-flux-m inim ising (Q FM in) tori, because they are the tori of least quadratic 
flux [19]. The Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to this variational principle can 
be calculated using both Lagrangian and Hamiltonian dynamics, and both methods have 
been presented to facilitate comparison. Towards the end of each formulation, it will be 
seen that QFMin tori are foliated by a family of (p, g)-periodic pseudo-orbits, parametrised 
by Oq . The properties of these pseudo-orbits will be discussed in Section 3.5.3.
3 .5 .1  L agrangian  F orm u lation  o f Q F M in  Tori




dOo d t. (3.14)




de o d#o d£,
(3.15)
where we have used the identity
(  d d \  _  d(5d)
(3.16)
Using integration by parts to eliminate the <9(<5t?)/<9#o term, it can be seen that [19]
. /  m  dd_ 
\ 6 0 J  d0o
d_
d90
d^o d t, (3.17)




dL d d L  
d0 _ d t W  
d(SL) d d{SL)
~d6 dt d() ’
(3.18)
(3.19)
6 L = 9,de de
and
(3.20)
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where L = L(d,d,t) and d = dd/dt, it follows that the quadratic flux functional can be 




de d Lgg de
L°°d60 6l)+ dt deo
dLee
dt deo
Using integration by parts to eliminate öd and öd, this can be reduced to






/<5S\] dd d 
) \  + öödf0dt
6d d0o dt, (3.22)
because the endpoints cancel due to the periodicity conditions. Assuming that e = d(t |#o) 
is monotonic -  that is,
dd
—  > 0 Vt, (3.23)
another integration by parts can be performed over t to yield [19]
Lee
f d d V d  f  SS \
\ d % )  d t \ s e )
Sd d^o dt, (3.24)
where the endpoints cancel due to the periodicity conditions. Since this must be true for 
all Sd, it follows that the Euler-Lagrange equation is given by [19]
d_ \r ( — V
dt Ö )  dt V )
0.
Surprisingly, this equation can be integrated with respect to t to yield [19]
(3.25)
6S
Je v{ßo) + v{0o)
t>-¥U
(3.26)
where u is a dummy variable. Assuming that the twist condition Lqq ^  0 holds, the second 
term is monotonically secular in t whenever cr(f?o) ^  0. Hence, we must set cr(#o) = 0 in 
order to ensure the periodicity of SS/Sd, which is required to be periodic because of its 
evaluation on a {p,q)~periodic pseudo-orbit, [19]. Hence, the Euler-Lagrange equation is 
given by
~  = v(9o), (3.27)
where $o parametrises a family of (p, g)-periodic orbits and v(ßo) is constant with respect 
to t. This equation is called the QFMin equation, and this result is called the QFMin 
theorem.
3.5.2 Ham iltonian Formulation of QFMin Tori
In the Hamiltonian formulation, e is paramterised by e = d(t), and the first variation in 
<p2 [r] is given by
(3.28)
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Because we are dealing with pseudo-orbits within a Hamiltonian system, H  =  H(I ,6 , t )  
and 6S/ÖI =  0. This implies that 0 = Hj,  and by constraining /  to lie on an arbitrary 
torus /  =  p(61t)1 it can be shown that [19,28]
I  — Pt +  HiPe- (3.29)
Substituting this into Equation (2.13), it can be seen that [19]
ÖS
Je = —pt — Hipo -  He
= -Pt  -  deH,
(3.30)
where de = de +  pedi denotes the total 9 derivative (which would only be partial if the 
pseudo-orbits weren’t constrained to he on a torus). The first variation of 6S/Ö6 is given 
by [19]
<5 ^ =  —&Pt ~  Po öHi -  Hj  öpe -  6He
= - 6 p t -  poHu 6p -  / / /  Spe -  Hie Sp (3.31)
= - 6 p t - d e ( H I ) S p - H I öpe 
= —öpt -  de(Hi Sp),
which can also be obtained by writing
6  ( ^ )  =  ~ S p t  ~  M S H )
(3.32)
and substituting ÖH =  Hi Sp into Equation (3.32) (remember that the pseudo-orbits are 
constrained to lie on a torus). Substituting Equation (3.31) into Equation (3.28), we 
obtain
r 2 t t  r 2 t t  r o
<5v2[r] =  J  J  Je[~ 6pt ~ 59 (H‘ <5p)1 d e d t ' (3'33)
which after integration by parts, becomes [19,28]
<55
66
( % ) s P d 0 d i ,
Sp d# dt
(3.34)
because the endpoints cancel due to the periodicity conditions (Equations (2.8) and (2.9)). 
Hence, the Euler-Lagrange equations are given by [19]
d.
dt
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where Oq parametrises a family of (p, ^-periodic orbits and v (6q) is constant- with respect 
to t. As expected, this is the same Euler-Lagrange equation that was obtained using the 
Lagrangian formulation. From now on, we will restrict our attention to Equation (3.37) 
when discussing the Euler-Lagrange equations of QFMin tori within Hamiltonian systems, 
and ignore Equation (3.36) almost entirely.
3.5.3 Q FM in P seudo-O rbits
As shown in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, and verified by Equations (3.37) and (3.36), the 
surface T is foliated by a continuous family of (p, g)-periodic pseudo-orbits. These pseudo- 
orbits are called QFMin pseudo-orbits, and they foliate a QFMin torus [19]. When 
written in terms of the magnetic field, the QFMin equation defined by Equations (3.27) 
and (3.37) takes the form [26]
B„ • V/' = 0, (3.38)
where B„ = B — n'VO x VC is called the pseudo-magnetic field and u = n-B/n-V^xVC  
is called the integrability parameter [26]. This implies both that the QFMin pseudo- 
orbits are characteristics of the QFMin equation and that they are tangential to the 
pseudo-magnetic-field [26]. Although the QFMin equation implies that u (6q ) is constant 
on each particular pseudo-orbit, it can still vary from one pseudo-orbit, to another, because 
the pseudo-orbits are not required to have the same initial values. In particular, v = 0 on 
the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits, and v ^  0 elsewhere [26], which is why 
n(6o) is sometimes referred to as the integrability parameter.
3.5.4 Q FM in Curves
The Poincare section of a QFMin torus is called a QFMin curve. The two different 
kinds of QFMin curves have been plotted in Figure 3.2, along with a visualisation of the 
standard map in order to show how they relate to islands and chaos. A poloidal plot has 
also been provided in Figure 3.3 in order to show what the QFMin curves would look like 
inside the topological base space.
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Figure 3.2: QFMin curves plotted in Cartesian coordinates when k - 1.25. The green C + QFMin 
curves are the forward images of the purple C~ QFMin curves.
Figure 3.3: QFMin curves plotted in polar coordinates when k = 1.25. The green C + QFMin 
curves are the forward images of the purple C~ QFMin curves.
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3.6 A G M in  P seu d o -O rb its  an d  Tori
The second type of almost-invariant torus can be defined as the foliation of a torus by 
a series of (p, (^-periodic pseudo-orbits obtained by integrating the square of the action 
gradient over t but not 0. This new functional is called the action gradient functional, 
and is defined by [19]
(3.39)
where C is an arbitrary (p, g)-periodic path. The action gradient functional is the square





(3.40)Je''Je I/ - 0’
i r2 irq
2 J fgdt- (3.41)
When the action gradient functional is minimised under arbitrary deformations of C, the 
resulting pseudo-orbit is called an action-gradient-minimising (AGMin) pseudo-
orbit [19], and when a family of AGMin pseudo-orbits foliate a torus, the resulting torus 
is called an AGMin torus.
3.6.1 R estriction  o f th e  A G M in P seudo-O rb its to  Lie on Tori
The original derivation of AGMin pseudo-orbits is shown in Dewar, Hudson, and Gib-
son [19], but because it’s difficult to extend this formulation to encompass AGMin tori 
as well as AGMin pseudo-orbits, we have decided to introduce a new formulation in this 
thesis that works just as well for AGMin tori as it does for AGMin pseudo-orbits. This 
new formulation requires us to modify the action gradient functional in order to make 
it two-dimensional, by adding a Lagrange multiplier that allows us to drop some of the 
boundary conditions (that 'd'(O) = 9q and i9'(27rq) = #o) and replace them with the con-
straint that the area between the AGMin pseudo-orbits 9 = d(t) and the poloidal axis be 
constant with respect to t. This is in analogy with the pseudo-action defined in Section 6 
of Hudson and Dewar [16], and it goes well beyond answering the third question in the 
list of open issues at the end of Dewar, Hudson, and Gibson [19].
Because each pseudo-orbit has a different initial value, the area between each pseudo-
orbit and the poloidal axis must depend on 9q (see Figure 3 of Dewar, Hudson, and 
Gibson [19]), which means that we can make the Euler-Lagrange equation for AGMin 
pseudo-orbits (Equations (22) and (31) of Dewar, Hudson, and Gibson [19]) dependent 
on 6q simply by constraining the area between each pseudo-orbit and the poloidal axis to 
be constant. This turns the Euler-Lagrange equation for AGMin pseudo-orbits into an 
Euler-Lagrange equation for AGMin tori, by making it depend continuously on 6q. This is 
similar to the Euler-Lagrange equation for QFMin tori, which also depends continuously 
on 9q. The Lagrange multiplier is necessary to show that AGMin pseudo-orbits foliate 
a torus, and because it was omitted from the original formulation described by Dewar, 
Hudson, and Gibson [19], it is worthwhile comparing the original formulation with the 
one outlined below. The Lagrangian formulation has been presented first, followed by the 
Hamiltonian formulation.
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3.6.2 Lagrangian Form ulation o f A G M in Tori
In the Lagrangian formulation, C is parametrised by 0 = iJ(t), and we introduce the 
Lagrange multiplier p in order to constrain
A =
r2irq
/  ddt  
Jo
(3.42)
to be constant, where A  is the area between an AGMin pseudo-orbit 0 = d{t) and the 
poloidal axis. This leads to the modified action gradient functional
r 2nq
fl i^P] = /
Jo
1 LÖS








Substituting Equation (3.45) into Equation (3.44) and integrating by parts to remove the 






d j e e \  , / <55dLgg\  ^
dt \50 dt )  dt2 \  50 Lee) ~ P
50 d t,
(3.46)
where the endpoints cancel due to the periodicity conditions (Equations (2.21) and (2.22)). 
By rearranging some of the derivatives, this equation can be simplified to
ä/ [ M  = { ( L*>
d Lee S > S _ 6 _
Je dt
r - i ™  
ee dt V 50
50 dt. (3.47)
Because Equation (3.47) must be minimised over all variations 60, we obtain three Euler- 
Lagrange equations, given by
Lee -
dLqq\  5S d
50 Lee
d LÖS








In order to determine how A  depends on 0q , we split off the linear part of 0(t), which gives
0(t) =  0q +  it + 0(t), (3.51)
where the nonlinear component
0(t) = 0{0q -(- bt) — bt — (0(0q + bt) — bt) (3.52)
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is defined such that it averages to zero over one full (p, </)-periodic pseudo-orbit. Then, 
because 9(t) averages to zero, we get
r2ixq r2nq
/ 9dt = (9q + bt) dt = 27rq(0o + 7rp), (3.53)
./ o J o
from which we can see that
A  = 2nq(0Q + 7T p). (3.54)
Substituting Equation (3.54) into Equation (3.49), and Equation (3.49) into Equa-
tion (3.48), it can be seen that because p is constant on each AGMin torus, the Euler- 
Lagrange equations for AGMin tori can be reduced to the single Euler-Lagrange equation
d L ^ \  <hS'
d t J 69
d_ [ d_ f 6 S \
dt [L°ö dt V ^ /
= h(90). (3.55)
Note that although 6S/69 cannot be reduced to a constant as in the case of QFMin tori, 
it still satisfies the pseudo-dynamics defined in Chapter 2.
3.6.3 H am iltonian  Form ulation o f A G M in Tori
In the Hamiltonian formulation, the constraint A = q 9dt and the Lagrange multiplier 
p are preserved, but a second Lagrange multiplier is introduced in order to implement the 
constraint 6S/6I = 0. Because C can be parametrised by both 9 = d{t) and I = X(t), the 
action gradient functional is given by
A,/i]




SS J S S \
m s { m )
—  f l  6 0 dt.
Taking the variations of ÖS/69 and ÖS/ÖI, it can be seen that
= —öi  -  Hjq 61 — Hqq 69, 





Substituting these into Equation (3.57) and using integration by parts to eliminate 69 and 
6X yields
6f[l,9,\, fi]
'277  q d ( 6S 
dt V 69
Hio—  + A H u
+ A  + Hie x - h J A 69 > dt,
(3.60)
where the endpoints cancel due to the periodicity conditions (Equations (2.8) and (2.9)). 
Because this has to be zero for all variations 61 and 69, we obtain five Euler-Lagrange
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equations, given by
(3.61)






dd  t. (3.65)
Assuming that the twist condition H u ^  0 also holds, Equation (3.61) can be written as
where d /d t is an operator acting on everything to its right. Substituting Equation (3.54) 
into Equation (3.64), and Equations (3.66) and (3.64) into Equation (3.62), it can be 
seen that the Euler-Lagrange equations for AGMin tori can be reduced to the two Euler- 
Lagrange equations
where the sign reversal was necessary to facilitate comparison with Dewar, Hudson, and 
Gibson [19]. From now on, we will restrict our attention to Equation (3.67) when discussing 
the Euler-Lagrange equations of AGMin tori within Hamiltonian systems, and ignore 
Equation (3.68) almost entirely.
3.6 .4  A G M in Curves
The Poincare section of an AGMin torus is called an AGMin curve. The two different 
kinds of AGMin curves have been plotted in Figure 3.4, along with a visualisation of the 
standard map in order to show how they relate to islands and chaos.
3.7 G enera lised  A G M in P seu d o -O rb its  an d  Tori
QFMin and AGMin pseudo-orbits belong to a larger class of (p, q,)-periodic pseudo-orbits 
called generalised AGMin pseudo-orbits, and by extension, QFMin and AGMin tori 
belong to a larger class of almost-invariant tori called generalised AGMin tori. In 
order to demonstrate this relationship, it is necessary to formulate a variational principle 
by solving the Euler-Lagrange equation for QFMin pseudo-orbits. We begin by taking the 
average of both sides of Equation (3.27) over one full (p, g)-periodic QFMin pseudo-orbit 
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k = 1.25
Figure 3.4: AGMin curves plotted in Cartesian coordinates when k = 1.25. The blue C+ AGMin 
curves are the forward images of the magenta C~ AGMin curves.








In order to project out the fluctuating part of 5S/Ö9, we also define
so that the combination of Equations (3.27), (3.69) and (3.71) can be written as
P =  0 . (3.73)
We now define a variational principle for QFMin pseudo-orbits by integrating the square 
of Equation (3.73) over one full (p, g)-periodic QFMin pseudo-orbit with respect to t. This 
defines
(3.74)
where 6 =  9(t) is a (p, g)-periodic QFMin pseudo-orbit. Clearly, V[$] > 0 with equality 
if and only if Equation (3.73) is satisfied. That is, V[$] is minimised (to zero) by QFMin
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df = L2*q f 6 S \ \  1df -
2nq 6 S  x 2
dt
66 J 2nq \ J 0 66
so the objective functional for QFMin pseudo-orbits is given by
m
i r2nq ( 6 S \ l
66 J
r2nq 6 S  x 2
f Airq [Jo 66 dt
Comparing this to the modified action gradient functional
r2nq








it’s easy to see that QFMin and AGMin pseudo-orbits belong to the same class of pseudo-
orbits, defined as the minimum of
1 /*27r<? /  6 S' \  2
m  = 2 L ( » ) dt “ M (3.78)
along an arbitrary (p, g)-periodic path 6 = d(t). These pseudo-orbits are called gener-
alised AGMin pseudo-orbits, and they correspond to QFMin pseudo-orbits when
n[d]




It is worth comparing this with the AGMin pseudo-orbits defined in Dewar, Hudson, and 
Gibson [19], where rj[d] =  0. When generalised AGMin pseudo-orbits foliate a torus, the 
torus is called a generalised AGMin torus. Hence, QFMin and AGMin tori are both 
special cases of generalised AGMin tori.
3.8 G host Pseudo-O rbits and Tori
A third way to define an almost-invariant torus is by creating a family of pseudo-orbits 
by flowing down the path of steepest descent of the action gradient [26]. Beginning at an 
action-minimax orbit, which is a saddle point of the action, an almost-invariant torus called 
a ghost torus is formed by flowing down the action gradient along the path of steepest 
descent on both sides of the saddle until an action-minimising orbit is reached [26]. The 
path of steepest descent is given by the action gradient flow equation, which can be 
formulated in terms of both Lagrangian and Hamiltonian dynamics.
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3.8.1 Lagrangian Form ulation o f G host Tori
In the Lagrangian case, the (p, g)-periodic pseudo-orbits are parametrised by 0 = f)(t), 
and the action gradient flow is given by [19,26]
Dd _  _6S  
D7 “  ~ ~ 8 Q '
(3.81)
where r  is a continuous, timelike parameter and D/Dr represents the total r-derivative 
at fixed t. Because SS/S9 = 0 on the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits, the 
action gradient flow Dt?/Dr also equals zero along these orbits. This makes it difficult to 
calculate ghost tori numerically, because as Di9/Dr —> 0, the amount of time it takes to 
calculate a point on a ghost torus approaches infinity.
3.8.2 H am iltonian  Form ulation o f G host Tori
In the Hamiltonian case, the Lagrangian equation for the action gradient flow still holds. 
However, a second equation must also be specified in order to implement the constraint 
5S/5I — 0 [19]. In order to determine this equation, we note that in phase space, (p,q)- 
periodic pseudo-orbits are parametrised by 0 = f)(t) and /  = X(f), and they satisfy the 
relationship
~  = d'{t) — Hj = 0. (3.82)
öl
Taking the total derivative of this equation with respect to r, it follows that [19]
_D_




Because t and r  are independent variables, their derivatives can be interchanged without 
affecting the original equation [19]. Making this interchange, and noting that
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Substituting Equation (3.81) into Equation (3.85), and assuming that the twist condition 





where d/dt is considered to be an operator acting on everything to its right. Hence, the 
action gradient flow of a ghost torus can be completely described in Hamiltonian phase 
space by using the two Hamiltonian equations
Dd 5S
I>  “ ~~56'
DX 1 (
d 7 “ Hu  \ Hie
d_\
dt )  50
(3.87)
(3.88)
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k = 1.25
A : . • ^
F ig u re  3.5: Ghost curves plotted in Cartesian coordinates when k = 1.25. The orange C+ ghost 
curves are the forward images of the cyan C~ ghost curves.
From now on, we will restrict our attention to Equation (3.87) when discussing the ac-
tion gradient flow equations of ghost tori within Hamiltonian systems, and ignore Equa-
tion (3.88) almost entirely.
3.8 .3  G host P seudo-O rb its
According to Hudson and Dewar [16], ghost tori are named after the fact that they are the 
“ghostly remnants” of invariant tori. Like QFMin and AGMin tori, ghost tori are foliated 
by a continuous family of (p, g)-periodic pseudo-orbits, called ghost pseudo-orbits [26]. 
However, ghost pseudo-orbits are typically parametrised by r, rather than #o, in order to 
emphasise their dependence on the time dependence of the action gradient flow equation.
3.8 .4  G host C urves
The Poincare section of a ghost torus is called a ghost curve. The two different kinds of 
ghost curves have been plotted in Figure 3.5, along with a visualisation of the standard 
map in order to show how they relate to islands and chaos.
3.9 Comparison of Alm ost-Invariant Tori
Based on Figures 3.2-3.5, it’s easy to question whether there’s any difference between 
QFMin, AGMin and ghost tori. Indeed, Figure 3.6 shows that QFMin, AGMin and ghost 
curves are virtually indistinguishable inside weakly chaotic systems. However, as k is 
increased, the differences between QFMin, AGMin and ghost curves become more and 
more noticeable, and by the time the system is strongly chaotic, there’s little doubt that 
QFMin, AGMin and ghost tori are distinct. It’s interesting to note that, according to 
Figure 3.7, the trajectories of AGMin and ghost curves are much closer to each other 
than those of QFMin and AGMin curves, and those of QFMin and ghost curves. The
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reason for this is unclear, but it could have something to do with the relationship between 
Equations (3.66) and (3.88). One might be tempted to think that because of the low 
accuracy of the computational algorithm used to plot AGMin curves, AGMin and ghost 
curves might be equivalent to each other. However, the inconsistency of Equation (3.66) 
with Equation (3.88) precludes this from happening [19]. It’s also interesting to note that 
the AGMin and ghost curves cross each other at points where the action is not extremised, 
but the reasons for this and the significance of it remain unclear.
QFMin and AGMin curves are superior to ghost curves in the sense that they can 
both be calculated one pseudo-orbit at a time rather than requiring the construction of 
an infinite set of pseudo-orbits via a flow. They are also superior to ghost curves in the 
sense that QFMin curves are defined in terms of flux leakage [17], which gives them a clear 
physical interpretation, and this physical interpretation can be extended to AGMin curves 
via Equation (3.78). However, QFMin and AGMin curves also have inferior mathematical 
properties because they violate the graph property for high k , meaning that they cross 
lines of constant 9 multiple times in (9,1)-space, so 1(9) is not unique [16]. This can 
be seen in Figure 3.8, which shows what the QFMin curves look like when k =  3.33. 
Unfortunately, the lowest k value at which the graph property is violated decreases as the 
order of the approximation of the rational rotational transform to an irrational rotational 
transform increases. Practically, this would restrict the use of QFMin and AGMin tori to 
rational rotational transforms that are very low-order approximations to irrational ones, 
because convergence would be difficult to characterise in these circumstances, and would 
result in a very distorted mesh for the coordinates.
Fortunately, it has been proven by Gole [12] that in the case of area-preserving twist 
maps, ghost tori satisfy the graph property, so they can represent physical field lines, as 
can be seen by comparing the plot of the ghost curves for k = 3.33 shown in Figure 3.9 
with the analogous plot of the QFMin curves shown in Figure 3.8. However, ghost tori 
are difficult to construct numerically because the amount of time it takes to find a point 
on a ghost curve tends to infinity as ÖS/Ö9 —>■ 0 [16]. There are ways to circumvent 
this problem if ÖS/Ö9 is much greater than zero on most parts of the ghost curve, but 
the current solutions are less than ideal. Fortunately, because of the similarities between 
QFMin, AGMin and ghost curves shown in Figure 3.6, there’s a strong chance that either 
QFMin or AGMin tori can be made equivalent to ghost tori by making an appropriate 
coordinate transformation. The process of making two different types of almost-invariant 
tori equivalent to each other is called reconciliation, and when the reconciliation process 
has been completed, the resulting almost-invariant tori are said to be reconciled.
The advantage of reconciling QFMin, AGMin and ghost tori is that it causes the 
QFMin and AGMin curves to take on the properties of ghost curves, such as satisfaction 
of the graph property, while allowing the ghost curves to take on the properties of QFMin 
and AGMin curves, such as ease of numerical computability. The latter is facilitated by the 
fact that if ghost curves can be reconciled with either QFMin or AGMin curves, then they 
could also be calculated by using the same methods as for QFMin and AGMin curves, 
which are typically a lot easier to implement numerically than those that are used for 
ghost curves. The primary goal of this thesis is to find a coordinate transformation that 
reconciles either QFMin or AGMin tori with ghost tori, and to demonstrate its existence. 
Although it’s well beyond the scope of this thesis, Hudson and Breslau [29] have shown 
that ghost curves have similar trajectories to temperature isotherms, which suggests that 
there may be a coordinate transformation that reconciles them as well. This would be 
very significant, because it would imply that ghost tori are more than just mathematical
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a construct, but a physical entity, and it could be extended to both QFMin and AGMin 
tori on the basis of a proven reconciliation with ghost tori.
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Figure 3.6: QFMin, AGMin and ghost curves plotted for t — 1/2 when k — 0.4. Although all 
curves have been plotted, only the orange C+ ghost curve and the cyan C~ ghost curve can be 
seen because of the similarities between each type of curve (either C+ or C~) and the thickness 
of the lines. In other words, the C+ curves are virtually indistinguishable from each other, as are 
the C~ curves in this weakly chaotic system.
k = 2.5
\  >
\ \  \  \
Figure 3.7: QFMin, AGMin and ghost curves plotted for t = 1/2 when k = 2.5. The green curve 
is the C+ QFMin curve, the blue curve is the C+ AGMin curve, the orange curve is the C+ ghost 
curve, the cyan curve is the C~ ghost curve, the magenta curve is the C~ AGMin curve and the 
purple curve is the C~ QFMin curve. Notice that all six curves are clearly distinct from each other 
in this strongly chaotic system.
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k = 3.33
e/2 n
Figure 3.8: QFMin curves plotted for h = 1/3 when k - 3.33. These curves violate the graph 
property because 1(0) is not unique for the green C+ QFMin curve when 0/2n «  0.42 and for the 
purple C~ QFMin curve when 6/2 t t  ~ 0.58.
k = 3.33
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
e/2 n
Figure 3.9: Ghost curves plotted for t = 1/3 when k — 3.33. The orange C+ ghost curves and 
the cyan C~ ghost curves do not violate the graph property like their corresponding QFMin curves 
do.
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C h ap te r 4
R econciliation  of A lm ost-Invarian t 
Tori for C ontinuous-T im e System s
This chapter begins by proving an important theorem that reduces the number of almost- 
invariant tori that need to be reconciled from three to two. This is accomplished by showing 
that any reconciliation between QFMin and ghost tori is also a reconciliation between 
QFMin-ghost tori and AGMin tori. After that, a new poloidal angle 0  is introduced 
in order to carry out the reconciliation between QFMin and ghost tori via a coordinate 
transformation, and the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian pseudo-dynamics is defined in order 
to eliminate the functional dependence of 0  on I  and 6 . Next, QFMin and ghost tori are 
defined in terms of 0 , and the reconciliation condition is refined to the point where it is 
shown to be a linear function of the time t. Finally, a variational principle is constructed 
that will be discretised in Chapter 6 so that the reconciliation between QFMin and ghost 
tori can be carded out nurnericaWy in Chapters 7 and 8.
4.1  T h e R ig id ity  P r in c ip le  for A lm o st-In v a r ia n t Tori
Considering the advantages and disadvantages of the various approaches to defining 
almost-invariant tori, as well as the similarities between them when plotted in phase space, 
it seems logical to seek a coordinate transformation that will make the various types of 
almost-invariant tori equivalent. This problem is greatly simplified by the rigidity prin-
ciple for almost-invariant tori, which states
Theorem (Rigidity principle for almost-invariant tori). If two of QFMin, AGMin and 
ghost pseudo-orbits are reconciled with each other, then they must also be reconciled with 
the third.
This is due to the underlying structure of the QFMin, AGMin and ghost pseudo-orbits 
themselves, which makes it impossible to reconcile two of them without also reconciling 
the third. The rigidity principle also leads to an important corollary, which states
Corollary. If two of QFMin, AGMin and ghost pseduo-orbits cannot be reconciled with 
each other, then neither of them can be reconciled with the third.
Although it is possible to prove the rigidity principle in all cases, for the purposes 
of this thesis, we will restrict our attention to the case where QFMin and ghost pseudo-
orbits are already reconciled, and the rigidity principle is needed to show that they are 
also reconciled with AGMin pseudo-orbits, because the other cases are analogous to this 
one, and superfluous to the aim of this thesis. The Hamiltonian formulation of the proof 
is presented first, followed by the Lagrangian formulation.
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Proof. Hamiltonian Formulation




Then substituting in Equation (2.13) and taking the total derivative with respect to r  
gives
E) S6 S \ 
Tn )
(4.2)
Because t and r  are independent of each other, their derivatives can be interchanged 
without affecting the equation. Making this interchange, expanding DHq / D t  as
W e _ H DO D/ 
B 7 - HMD7 + H,eD-r




Assuming that the QFMin pseudo-orbits are also ghost pseudo-orbits, they must satisfy 











Substituting these into Equation (4.4) yields
i +H,e 1W i
d 
d t H i e  ) + H qq
ÖS
Je




Comparing this with Equation (3.67) and making the identification /i(0o) = C (0o )0'o (t ) =  
v’(0q)/ t 1 (Oo), we can see that this is one of the Hamiltonian Euler-Lagrange equations for 
AGMin pseudo-orbits (the other, that 6S/SI = 0, has already been assumed right from 
the outset of this proof). □
Proof. Lagrangian Formulation
Recall that a family of QFMin pseudo-orbits parametrised by Oq satisfies
6S_
Je ‘'(O o). (4.8)
Then substituting in Equation (2.27) and taking the total derivative with respect to r  
gives
JD_ / 6 S \
d 7
i',(ßo)0'o(r). (4.9)
Because t and r  are independent of each other, their derivatives can be interchanged 
without affecting the equation. Making this interchange, expanding DLq/D t  and DL^/Dr
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(4 .10)
(4.11)
and substituting them back into Equation (4.9) gives
Leel>r +  L^ l >  _  dt \ ^ I >  + L^ D r j  =  U (412)
DL0 DO DO
d 7 " L00d 7 + l ^ d 7 ’
DL0 _  DO DO
d 7 ~  *r ! >  +  L00D ?
Assuming that the QFMin pseudo-orbits are also ghost pseudo-orbits, they must satisfy 
Equation (3.81), given by
DO _  6£[
d 7  ~  ~ J ö '
and because the derivatives of t arid r  can be interchanged, we also have
(4.13)
D0 _  y  / Df?\ _  _ y  fss \
d 7 _ dt VDr) ~~dt («0) ■ (4 .14)
Substituting these back into Equation (4.12) gives
r SS _ d f S S \  d r ÖS d f ö S \
■eojfj + [ j j j  J -  (^, Je ) y'(0a)e'o(-
and expanding out the third term yields
dL0q \  SS d
Lee — 60





Comparing this with Equation (3.55) and making the identihcation /i(0q ) =  is'(0o )0'o ( t ) =  
u '(0q ) / t '(0o ), we can see that this is one of the Lagrangian Euler-Lagrange equations for 
AGMin pseudo-orbits. □
Hence, if QFMin and ghost pseudo-orbits are reconciled with each other in either a 
Lagrangian or a Hamiltonian system, then they must also be reconciled with AGMin 
pseudo-orbits. Because the kicked rotor can be defined as both a continuous-time and 
a discrete-time system, we will assume from now on that the rigidity principle not only 
holds for continuous-time systems, but also for discrete-time systems under the kicked 
rotor (i.e. those that satisfy the standard map). Therefore, we will restrict our attention 
to reconciling QFMin and ghost tori, and ignore AGMin tori almost entirely throughout 
the rest of this thesis.
4.2 The Pseudo-A ction
In order to complete the reconciliation between QFMin and ghost tori, it is necessary to 
find a coordinate transformation that makes both QFMin and ghost tori equivalent. This 
is done by introducing a new, generalised poloidal angle 0  =  0 (7 ,0,t) that modifies the 
action, because the action is the only quantity that appears in the definitions of both 
QFMin and ghost tori [16]. However, in order to derive some of the conditions that are
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necessary for the reconciliation to hold, it is important to express the pseudo-dynamics of 
the reconciled QFMin-ghost tori in terms of the pseudo-action, defined by [16]
Su = S - v A .  (4.17)
where S  is the standard physical action, v is a constant chosen to be equal to the value of 
ÖS/6Q on some reconciled QFMin-ghost pseudo-orbit,, and A  is a constraint given by
A const. (4.18)
The constraint A  represents the area between a path r = r (t) on a torus and the poloidal 
axis of the torus [16]. We have sufficient freedom to choose 0  = 0o + R +  0(t) as a trial 
function, where 0o is the value of © at t = 0 and 0  is a periodic function that averages 
to zero [16]. For a (p, g)-periodic pseudo-orbit, this implies that [16]
A  — 27rg(0o + 7T p). (4.19)
Because p and q are constant on each particular pseudo-orbit, we can uniquely parametrise 
the pseudo-orbits by constraining A  to be a different constant on each (p, g)-periodic 
pseudo-orbit. With this unique parametrisation, r(0 ,£) =  r(t|0o), where 0  G [0,27r), de-
fines a family of pseudo-orbits tha t’s all-sufficient to specify an almost-invariant torus [16].
In a magnetic field, the constraint A  takes the form
.4 = const, (4.20)
where C is an arbitrary curve on the torus. By defining a new vector pseudo-potential 
A„ = A — )y0V(, it can be seen that the constraint A  arises naturally from the original, 
physical action [16]. As it will be shown in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, the pseudo-action has 
the effect of simplifying the pseudo-dynamics of a particular QFMin pseudo-orbit that 
has action gradient equal to u. This leads to a rather startling result concerning the 
dependence of 0  on one of its arguments, that will be demonstrated in Section 4.5.
4.3 H am ilto n ian  P seu d o -D y n am ics
Recall that for a 1 ^ -degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system written in terms of action-angle 
coordinates, the action along a (p, g)-periodic path 0 =  d(t), I  — X{t) is given by
d£. (4.21)
It follows from Equations (4.17) and (4.18) that the Hamiltonian pseudo-action Su along 




I d  -  H (1, d, t) -  uQ (X, d, t) (4.22)
We than define the pseudo-Hamiltonian as [16]
HU = H y u Q (4.23)
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so that the Hamiltonian pseudo-action can be written as
S„[0,2] l - d - H v {l,d, t) db (4.24)
Then the pseudo-action gradients are given by [16]
54s- = - i -  d»H„, (4.25)ou
= (4.26)
Unlike the original Hamiltonian action gradients, which are only equal to zero for all t on 
(p, g)-periodic orbits, the Hamiltonian pseudo-action gradients are only equal to zero for 
all t on QFMin pseudo-orbits that have the same action gradient as that which was used 
to define the pseudo-action gradient. In such cases, the QFMin pseudo-orbits satisfy the 
modified Hamilton’s equations [16]
(4.27)
X = - d eHUt (4.28)
which are analogous to Hamilton’s equations for (p, g)-periodic orbits. Note that when 
v = 0, as in the case of (p, q)-periodic orbits, the Hamiltonian pseudo-dynamics reduces 
to ordinary Hamiltonian dynamics.
4 .4  L a g ra n g ia n  P s e u d o -D y n a m ic s
In order to facilitate comparison with Hamiltonian pseudo-dynamics, Lagrangian systems 
can also be defined in terms of the pseudo-action, in which case, the action
r2nq
S[tf]= /  L(d,d, t)dt
J o
(4.29)




Sd#] = / L(^ ,i9,Q — i/0($,$,i)
Jo
We then define the pseudo-Lagrangian as [16]
Lu =  L — zz0,
from which it follows by comparing Equations (4.24) and (4.30) that
L „ = l d -  Hv.
Then the Lagrangian pseudo-action takes the form
- 2i\qr^ n
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and the pseudo-action gradient is given by [16]
SSv = 8L^_ _  «d ( 8 L U\
69 89 d t \  86 )
(4.34)
Unlike the original Lagrangian action gradient, which is only equal to zero for all t on 
(p, g)-periodic orbits, the Lagrangian pseudo-act ion gradient is only equal to zero for all 
t on QFMin pseudo-orbits that have the same action gradient as that which was used 
to define the pseudo-action gradient. In such cases, the QFMin pseudo-orbits satisfy the 
modified Lagrange’s equation [16]
8LV d (d L v \  
89 dt V 89 )
(4.35)
which is analogous to Lagrange’s equation for (p, (/)-periodic orbits. Note that when u = 0, 
as in the case of (p, (^-periodic orbits, the Lagrangian pseudo-dynamics reduces to ordinary 
Lagrangian dynamics.
4.5 T he In itia l R econcilia tion  C o n d itio n
The reconciliation condition is a constraint placed upon 0(1 ,98 )  in order to ensure 
that under the transformation 9 i—> 0 (1 ,9,t), QFMin and ghost tori are equal. As a first 
step towards obtaining the best reconciliation condition we can get, we must check that 
the pseudo-dynamics defined in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 are consistent with the definition 
of a (p, g)-periodic pseudo-orbit, defined in Chapter 2. Recall that on a (p, </)-periodic 
pseudo-orbit, 6S/5I is always equal to zero, whereas ÖS/Ö9 varies from one pseudo-orbit 
to another and is only equal to zero when the pseudo-orbit coincides with a periodic orbit. 
This implies via Equation (2.14) that
0 =  Hi, (4.36)
which must be consistent with Equation (4.27) in order for the reconciliation to hold. 
Substituting Equation (4.36) into Equation (4.27) gives [16]
Hi = 8iH v = Hi + 8i(vO), (4.37)
which implies that
8j (uO)= 0. (4.38)
Because v is constant on each particular pseudo-orbit, uj =  0, and because u ^  0 in 
general, it follows that [16]
©7 =  0. (4.39)
Hence, 0  is independent of I, so it has the form
0  = 0(9, t). (4.40)
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This implies that when the reconciled QFMin-ghost pseudo-orbits are transformed back 
into the original coordinate system, they have the form [16,17]
0 = 0 (0 ,t)  =  0(t |0o), (4.41)
where 0o is the value of 0  at t =  0. Hence, the reconciled QFMin-ghost pseudo-orbits 
can be parametrised by their initial values. Equation (4.39) will be called the initial 
reconciliation condition, and it will be considerably improved upon in Section 4.8.
4.6 M odified Q F M in  Tori
In order to reconcile QFMin and ghost tori, it is necessary to generalise the definition 
of the quadratic flux such that 0 ^  0(0, t). For an arbitrary torus T, the modified 
quadratic flux is given by [16,17]
d© d t, (4.42)
where 6S/6Q is the modified action gradient. By definition, the reconciled QFMin-ghost 
tori are the minima of Equation (4.42) under all possible variations of T. The Euler- 
Lagrange equation of the modified quadratic flux can be obtained by taking the functional 




Rearranging this equation, it can be seen that the Euler-Lagrange equation of the modified 
quadratic flux is given by




$ (0 ,t)  is the functional inverse of 0  =  0(0, t) with respect to 0. However,
6S_ _  SS 
6Q ~ ^ &~66'
(4.45)
it follows that the Euler-Lagrange equation of the modified quadratic flux can also be 
written in the form [26]
SS_
se = *4©o), (4.46)
where 0o coincides with 0q because 0  and 0 both have the same initial conditions. 
In analogy with Equation (3.8), the modified action gradient takes the form
öS _  n B 
SO n • V 0  x V£
for a magnetic field, so the modified quadratic flux can be written as





Moreover, in analogy to Equation (3.38), the Euler-Lagrange equation for modified QFMin
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tori within a magnetic field can be written in the form [26]
B„ • V// = 0, (4.49)
where B„ = B — u'VQ x V ( and v =  n • B /n  • V 0  x VC-
4.7 M odified G host Tori
It is also necessary to generalise the definition of a ghost torus by generalising the definition 
of the action gradient flow. As Hudson and Dewar [16] have shown, it isn’t necessary to 
define the ghost tori in terms of 0  in order to complete the reconciliation. However, it 
was also shown by Dewar, Hudson, and Gibson [17] that defining the ghost tori in terms 
of 0  led to a simpler and much more elegant solution. Hence, we will define the modified 
ghost tori in terms of 0.
In the same manner that we defined the modified QFMin tori, we take the original 
definition of ghost tori and replace 0 with 0 (0 ,t). Then the modified action gradient 
flow equation is given by [17]
D 0 _  SS 
DT  ~ ~ 6 Q ’
(4.50)
where T  is a continuous, timelike parameter equivalent to r. Hence, the reconciled QFMin- 
ghost tori satisfy Equation (4.50). As long as we stick to dealing with Lagrangian systems, 
there’s no need to specify an equivalent equation for D I/D r. The modified ghost tori are 
defined by flowing down the modified action gradient along the path of steepest descent 
from an action-minimax to an action-minimising orbit.
4.8 The Enhanced R econciliation Condition
In order for the QFMin and ghost tori to be reconciled, the pseudo-orbits defined by 
Equations (4.40) and (4.41) must satisfy [17] both the modified QFMin Euler-Lagrange 
equation
g  =  * e g - , ( e o )  (4.51)
and the modified action gradient flow equation
D 0 _  _SS_ 
DT “  ~SQ
(4.52)
Hence, the reconciliation condition we derived in Section 4.5 can be improved by solving 
Equations (4.51) and (4.52) simultaneously. This is accomplished by eliminating 6S/6Q 
between these equations and expanding D 0/D T  as
D 0 _ D 0 D 0O 
DT “  D0o D T ’
so that the reconciliation condition becomes [17]
(4.53)
D0
D0Ö -T '(©  oM0o),
(4.54)
where we have assumed that D 0q/D T is a continuous function and can therefore be 
inverted. It follows that 0 q and T must be functionally dependent on each other, because
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otherwise, Equations (4.53) and (4.54) would be identically zero, and that would imply 
that Equations (4.51) and (4.52) were also identically zero, and unless d were independent 
of 0  (in which case, the transformation would be impossible), ÖS/Ö9 would also have to 
be identically zero, thus meaning that ghost curves do not exist [16,17]. Hence, ©o and T  
must represent the same family of pseudo-orbits in all but the most trivial of systems (in 
which case the QFMin and ghost tori are already reconciled). We assume that we have 
sufficient freedom to choose [17]
T,(0o)^(©o) =  -1 (4.55)
in order to satisfy the periodicity condition described at the end of this section, in which 
case the reconciliation condition can be reduced to just
D0
D0Ö
=  1 . (4.56)
Integrating both sides with respect to 0 , it can be seen that 0  is of the form [30]
0(£|0o) = ©o + f{t). (4.57)
We also assume that we have sufficient freedom to choose the trial function [30]
f(t) = bt, (4.58)
where b is the rational rotational transform b — p/q corresponding to mutually prime 
integers p and <7, so that the reconciliation condition becomes [17]
0(t|0o) =00 + bt (4.59)
and the reconciled QFMin-ghost pseudo-orbits are straight lines in (0, Q-space. It is a 
necessary condition for the reconciliation of QFMin and ghost tori that 0  satisfies the 
periodicity condition [17]
0 ( t |0 o + 2t t ) = 0(£ |0O) + 2 t t , (4.60)
and by performing the integration
D0
D0Ö
d0o 1 d©o =  2-7T, (4.61)
it is easy to see that this condition is satisfied.
4.9 T he V aria tional P rin c ip le
Having established that the reconciliation condition is given by 0  =  ©o + d , we now seek 
to determine 6 =  ,d(t|0o) by inverting 0(0, t). Unfortunately, we are not likely to obtain 
an analytical solution to this problem, so we determine a variational principle that can be 
used to calculate <9 = i?(f|©o) numerically. Because the reconciled QFMin-ghost tori must 
satisfy Equation (4.51), we take both sides of this equation and calculate the average over 
one full (p, «^-periodic orbit with respect to t. This gives [30]
P »'(©o), (4.62)
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where P is the orbit-average projection operator
P (4.63)





to project out the fluctuating part of ,0q (0S/66) [30], which in the light of Equations (4.51) 
and (4.62) gives
for each point on a modified QFMin pseudo-orbit. Replacing 6S/ÖQ with P($© ÖS/Ö9) in 
Equation (4.42), we arrive at the variational principle for reconciled QFMin-ghost 
pseudo-orbits [30]
where f) is a {p,q)~periodic pseudo-orbit, b is the rational rotational transform t = p/q 
corresponding to mutually prime integers p and g, and we have assumed that the rec-
onciliation condition D0/D0o = 1 holds. The substitution of 0  = 0o + tt into the 
equation is necessary in order to ensure that the resulting QFMin tori are also ghost 
tori. Note that in contrast to the variational principles defined in Section 3.7, this vari-
ational principle contains an integral over both t and 0, because it is easier to formulate 
the reconciliation in terms of tori than in terms of pseudo-orbits. Equation (4.66) is also 
known as the objective function, and is the continuous-time formulation of the equation 
that will be minimised in order to determine the reconciled QFMin-ghost tori in terms of
(4.65)
(4.66)
0 = 0(*|0o) = 0(0,t)l ©=©0 +bt'
C h ap ter  5
C o n stru c tio n  of A lm ost-Invarian t 
Tori for D iscrete-T im e System s
This chapter begins the discretisation of almost-invariant tori that will allow the reconcilia-
tion between almost-invariant tori to be implemented numerically, although the emphasis 
is on unreconciled almost-invariant tori rather than reconciled ones. It introduces the 
concept of a generating function that is the discrete-time equivalent of the Lagrangian 
and Hamiltonian, before defining the dynamics associated with discrete-time systems and 
listing the various symmetries of the generating function that will be needed to complete 
the reconciliation and prevent it from being underdetermined. Two different classes of 
almost-invariant curves are defined, corresponding to the momentum both before and af-
ter the kick in the kicked rotor, and a discrete-time definition of QFMin, AGMin and 
ghost tori is provided. Finally, the QFMin equation is derived using two different meth-
ods, and the discrete-time QFMin and AGMin tori are shown to belong to the same class 
of discrete-time almost-invariant tori.
5.1 L agrangian  G en era tin g  F u n ctio n s
Having defined the conditions for consistency of the continuous-time QFMin and ghost 
tori, we now turn our attention to analysing the discrete-time system, which is much more 
amenable to computational programming than the continuous-time system, and will be 
used in Chapters 7 and 8 to demonstrate numerically that QFMin and ghost tori can 
be reconciled with each other. In discrete-time dynamical systems, the Lagrangian and 
Hamiltonian are replaced by generating functions, which, in the case of the standard 
map, can be derived from the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian of the kicked rotor. The
Figure 5.1: Plot of the Lagrangian trial functions 9(t) and 0(t) along with the acceleration due 
to gravity g{t). Source: Modified version of a diagram appearing in Dewar [21].
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Lagrangian of the kicked rotor is given by [21,22]
L(0,9,t) = - m l 292 — mg(t)l{\ — cos #), (5-1)
where l is the length of the pendulum, m is the mass at the end of it, and g(t) is the 
accelaration due to gravity. In the kicked rotor, an explicit formula for g(t) is given by
OO
g(t) = g0At ^ 2  (5.2)
n——oo
where go is the average value of g(t) and At  is the periodicity (see Figure 5.1). The tn 
satisfy the relationship tn = nAt, where —N < n < N , N  6 (the set of positive 
integers) and n £ Z [21]. In order to highlight the essential features of the calculation, we 
set m = l = go = 1, so the Lagrangian becomes
^  OO
L(9,6, t) = -92 — At *22 ^  — £n)(l — cos 9). (5.3)
7 l =  — OO
Because the motion is uniform between the kicks, it is possible to represent 9 as a contin-
uous, piecewise-linear trial function [21]
9{t) = ^ [ ( t n+i -  t)9n + (t -  tn)On+i], tn < t < t n+1 , (5.4)
along with its derivative
9{t) = -^ -f (9n+1 -  On), t n < t  < tn+1. (5.5)
The Lagrangian trial functions are plotted in Figure 5.1. Assuming that 9{t) and 9'{t) 
can be written in this form, we calculate the action by integrating L{9, 9, t) from t_yv + £ 





t — yi + £
- 9 2 d t 
2
(5.6)





/ ^ 2  0{t — tn) (1 — COs9) dt
J t - N+ e  n = - oo
^ 2  [  6(t ~ *n) -  cos {-t t KW i “  t)9n + (t -  t„)ön+i ] |
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which imply that the action is given by
r‘tj \r + £riN-re
S  = lim / L(O,0H)dt





1 ( 6„+1 -  fl„ ) 2
2 At
— A t(l — cos #n+i)
Hence, we can define the Lagrangian generating function as [25,31]
a \ 2
1 ( 9 - ® )
2 At
— At(l — cos #),
(5.8)
(5.9)
where 0 and 6 are dummy variables and At is the periodicity of 6. In the language of 
Goldstein [18], this is a Type 1 generating function. Multiplying through by At and 
using an arbitrary potential, it can be seen that we can define the Lagrangian generating 
function much more simply as
F(e , e )  = t ( e - e ) 2-v(0),  (5.10)
which agrees with Equation (27) of Dewar and Khorev [25]. Note that in the case of the 
standard map,
V(6) = —kcos9,  (5.11)
so the Lagrangian generating function becomes [25]
F(0,0)  =  i  ( 9 - d ) 2 + fccosfl. (5.12)
5.2  H a m ilto n ia n  G en era tin g  F u n ctio n s
Similarly, the Hamiltonian of the kicked rotor is given by [21,22]
H( I At )
12
2ml2
+ 1 — cos#), (5.13)
Figure 5.2: Plot of the Hamiltonian trial functions I(t) and 6{t) along with the acceleration due 
to gravity g(t). Source: Modified version of a diagram appearing in Dewar [21].
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where the acceleration due to gravity is given by
OO
g(t) = g0At ^ 2  ö { t - t n), (5.14)
7 l =  — OO
go is the average value of g(t) and At  is the periodicity (see Figure 5.2). The tn satisfy 
tn = nAt, where —N < n < N , N  £ Z+ and n G Z [22]. Setting l = m = go =  1, this 
reduces to just
1 OO
H(L0, t )  — - I 2 + At  ^ 2  ~ tn){l — cos6). (5.15)
n= —  oo
Writing 0 as a continuous, piecewise linear trial function [21]
0(t) = ^ [ ( W i  “  t)0„ + (t -  tn)0n+i], t n < t < t n+1, (5.16)
it can be seen that /, the Hamiltonian analogue of 0, can be written as a piecewise constant 
step function [21]
/(*) = /„+!, *n < * < W  (5.17)
The Hamiltonian trial functions are plotted in Figure 5.2. Carrying out the same integra-
tion procedure over H(T0, t)  as was performed over L(0,0,t) to calculate the action in 




— N  + £
d t Ihn
£->0
N ~ l rtn+e
E /_ \ T  J  t n  — \ +£n = - N \ Jn+ldt
N-l
(5.18)
and the transformation term between Lagrangian and Hamiltonian systems is given by
Ihn






t n + E
In+1




— ^   ^ J-n+l (@n+1 0n) •
n— — N
(5.19)
Combining these with Equation (5.7), it follows that the action of the Hamiltonian system 




J t — ft +£
I 0 - H{ I , 0 , t )
N-l
= E
n = - N
I n + l{0n+l ~  &n) ~  -I'n + iAt  -  At( l  -  COS(9n + i )
(5.20)
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In order to write the action purely in terms of Hamiltonian coordinates, we eliminate 0n+1 
by making the substitution 6n+\ — 0n — In+\At. Then the action takes the form
N - 1
s= E \ Jn +  l A t  ~  M 1 ~  COS 9 n + i )
which leads to the Hamiltonian generating function [25,31]
F(0 ,1) = - I 2At -  At{\ -  cos0),
(5.21)
(5.22)
where 6 and I are dummy variables. In the language of Goldstein [18], this is a Type 2 
generating function. Dividing through by At and replacing (1 — cos0) with an arbitrary 
potential, it follows that the most general form of the Hamiltonian generating function is 
given by
F « U ) =  i / 2 -V '{0 ), (5.23)
which is analogous to the Lagrangian generating function. From now on, we will restrict 
our attention to Lagrangian generating functions almost entirely, but we will refer back 
to these results in Section 5.5, where we derive the standard map from the kicked rotor 
Hamiltonian.
5.3 T he D isc re te-T im e A ction  an d  A ction  G rad ien t
The action of the kicked rotor is given by
i
tj\r -+ •£
S = lim / L(0,0, £)d£,
t —w + ee ->0
(5.24)
which, as we have already seen, can be written as the sum of generating functions [25,31]
q-1
S = ^ F ( 0 n,0n+1), (5.25)
n = 0
where the 6n satisfy the periodicity condition 6n+q — 6n + 2itp for rational rotational 
transforms * = p/q with p,q G Z being mutually prime. Assuming that the generating 
function also satisfies the twist condition [25]
j ä < °  v<^ 6R’ (5-28>
we can define two different momenta for each 0n, given by [25,31]
I+ = F2(0n- 1 ,dn),(5.27) 
I - = -F i($n,0n+1), (5.28)
where Fj denotes the partial derivative of F  with respect to its zth variable. Physically, 
these represent the momenta of the kicked rotor on either side of the kick at tn, with I~ 
representing the momentum before the kick, and /+ representing the momentum after the
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kick. The difference between /+  and In is given by [25,31]
A  In = P  -  In
= F2(0„-1,0„) +  Fl(e„,»n+1),
(5.29)




Hence, AIn will often be used as shorthand for the discrete-time action gradient dS/09n.
In analogy with continuous-time systems, we can define a path within a discrete-time 
Lagrangian system as a parametric curve that lies within the covering space E x Z. If 
b = p/q, where p and q are integers that we have restricted to being mutually prime, then 
the path is said to be (p, <?)-periodic, and satisfies the periodicity condition [25,31]
9n+q = 0n + 2-np (5.31)
for all n £ Z. Discrete-time (p, g)-periodic paths have only q distinct coordinates 
{0o, • • •, as opposed to the infinite number of coordinates that, non-periodic discrete-
time paths have [25]. When a discrete-time (p, g)-periodic path satisfies AIn = 0 for all 
n, it is called a discrete-time (p, g)-periodic orbit, and has the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tion [32]
F2(en- i,0 n) + Fl (dn,dn+l) = 0. (5.32)
However, if a discrete-time (p, <?)-periodic path does not satisfy AIn = 0 for all n, but 
AIn «  0 is of order e, then it is called a discrete-time (p, g)-periodic pseudo-orbit.
5 .4  S y m m etr ies  o f  th e  L agrangian  G en era tin g  F u n ction
The generating function F(0,0) can have up to two main symmetries, which will be used in 
Chapter 7 to optimise and simplify the numerical computation. Suppose that P(0), Q(0) 
and F(0) are arbitrary functions, and that F(0,0) is invariant under the transformation
F(0,0) = F(0, 9) + Q{9) -  Q{9). (5.33)
Then F(9.9) is said to have time-reversal symmetry [33]. Similarly, if (0, 0) is invariant 
under the transformation
F(0,0) = F (—0, -0) + P(0) -  P(0), (5.34)
where P(0) is an odd function, then it is said to have parity-reversal symmetry [33]. 
These two symmetries are often called T-symmetry and P-synnnetry, respectively, although 
the notation does tend to vary between authors [33]. When P(0,0) has both P-symmetry 
and T-symmetry, it is said to have PT-symmetry, and satisfies the relationship
F(0,0) = P (-0 , -0) + R(0) -  P(0), (5.35)
where F(0) = Q{9) — P(0) is an even function, in addition to the previous two [33]. These 
symmetries are so-named because of the effects they have on the action, with T-symmetry
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implying that
q - \  q
S = Y ,  F(0n,en+1) = Y  F{en,0n- i)
n = 0 n = 1
and P-symmetry implying that
q- i 9-1
S  =  Y  F (0 n , » n + l )  =  Y  ~ 0 n + l ) ,
n = 0 n=0
(5.36)
(5.37)
where = denotes equality up to a constant plus terms depending only on the endpoints 9o 
and 9n [33]. Combining these equations, it can be seen that PT-symmetry implies that
9-1 9
s  = Y  F (9»>9»+i) =  Y  f  (“ ö" ’ (5-38)
n = 0 n = 1
5 .5  D er iv a tio n  o f  th e  S tan d ard  M ap  from  th e  K icked  R o to r
Returning to Equation (5.20), we use it to demonstrate the deep connection between the 
kicked rotor and the standard map by using the former to derive the latter. We start by 
differentiating Equation (5.20) with respect to In+\ and 9n for a specific n, which leads to 
the equations [21]
dS




In -  In+1 -  At sin 9n+i-
(5.39)
(5.40)
Since these are just the gradients of the action, they will be zero when the action is a 
minimum. Hence, the action of the kicked rotor is minimised whenever [21,22]
9 n +1 @n Ci+lAt — 0, 
In At sin 9n-\-\ — 0.
Substituting in [21]
9n — 27TXn ,
r _
n _  At Vn’
and setting k  = (Af)2, we find that [21,22]
•^to+1 — “I- V n + l t







which is the definition of the standard map. Hence, the standard map captures the 
dynamics of the points at which the kicked rotor has stationary action.
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5.6  D isc r e te -T im e  A lm o st-In v a r ia n t C u rves
Suppose that 9n = 9n(9o) defines a one-parameter family of (p,q)~periodic pseudo-orbits, 
where n is an integer between 0 and q— 1, 6o is the value of 6n at n = 0, and 0 < 9q < 2n/q. 
Then the points (6n(9o): I^(6o)) are the loci of two different families of almost-invariant 
curves [25,31], defined by
These families exist independently of the QFMin-AGMin-ghost-curve classification, mean-
ing that there are two different kinds of QFMin curve, two different kinds of AGMin curve, 
and two different kinds of ghost curve, each of which is denoted by either C+ or C ~. Be-
cause the C+ curve is defined in terms of Equation (5.27) and the C~ curve is defined 
in terms of Equation (5.28), the C+ and C~ curves can only be equal in the case of the 
standard map when k = 0. The term A In gives the vertical distance between the Cr+ and 
C~ curves when plotted in (#, 7)-space, and unless k = 0, AIn =  0 if and only if there 
is an action-minimax or action-minimising orbit for that particular value of 9n. Setting 
T  : (9n, I ~ ) H-» (ön+i, /++1), where /+ and I~ are defined by Equations (5.27) and (5.28), 
it can be seen that the C+ curves are the forward images of the C~ curves under the 
area-preserving twist map T  [25]. Similarly, the C~ curves are the backward images of 
the C+ curves.
5.7  D isc re te -T im e  A lm o st-in v a r ia n t Tori
QFMin, AGMin and ghost tori can be defined for discrete-time Hamiltonian systems, just 
as they are for their continuous-time analogues. For example, the discrete-time version 
of a QFMin torus is given by the minimisation of the discrete-time quadratic flux 
functional [25]
over an arbitrary toroidal surface T, whereas the discrete-time analogue of an AGMin torus 
is given by the minimisation of the modified discrete-tim e action gradient functional
over an arbitrary discrete-time (p, g)-periodic path 9 = {9q ,. .. ,9q- \} .  Similarly, the 
discrete-time version of a ghost torus consists of all the points that lie on the paths of 









9'n(r) = —A Jn> (5.51)
between an action-minimax and action-minimising orbit, where r  is a continuous, timelike 
parameter that labels the pseudo-orbits. In order to see that the definitions of discrete- 
time almost-invariant tori are equivalent to those of their continuous-time counterparts,
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we note that A In is equivalent to dS/dOn, where n = tn/2iT, and that we can change the 
boundaries of integration in the continuous-time quadratic flux functional in such a way 
that the shape of the QFMin tori remains unchanged. This gives
(5.52)
which explains why Equation (5.49) is the discrete-time analogue of Equation (3.13).
5.8 O rig inal L agrang ian  F o rm ula tion  of D iscre te-T im e 
Q FM in  Tori
In addition to the discrete-time version of the quadratic flux functional, there is also a 
discrete-time version of the QFMin equation, which is the Euler-Lagrange equation of the 
discrete-time quadratic flux
1 i—l  /‘27r/<?
V’2[r] = - V /  (Al„)2d0„. (5.53)
2 „=oJo
The discrete-time QFMin equation can be derived by the Lagrangian method by setting 
d9n = O'n(9o) d#o, taking the first variation of the quadratic flux and using integration by 
parts. Then
9 1 p2n/q
<V2[r) = T  / a i„ [e'„m s(AI„) -  a I'n(e0) se„] de0-
n=0J°
Recalling that
a  i„ =  F2{$n- u en) + F1($„,en+i),
we make the substitutions
<5(A/n) = Fi2(0n- i ,  0n) S9n- i  + F22(0n-\,0n) 59n
+ Fn{0ni0n+i) S9n + F\2(9n, 0n+i) <5#n+i
Al'n(0o) = F n i O n - i M ^ i O o )  +  F22(9n-u9nK{9o)





This leads to the equation
9 * /'27r/q
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Setting n. i-> n +  1 in the first term inside the integrand and n n — 1 in the second term, 
and using the fact that 6n+q = 6n + 27rp, it follows that [25]
C1 1 r2n /q
d>2[r] = y \  /  K +1(«o)Fi 2(0 ,„ 0„+1)(A/„+, -
-Onl(%)F2e  68„ d0o.
Hence, the Euler-Lagrange equations have the form [25]




fn = F i2(0„-i ,0„)(A/„ -  A /B_0. (5.61)
In order to determine AIn as a function of A /q, we rewrite Equation (5.61) as
Ain A /n_i +
fn
Fu(on- i ,o ny
(5.62)
where we have assumed that F\2{0n- \ , 0n) ^  0, and evaluate it recursively, which yields
n
a  in = a /o + y  ^
r = 1
f r
F\2{6r- i ,0 r)
(5.63)
Similarly, evaluating Equation (5.60) recursively to find f r in terms of / 1, we get
fr O'O'rwr— 1
(5.64)
where c = O'06[fi is constant and we have assumed that 0 y ... ,0 'r ^  0. This can be 
substituted into Equation (5.63) to give
A l n
n





which differs slightly from Equation (17) of Dewar and Khorev [25] and Equation (3.57) 
of Khorev [34] in that the summation index is taken from 1 to n instead of from 0 to 
n. Because discrete-time (p, g)-periodic pseudo-orbits have only q distinct coordinates, we 
suspect that these previous calculations are in error, because they assume the existence 
of q T 1 distinct coordinates. Returning to the calculation of the Euler-Lagrange equation 
for discrete-time QFMin tori, we note that because the individual pseudo-orbits 0n are 
(p, </)-periodic, it is impossible for Equation (5.65) to hold unless c = 0. This implies that 
AIn = A/o, and because A/o depends on 9q but not n, we set A/o =  z'(öo) t° yield the 
discrete-time QFMin equation
A l n = v{0o). (5.66)
Because we have already seen that AI n and d S / d 6 n are equivalent to each other, it is easy 
to see that the discrete-time definition of a QFMin torus is equivalent to the continuous- 
time definition. Note that in the case of the generalised standard map, which has arbitrary
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potential, the generating function is given by
F(8,0) = ^ ( 8 - 0 ) 2 -V (0 ),  (5.67)
and when this is combined with Equations (5.29) and (5.66), the QFMin equation becomes
0n+\ — 2 9n + 0n- 1 + V'(9n) + v (0q ) = 0. (5.68)
5.9 A lte rn a tiv e  L ag ran g ian  F o rm u la tio n  of D iscre te-T im e 
Q FM in  Tori
The discrete-time QFMin equation can also be derived by taking the continuous-time 
QFMin equation (Equation (3.27)) and substituting the action gradient of the generalised 
kicked rotor with semi-arbitrary potential into it. The continuous-time QFMin equation 
is given by
¥  = L> ~ = "• (5-69) 
where the dependence of v on 6o has been omitted for simplicity. Assuming that L is of 
the form corresponding to the generalised kicked rotor
1 9-1
L = -8'2 - Y , S ( t - t „ ) V ( 8 ) ,  (5.70)
n—0
it follows from Equation (5.69) that
<7-1
8 = -i/ - £ ¥ ( ( - f„)r'(0), (5.71)
77=0
so 6 — —v between the nodes. This means that the trial function for 6 must be a 
quadratic of the form 9{t) = at2 + bt + c, and have quadratic coefficient a = — \u. The 
other two coefficients can be determined from the boundary conditions 9(tn) = 9n and 








9n+\ 9n + 2 ^ (^n+l tn) i
tfi+l \ 9n T  — vtn j  — tn f  ^ n+l T - v t n+l
(5.72)
(5.73)
Substituting these into 9(t) = —hut2 + bt + c yields
m  = + A (ln+1 — 0  ( +  ^ ^ ^ n )  +  t n )  (^n+1 +
(5.74)
tfl —  t —  ^7 7 + 1  5
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v = 12
Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram of the quadratic trial function 0(t) for v — 12.
which can also be written as
{tn+1 -  t) + - Ut£\ + ( t  — tn) Ö^n + 1 + |
x [ U( t ~ t n) - U { t - t n+1)], t0 < t < tq,
(5.75)
where U(t — tn) is the Heaviside step function (or unit step function). A schematic diagram 
of the quadratic trial function is shown in Figure 5.3. Using the definitions
R{t -  tn) = { t -  tn)U(t -  tn), (5.76)
P(t ~ tn) = \ { t  -  tn)2U{t -  tn), (5-77)
it can be shown that
6(t) = ^ 2  ~ *n) -  P{t ~ W l)] + °n+\ f \R (l ~ ln) ~ ~  fn+l)]
n=0  ^ ^  (5.78)
+—vAt [R(t — tn) + R(t — tn+i)] + 9nU(t — tn) — 9n+\U(t — tn+i)
Taking the derivative of Equation (5.78) with respect to t, it follows that
^  (
6(t) = ^  [R{t -  tn) -  R(t -  tn+i)] +
n= 0  ^
ej ! ± L - A . [ U ( t - t n) - U ( t  - t n+i)}
+ -n A t  [U (t — tn) + £/(£ — tn+i)]
At
(5.79)
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because P'(t) = R(t), R'(t) = U{t), U'(t) = <5(Q, and YZ=o°nö{t -  tn) = YZ=o 0n+i6{t- 
tn+1). It also follows that the second derivative of Equation (5.78) with respect to t is 
given by
9-1 f
9(t) = Y J \ - v [ U { t - t n) - U { t - t„+i)] +
t i=0 ^
gn+‘ - m - t n) - 6 ( t - tn+1)}
(5.80)
+ -zvAf [6(t -  tn) + 5(t -  tn+1)]
Noting that some of the expressions in Equation (5.80) can be simplified to
<7-1
y i - v [ U (t - t n) - U ( t -  tn+i)] = -n ,
n = 0





it can be seen that
n = 0
1 1
-vAt5(t -  tn) + ^isAtö(t -  tn+i)
At
9-1
^  uAtö(t — tn),
n = 0
<7 -1
ö(t) — — v +
77 —0
~^(9n+\ — 2 0n + 9n-\)  + i'At £(£ -  tn).




^(^7i+i — 20n + 6n- 1) + vAt
9 - 1
0{t - tn )  = -  <5(t -  tn)V'(9n),
77=0
so the nodes obey the difference equation







It is easy to see that the support of Equation (5.85) is zero between the nodes, and that 
Equation (5.86) is equivalent to Equation (5.68) whenever At = 1. However, we will 
continue to assume that At is arbitrary for the time being.
5.10 G enera lised  D isc re te-T im e A G M in  P seu d o -O rb its  and  
Tori
Generalised continuous-time AGMin pseudo-orbits can also be discretised, and shown to 
encompass both discrete-time QFMin pseudo-orbits and discrete-time AGMin pseudo-
orbits, and by extension, generalised continuous-time AGMin tori can also be discretised, 
and shown to encompass both discrete-time QFMin tori and discrete-time AGMin tori. 
All these facts are shown by demonstrating the relationship between discrete-time QFMin 
pseudo-orbits and discrete-time AGMin pseudo-orbits, in a manner similar to that de-
scribed in Section 3.7. First, we take the average of both sides of Equation (5.66) over one
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full {p,q)~periodic pseudo-orbit with respect to n, and show that
v(0o) =
I q~l
-  E  A/~
T l —  0
(5.87)
Then, we formulate a variational principle for discrete-time QFMin pseudo-orbits by sub-
tracting off the fluctuating part of A /n, which gives
l q~ l /  1 \ 2
v ^  = ö E  ’ (5-88)
n = 0 V ^  n= 0  )
where 0 = {#o, • • • ,$<7- 1 } is a (p, g)-periodic pseudo-orbit. Clearly, V[9] >  0 with equality 
if and only if
1 ^
A I n - - Y  A /„ = 0 . (5.89)
1 11=0
That is, V\6\ is minimised (to zero) by discrete-time QFMin pseudo-orbits. Next, we 
invoke the computational formula for the variance, which yields
, «"> , / « - >  \  "
m  = 2 E <A / » ) 2 - To E AM • (5-9°)
Z n = 0  ^  \ n = 0  /





2  (A I n f  ~ f i 0 n (5.91)
it can be seen that the discrete-time QFMin and AGMin pseudo-orbits belong to a larger 
class of pseudo-orbits called generalised discrete-tim e AGMin pseudo-orbits, de-
fined as the minimum of
1 9-1
V[0] = ~ E (  A/„)2 - # ]  (5.92)
n = 0
over an arbitrary discrete-time (p, ^-periodic pseudo-orbit 9 = {#0 , • • • ,#<7- 1 }- These gen-
eralised discrete-time AGMin pseudo-orbits correspond to discrete-time QFMin pseudo- 
orbits when
(5.93)
and to discrete-time AGMin pseudo-orbits when
q- 1
# ]  = P  Qn -
n= 0
(5.94)
It is worth comparing this with the continuous-time AGMin pseudo-orbits defined in Sec-
tions 3.6 and 3.7, where p[d] — p / ()27r</ d d t, and in Dewar, Hudson, and Gibson [19], where 
77 [d] =  0. When generalised discrete-time AGMin pseudo-orbits foliate a torus, the torus 
is called a generalised discrete-tim e AGMin torus. Hence, discrete-time QFMin tori
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and discrete-time AGMin tori are both special cases of generalised discrete-time AGMin 
tori.
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C hapter 6
R econciliation of A lm ost-Invarian t 
Tori for D iscrete-T im e System s
This chapter determines a coordinate transformation for the momentum, and shows how 
it can be used to formulate reconciled QFMin-ghost tori in discrete-time systems. The 
transformed momentum J  is written in terms of 6 and 7, and shown to have periodicity 
that depends on 0(0). The dynamics of reconciled discrete-time almost-invariant tori 
are laid out in full, and related to their non-reconciled counterparts. The symmetries of 
the Lagrangian generating function are redefined in terms of the transformed coordinates, 
along with almost-invariant curves and tori. The variational principle is also discretised so 
it can be implemented numerically, and the generating function is expanded perturbatively 
so as to derive a first-order approximation to the transformation 6 = 0(0) between the 
reconciled and unreconciled QFMin and ghost tori.
6.1 T h e T ransform ed  M o m en tu m
As stated in Chapter 4, we seek a coordinate transformation 6 <-»• 0 (7 ,6,t) that makes 
QFMin and ghost tori equivalent. Although we have already shown in Section 4.5 that this 
transformation is independent of 7, we still need an analogous transformation for 7, because 
Hamilton’s equations are not preserved under the transformation (6, 7) i-> (0, 7). Suppose 
that the coordinate transformation under which QFMin and ghost tori are reconciled is 
given by (6,1) t-> (0, J). Then because this transformation must preserve Hamilton’s 
equations, it must be canonical [10,18], and therefore area-preserving, so we define it 
such that the Jacobian is unity. This is done by introducing the Poisson bracket [18]
_  <90 dJ  <90 dJ
'  ’ ’{ej) =  00 HI ~ HI HI (6 . 1)
and setting it equal to one. Because 0  is independent of 7, we get
ae
HI =  o , (6.2)
which leads to the condition
9QdJ_ _
1)6 In ‘




d e I + c-
(6.4)
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Now we assume that 9 is the form 9 = 0(0), which means that 0 can be both a coordinate 
and a function, depending on the context. If we then choose c to be zero, we get the 
relationship
J  -  O'(0)1. (6.5)
Hence, the complete Hamiltonian coordinate transformation for reconciled QFMin-ghost 





6.2  P er io d ic ity  o f  th e  T ran sform ed  M o m en tu m
By construction, 9, I and 0  all have periodicity 2n. In order to determine the periodicity 
of J, we take the standard map
I = I — k sin 9,
0 = 9 + 1 — ksinO,
and make the coordinate transformation
9 ^  9(0),
! „ + -
O ’ ( Q ) ’
which gives the transformed standard map
J  = '^ (©) { -  & S i,’ [0(6>)] } ,
0(©) = 0 (6 ) +  ^ -fcs in [0(6)]. 
Making another transformation
0 h> 0 + 27m,
J  I—»■ J  + 27if,
( 6.8)
(6.9)
( 6 . 10)
( 6 . 11)




where n e= Z and /  is, as yet, an unknown function, it can be seen from Equations (6.12) 
and (6.13) that
J  + 27t/  =  0'(e + 27r(n +  1)) j Q t ^ + ^ l n )  ~  k s i n i.9 (®  +  27171)] } > (6-16)
9 ( 0  + 2n(n + 1)) = 0(0 + 27m) + O'lo + ^Txn) ~  +  2?rn)]» (6.17)
where we have used the relationship n = n + 1. These equations can be greatly simplified 
by expressing 9(0) as a Fourier series
OO
9(0) = 0 +  Y ,  9m^m&
m ——oo
(6.18)
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with Fourier coefficients 0m (not to be confused with 9n from Chapter 5) and deriving the 
periodicity conditions
0(0 + 27m) = 0(0) + 27m, (6.19)
0'(@ + 27rn) = 0'(0), (6.20)
sin [0(0 + 27m)] = sin [0(0)]. (6.21)
Substituting the periodicity conditions into Equations (6.16) and (6.17) gives
J  + 2tr /  =  6'(©) I  -  sin } > (6'22)
0(e) +  277 = 0(G) + 1FW~ <6-23)
from which it can be seen that Equation (6.13) will only be 27r-periodic (as required 
for consistency with Equation (6.9) under Transformation (6.10)) if /  = 0'(0), which is 
consistent with Equation (6.22). It then follows from Equation (6.22) that J  is 27t0'(0)- 
periodic, which is not surprising considering the nature of the transformation. Suppose 
that (0, 7)-space is divided into narrow strips of width e and height 27r. When these 
strips are transformed into (0, J)-space, they remain vertical because the transformation 
0 t—> 0(0) is independent of J. However, because 0  depends on 0, the distances between 
the strips still change, so their heights have to be readjusted in order to preserve their 
area (27T£). Unfortunately, because the distances between these strips depend on 0, their 
heights must also depend on 0, and because their heights determine the periodicity of J, 
the periodicity of J must also depend on 0. Hence, the periodicity of J has no fundamental 
significance, unlike the periodicity of /.
6 .3  T h e T ransform ed  D isc r e te -T im e  A c tio n  and  A c tio n  
G rad ien t
The Lagrangian and Hamiltonian generating functions (Equations (5.10) and (5.23)) can 
easily be used to define new generating functions that depend solely on the transformed 
coordinates 0  and J . These generating functions are denoted by G rather than F, in 
order to stress their independence of the original coordinates. In the Lagrangian case, the 
transformed generating function is given by [25]
G (0 ,0 ) = F(ö(©),0(Ö)) = i[0 (6 ) - 0 ( 9 ) ]2 -  V(0(S)),  (6.24)
whereas in the Hamiltonian case, the transformed generating function is given by
G(e, J) = F(0(S), J) = l . / 2 -  V (#(©)), (6.25)
where 0, 0  and J  are dummy variables. Because 9n = 0(0n), it follows that the action 
can also be expressed in terms of G instead of F. By analogy with Equation (5.25), we 
define the action in terms of the transformed coordinates as [25,31]
q - \  <7 -1
s = Y i  G(e„. e n+1) =  Y . (6.26)
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Assuming, once again, that the twist condition [25]
d2G
dQ de
< 0 V 0 , 0 G M
holds, we can define the transformed momenta for each 0 n as [25,31]
J+ = G2(© „- i ,C-)„)
= e'(en)F2(e(e„-o ,«(©„)) 




J„ = G i( 0 „ ,0 n+i)
= e '(e„)F 1(ö(6„),9(e„+o) (6.29)
= 0 '( e „ ) /- ,
where Fi and Gi denote the respective partial derivatives of F and G with respect to their 
zth variables. Physically, these represent the transformed momenta of the kicked rotor on 
either side of the kick at tn, with J~  representing the momentum before the kick, and 
representing the momentum after the kick. This leads to the natural definition of the 
transformed action gradient, given by [25,31]
AJn — Jn
=  G2(0n-l,0n) + Ci(0n,0n+i)
= ö/(0n)[F2(0(0n_1),ö(0n)) + T1(0(0n),ö(0n+1)) 
= 0 '(0n)A /ra.
(0.30)
In analogy with Equation (5.30), we also have [25]
ß Q ßQ
A J- = =  o'(On)—  =  0 '(0„)A /n. (6.31)
d O n  d u n
6.4 S ym m etries of th e  T ran sfo rm ed  L ag rang ian  G en e ra tin g  
F unction
The transformed generating function admits the same families of symmetries as the original 
one. For arbitary functions P(0), Q(0) and P(0), T-symmetry is defined as invariance 
under [33]
G (0 ,0) = G (0 ,0) + Q(0) -  Q(0), (6.32)
P-symmetry is defined as invariance under [33]
G (0 ,0) -  G (-0 , - 0 )  + P(0) -  P(0), (6.33)
and PT-symmetry is defined as invariance under [33]
G (0 ,0) =  G(—0, - 0 )  + P(0) -  P(0), (6.34)
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where P(0) is odd and /?(©) = Q(0) — P(0) is even. It is easy to see that these equations 
are equivalent, to Equations (5.33)-(5.35). As a consequence, these symmetries have the 
same effects on the transformed action as they do on the untransformed action, with 
T-symmetry implying that
9 - 1  9
s  = ^ G ( e „ , e „ +1) = ^ G ( e „ ,e „ _ i ) ,  (6.35)
n = 0 n = l
P-symmetry implying that
q - l  9 — 1
s = y ]G (e „ ,e n+i) = y ]G ( - e „ ,- e „ +1), (6.36)
n = 0 n = 0
and PT-symmetry implying that
9 - 1  9
S =  ^ G ( 0 „ , 0 n+1) i ^ G ( - e „ , - 0 B_,), (6.37)
n = 0  n = 1
where == denotes equality up to a constant plus terms depending only on the endpoints ©0 
and 0„ [33]. These equations will be used in Section 7.3 to constrain the reconciliation to 
be unique.
6.5  T ransform ed  D isc r e te -T im e  A lm o st-In v a r ia n t C u rves
We have already defined QFMin and ghost tori in terms of the reconciled coordinates 
(0, J ) and in terms of discrete-time coordinates, but not both of them at once. We now 
proceed to unify these two formulations, the result of which would have been difficult to 
obtain without these separate formulations. It is assumed by default that the rigidity 
principle also holds for discrete-time systems, because discrete-time systems are just a 
subset of continuous-time systems under the kicked rotor dynamics. We also define the 
transformed C± curves such that they depend on J ± rather than , so in the transformed 
coordinate system (0, J), we have [25,31]
9 - 1
C± = U  C* (6.38)
71=0
where
C„± = {(0„(0o),J^(0o))}, (6.39)
0 t i(©o) — 00 + t tn defines a one-parameter family of (p, g)-periodic pseudo-orbits, and 
0 < © o  <  27v/q. As with the untransformed coordinates, the C± curves are only equal 
in the case of the standard map when k = 0. The term A Jn gives the vertical distance 
between the C± curves in (0, J)-space, with similar implications to the untransformed 
case, and the C± curves are the respective forward and backward images of the C^ curves 
under the area-preserving twist map T : (0n, J  ~) (-> (0n+1, J  [25].
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6.6 T ransfo rm ed  D isc re te -T im e Q FM in  an d  G host Tori
By analogy with Equations (4.42) and (5.49), we specify that the reconciled discrete-time 
QFMin-ghost tori must be the minimum of the modified discrete-tim e quadratic flux 
functional [17,25]
1 -i r27T/q
w in  = ö Y ,(A J")2 d e » (6.40)
2  n=0J°
under arbitrary variations of T. Imposing the reconciliation condition 0^(0o) = 1, which 
is the discrete-time analogue of Equation (4.56), the modified discrete-time quadratic flux 
functional can also be written as
i r‘2n/q
^ l r l = 9 Z /  (AJn) d6 o, (6.41)
Z n=O''0
where the integration is taken over 0o instead of 0 n. As a consequence of the pseudo- 
dynamics defined in Chapter 4, the Euler-Lagrange equation of the modified discrete-time 
quadratic flux functional is given by
A Jn = i/(0o), (6.42)
which is analogous to Equation (4.46). Also, by analogy with Equations (4.50) and (5.51), 
we specify that the reconciled discrete-time QFMin-ghost tori must also be the loci of the
modified discrete-time action gradient flow [17,25]
Q'n(T) = -A  Jn, (6.43)
where T is a continuous, timelike parameter equivalent to that used to define the recon-
ciliation condition in Chapter 4.
6.7 T he D isc re te -T im e V aria tio n a l P rin c ip le
Finally, in order to complete the reconciliation between QFMin and ghost tori, the 
continuous-time variational principle must be adapted to discrete-time systems. This 
is achieved by replacing integrals over t with sums over n, and replacing dQÖS/SO with 
A Jn in Equation (4.66). Then the discrete-tim e variational principle for reconciled 
QFMin-ghost tori is given by
m
M 9 T 4  r ~ -1
n = 0
d © 0 ,
© r > = © 0 + t < n
(6.44)
where 6 = ,#<7- 1 } is a (p, g)-periodic pseudo-orbit, b is the rational rotational
transform b — p/q corresponding to mutually prime integers p and q, V[$] is the objective 
function and
1 q ~ l
P(A Jn) =  A Jn - - Y  A Jn. (6.45)
Q z—'
H n= 0
By construction, V[6\ = 0 on all (p, q,)-periodic pseudo-orbits that satisfy the discrete-time 
QFMin equation A Jn = v, because both A Jn and  ^ A Jn are equal to u.
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6.8 P e r tu rb a tiv e  C o n s tru c tio n  of th e  R econciled  Q FM in- 
G host Tori
Now that we have defined the discrete-time variational principle, it is worthwhile doing a 
perturbative construction of the reconciled QFMin-ghost tori in order to double-check the 
numerical results that will be obtained in Chapters 7 and 8. Suppose that the generating 
function is given by
1 OO
G(©,©) =  F(<>(©),0(@)) = - [0 (© ) -0 (© ) ]2 - £ £  (6.46)
771=  — OO
where the potential V(6(0)) is expressed as a complex Fourier series, i =  y/—T denotes 
the imaginary unit, tn is 27r-periodic (thus implying that At = 2t t), and the parameter 
e is assumed to be small. Then the modified action gradient is given by substituting 
Equation (6.46) into Equation (6.30), which gives
A J„ = fl'(©„)A/„, (6.47)
where
OO
A/„ =  — 0(0„_i) +  2 0 ( e „ ) - 0 ( e „ +1)-i< r Y, (6.48)
m = —oo
This is just the original action gradient written in terms of the transformed coordinates. 
As part of the perturbative construction, we also express 0(0n) as a Fourier series
OO
«(©„) = © „+ Y  W " 9 , (6.49)
7 7 1 =  — OO
and differentiate it with respect to On, to find
OO
0 '(0n) = 1 + i ]T  ™<9meim0". (6.50)
7 7 1 =  — OO
In accordance with the variational principle defined by Equation (6.44), we proceed to 
eliminate 0 n from these equations by evaluating them at 0 n = 0o + *>tn, where tn = 2nn 
is the discretised time and € = p/q is the rational rotational transform corresponding to 




© 0 +  * « n +  E  » m e im ( e ° + “ ” ) .
771=  — OO
«'(©„)
0 „ = 0 O + itn
1 + i rn6meim(0o+Wn)
(6.51)
(6.52)
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We also proceed to eliminate On from Equation (6.48) by substituting Equation (6.51) 
into the exponential term, which yields
0 n=0O+fc<n
_  eim[©o+«„+£^_oo0'ei((e°+6'n)]
— p im ( © o + f c in ) p im  Z j ^ - o o  Oie'l(-eo+i>tn)




where in the last line, the second exponential has been expanded as a Taylor series. For 
the remaining terms of Equation (6.48), we have
; - 0 ( e „ _ i )  +  2 0 ( e „ ) - 0 ( e „ + i)]
©n=©0+^7l
_  ^^ e^im[©o-f6(in-27r)]
m ——oo
oo
+ 2 Y ,  0meim{eo+Un)








where we have used the periodicity condition tn±\ = fn±27r derived from tn =  nAt = 27m. 




im(0o+fc<n) ^ 2   p27rimb  p —2ir\mt}
00 °° im E ?! „  0iel/(e o+Mn)
- i s  £
(6.55)
m = —oo r= 0
r!
Substituting Equations (6.52) and (6.55) into Equation (6.47), and noting that A Jn = u 
on each reconciled QFMin-ghost pseudo-orbit, leads to the condition
1 + i ] T  m0meim(eo+*<n)
7 7 1 =  — OO 
f  OO
x i I ]  0meim(0o+Mn) (2 -  e27rimfc _^ —2nim i (6.56)
oo im E ?! no0/eiZ(0o+«") 
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Expanding v and Om as is = Ylm=i ernvrn and 6m = Yl'jLi respectively, and sub-
stituting them into Equation (6.56), it can be seen that the perturbative expansion for 
reconciled QFMin-ghost tori is given by
1 + i J2 meim(e°+M'l)^ d ö W
j =1
X {  J 2  e im (e0+htn) ^ 2  _  e 27Timb _  e —2t hmb^ j 0 $
m = —oo j = 1
Ä  ,m(e +il, ^  [im E S -oc  ei,(e°+“ "> E ”=i e '«?’
—is m b me lm (e ° + M n)^ ^ -------------------
m = —oo r = 0
r! - E £ /a
m = 1
(6.57)
which provides an excellent check for the numerical results that will be obtained in Chap-
ters 7 and 8.
6.9 F irs t-O rd e r  P e r tu rb a tiv e  E xpansion
The most basic check for the numerical results is a first-order perturbative expansion. 
Equating the components of e on both sides of Equation (6.57) with each other, it can be 
seen that the first-order perturbative expansion at O(s) is given by
E n(l) im(0o+fc£n)u m  c
oo
(2 -  e27rimt _  e"27rim6) _  j rnkmeim(0o+Mn)
m = —oo m = —oo
Vi. (6.58)
However, v\ should exclude all but the resonant term s, which occur precisely when
2 — e27rimb _g—27rim£ (6.59)




or more simply, when
mb G Z. (6.61)
However, we can take this one step further by noting that because the unperturbed system 
has rational rotational transform, b = p/q, where p and q are mutually prime integers, so 
p cannot be an integer multiple of q, which implies that m must be an integer multiple of 
q in order to cancel out the denominator when b — p/q  is substituted into Equation (6.61). 
Hence, the resonance condition can also be written as
rn G gZ. (6.62)
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Because the support of v\ must satisfy the resonance condition, it follows that
(  OO
- i  V jnVmeime", if </Z;
•'t = < (0.63)
I 0, otherwise,
which can be substituted back into Equation (6.58) to yield the first-order Fourier coeffi-
cients
f i m V ™ if m  a. oZ.
«(;) =  ’ (6.64)
[ c, otherwise,
where c is any constant. However, because this creates a non-unique solution to Equa-
tion (6.58), we will set c = 0, which gives
imVrn
0L1) = 2  g27rimb   g—27rimb
0,
if m £ qL\ 
otherwise.
(6.65)
This is in line with the conjugacy constraint imposed by Equation (7.31) in Section 7.4.
In order to facilitate the comparison between the perturbative construction and the 
numerical analysis, we now suppose that the generating function has the form
<2(0,0) =  F(0(©),0(©)) =  i [0 (0 )  -  0(0)]2 + k cos [0(0)], (6.66)
where k =  e. Because the potential of G(0,Q)  has the form E(0(0)) = —k cos [0(0)] 
when compared with Equation (6.24), and because it has the complex Fourier series ex-
pansion
COS [0(0)]
e i 0 ( 0 )  +  g —i # ( 0 )  
2
(6.67)
the Fourier coefficients corresponding to this potential are given by
Vn
— for I m l  =  1; 
2 ’ 1 1
0, otherwise.
( 6 .68)
This can easily be verified by substituting Equation (6.68) into Equation (6.46), and 
checking that it yields Equation (6.66). The Fourier coefficients corresponding to the 
potential can also be used to determine the first-order Fourier coefficients corresponding 
to 0 (0 n), by substituting Equation (6.68) into Equation (6.65), which gives
o l ! >
im
2(2 -  e27ri* -  e- - 2 7T i 6 N
0,
for \m\ = 1 and 1 ^ qL\ 
otherwise.
(6.69)
They can also be used to verify that the first-order Fourier coefficients corresponding to 
0 (0 n) satisfy the reality condition 0„/ =  0_^, where * denotes the complex conjugate,
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because
„(1)* =  = __________ 1__________
1 - 1 2(2 — e27ri6 — e~2nii) ’
whenever 1 ^ qL. (6.70)
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N um erical C onstruc tion  and 
Im p lem en ta tion  of th e  
D iscrete-T im e R econciliation
C h ap te r  7
This chapter discusses the variational construction that allows the discrete-time varia-
tional principle to be implemented numerically, which is accomplished by expanding the 
transformation function 9(Qn) as a Fourier series and substituting it into the variational 
principle. A reality condition is also applied to the variational construction in order to 
ensure that the transformation does not produce any points with an imaginary compo-
nent, and the Fourier series is restricted to contain only odd basis functions because the 
generating function has PT-symmetry, which implies that the transformation function is 
overdetermined. Finally, the resonant terms are excluded from the transformation function 
so as to remove the last remaining piece of non-uniqueness from it. The implementation of 
the numerical algorithm is then discussed in detail, with special discussions devoted to the 
speed of the algorithm, the numerical integration method and the numerical minimisation 
method.
7.1 Variational C onstruction of the R econciled QFMin- 
G host Tori
We now proceed to construct 9(Qn) in such a way that the Fourier coefficients 9m can 
be determined numerically. Although this method still uses Fourier series, it is distinctly 
different to the perturbative construction because it seeks to determine each Fourier coeffi-
cient 9m as a whole, rather than splitting them up into an infinite number of sub coefficients 
9 m \9 m \9 m \  . . .  and calculating them individually. Because of the practical impossibility 
of calculating an infinite number of subcoefficients for each Fourier coefficient explicitly, it 
would seem that the variational construction necessarily leads to a much more accurate set 
of results than the perturbative construction, at least for individual Fourier coefficients, 
provided that the computational resources exist to implement it. ffowever, this is not 
necessarily the case, because the perturbative construction is able to calculate approxima-
tions to an infinite number of Fourier coefficients simultaneously, whereas the variational 
construction is only able to calculate solutions to a finite number of Fourier coefficients 
within a finite amount of time, and although those solutions are extremely accurate, that 
still leaves an infinite number of Fourier coefficients without even an approximation, even 
if they do not contribute much to the final result. Whether the perturbative construction 
or the variational construction is more accurate depends on the problem, but because the
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variational construction is easier to implement numerically, we will use it to construct 
reconciled QFMin-ghost tori instead of the perturbative construction. Suppose that the 
generating function is given by
<2(0,0) = F(0(0),0(©)) = i[0 (0 ) -  0(0)]2 + A:cos [0(0)]. (7.1)
Then the modified action gradient is given by substituting Equation (7.1) into Equa-
tion (6.30), which gives
A J n  = 9'(©„)A /„, (7.2)
where
A/„ = -9(© n_i) + 29(0,0 -  9(e„+i) -  A;sin [9(0,0]- (7.3)
This is just the original action gradient written in terms of the transformed coordinates. 
Also suppose that 0(0„) can be written as a truncated Fourier series
j
9(©„) = 0 „ +  lim V  9meime", (7.4)
j —> 0 0  * — '  m=—j
where i = \ f —\ and j  E Z+, and that it can be differentiated with respect to 0 n to give
j
0/(©n) = 1 + i lim ra0melm0n. (7.5)
j —KX) 'm——j
(Note that j  has a different meaning in Chapter 7 to what it did in Chapter 6.) Then, in 
accordance with the variational principle defined by Equation (6.44), we eliminate 0 7, from 
these equations by evaluating them at 0 n = 0o + ttn, where tn = 2nn is the discretised 
time and t = p/q is the rational rotational transform corresponding to mutually prime 
integers p and q. This implies that A t = 2t t , and gives
3
9(0„) =©<, +  *(„+ lim V  9meim<e°+“ ">,
B n = 0 O + t i n  j-^O O m=-j
3
0'(0n) = 1 + i lim V  mömeim(0o+ti" l
e n=e0+«n oo ^  .m=—j
Substituting the first of these equations into sin [0(0n)j yields 
sin [9(©„)]
3
- sin 00 + btn + lim y  0meim(0o+**")
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for the potential. We also have
[-0 (e„-!) +  2ff(en) -  0(e„+1)]
j
=  -  lim V  0mei"ll0o+*(^-2^)]
© n = © 0  +  ^ n
m = —j
j








Urn y  \dme[m{e°+htn)
m = —j
(2
2m m b  _27rim <0
(7.9)
where we have used the periodicity condition tn±\ =  tn ± 2n  derived from tn — n A t = 2nn. 
Hence, the original action gradient is given by
A In
j
=  lim y 0meiTn{Go+ttn) (2 -  e2nimi -  e " 27rim©
©n = © o+ M n j -+ oo -' .
m = - j
— k sin
j




Multiplying this by Equation (7.7) yields the modified action gradient
AJn
l© n = © 0 + * ^
1 +  i lim y m9meirn{e°+€tn)
j —¥ OO
m = —j
x { lim y 9meim{e°+htn) (2 -  e2n'lmt -  e "27rimfc)





e 0 + ttn + lim y  0meim<e "+“ '
j —yoo ^ '  
m = —j
Finally, in order to complete the variational construction, the modified action gradient is 
substituted into the discrete-time variational principle
i r 2n /q  Q 1
V« j .......«.•: /  £  p (a j „)
,/0  n = 0
d©o,
© n = © 0 + M i
where
1 9-1





A Jn — A «/n , . . . ,  9j ]. (7.14)
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7.2 Im position of the R eality Condition
Because 9(Q,,) is real, we must impose a reality condition on the Fourier coefficients in 
order to ensure that the results we obtain from the numerical analysis are not imaginary 
or complex-valued. This reality condition is given by [16,17]
O*m = 0 -m , (7-15)
where * denotes the complex conjugate and m  ranges over 1 < m < j.  Applying this 
constraint to Equation (7.11) reveals that
A Jn = ( l  +  i lim V m  _  e* -imiQo+Un)
O n = © 0 + 6 £ n  I j - > 0 0  ' L
V. m = l
x (  lim { k m eim(0o+^ n) +  0*m e - im (e ° + U n '
\  m = l  ^
^  ^2 _ g27rimfc _ 27rimtj
— A: sin j  0o + t tn + 9r
m = 0
j
+ lim [O m eir n ie ° + h tn ) + d*me-'irn{Go+ttn
•7 _ > 0 C  m=\
(7.16)
whereas applying it to Equations (7.6) and (7.7) gives
0 ( 0 „ )
e \e „ ,
9n=0O+^r
— 0Q + *>tn +  0r
j
m= 1
+ lim V  6»meim(0o+fct") +  C e “im(0o+^ r
m = 0  j —►oo ^  I
= 1 + i lim y  m 6>meim(0o+^  -  9* e-im(©o+«n





where #m|m_0 is the Fourier coefficient at m  =  0, which should not be written as 9q so 
as to avoid confusion with the parameter 6o = 9n |n_Q described in Chapters 3-5. This 
confusion arises because 9m is used to represent the Fourier coefficients of # (0n), whereas 
9n is used to represent the value of 9 at time tn. Nevertheless, because 0m|m_o merely 
represents a translational symmetry about the origin, we have chosen to set 9m\m=Q = 0 
throughout the rest of this thesis. Hence, the modified action gradient takes the form
A Jn = A Jn[ffi,. . .  ----9*\
and the variational principle takes the form
V[9,....... '/,.» •........ «*]
•I-1 ,
e  h A^)
n —0
d0o-
@r? = © ( ) - | - 6 ^ n
(7.19)
(7.20)
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7.3 R e s tr ic tio n  to  O dd Basis F unctions
Recall the definitions of T-symmetry and P-symmetry that we introduced in Sections 5.4 
and 6.4. We know from Meiss [7] that in the case of the standard map, G(0, 0 ) has T- 
symmetry. Now we assume that G(0. 0) also has PT-symmetry, which unlike P-symmetry 
and T-symmetry in general, implies that the signs of 9n+\ — 6n and 0 n+i — 0 n are not 
reversed [33]. It follows that the QFMin equation of a generating function that admits 
PT-symmetry has its own special symmetries that preserve the rotational transform £ [33]. 
Hence, the QFMin equation has a multiplicity of solutions, which can be reduced by 
constraining the Fourier series to only contain odd basis functions. To do this, we assume 
that the Fourier coefficients 9m are purely imaginary, so that they have the form
9m  — 1 Ur (7.21)
where j/m e K  and m  E Z+. Substituting this into Equation (7.16) with 0m| 0 = 0 gives
the modified action gradient as
A«/n
0n=9o+Wr
1 -  lim V  mym feim(0o+^ )  +  e-i™(©o+«n)
j —¥OO ^ J 
7 7 1 = 1
i lim V  ym
\ J^oo '\ m= 1
e \m(@o+ttn) _  e - im (0 o + £ £ n ) ^2 _ p27rimb _g —27rim£^
— fc sin 10o 4- btn 4- i lim y  V™ |eim(0o+fc*") -  e-im(e0+itn) j
(7.22)
However, this can be greatly simplified by replacing the exponentials with sines and cosines, 
so that the modified action gradient becomes
(7.23)
A Jn =  < 1 - 2  lim Y  rra/mcos[ra(0o + Rn)} >0n=0O+«n 1 OO ^  L J J
/  i
x —4 lim ym sin[m(0o +  Rn)] [l — cos(27rra£)]
V j~ * °°  m = l
k sin j  0 O + btn -  2 lim ^  ?/rnsin[m(0o + Rn)\ •
Moreover, substituting Equation (7.21) into Equation (7.17) with 9m | Q = 0, it can be 
seen that # (0n) is given by
9 ( O n )
j
= 00 +  htn +  i lim y  ym
© n = © 0  + M n j - > O C  Z — '
m=  1
4771(00 +btn) _  p — im(Qo+btn) (7.24)
which can also be written in terms of trigonometric functions as
9 (& n )
j
=  @o + R n — 2 lim > ym sin [m (0o +  ££n)l
© n = © 0 + « n  j~>00 Z —(m—1
(7.25)
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Similarly, substituting Equation (7.21) into Equation (7.18) shows that the derivative of 
9(Qn) is given by
j
— 1 —2 lim V mym cos [ra(0o + btn)],
Q n = @ 0 + b tn j -> O O
m— 1
so that the modified action gradient takes the form
^  Jn — ^Jn\y\ i ••• i Dj\ 
and the variational principle takes the form
% ! > • • •  >2/j] =  2
i  r ~
E  P ( A «
n = 0
d0o.




7.4  E x c lu sio n  o f  th e  R eso n a n t T erm s
Even after restricting the Eourier series expansion of #(0n) to contain only odd basis 
functions, there is still a certain amount of multiplicity in the solution to the variational 
principle because it is invariant under an arbitrary relabelling of the pseudo-orbits 0 ^ 0 .  
This lack of uniqueness can also be seen in Equation (6.65) of the perturbative construc-
tion, and is discussed more fully in Dewar and Khorev [25]. In order to remove this 
arbitrariness and ensure the uniqueness of the pseudo-orbits, we constrain
q-1
5 > ( e „ ( e 0)) (7.29)
n= 0
to be monotone by making it a linear function of 0o [25]. This is looser than the condition 
that every term in the sum, #(0n(0o)), be monotone in ©o, which Dewar and Meiss [33] 
found to be too restrictive because the monotonicity of #(0n(0o)) breaks down at much 
lower k values than the monotonicity of #(0n(0o)). The first step in constraining
#(0n(0o)) to be monotone is to separate the part that’s linear in 0o from that which is 
nonlinear, i.e.
0(0n(0o)) = 9(00 + itn) = 00 + btn + (7.30)
where = £(©o + btn) is the nonlinear part of #(0n(0o)) [25]. Thus, to ensure the 
linearity and therefore monotonicity of 0(0n(0o)), we set
<7-1
£ « n = 0 ,
n = 0
(7.31)
so the nonlinear component of ^^_Q#(0n(©o)) is zero [25]. It then follows that because
E?,;öd«n/de0 = o,
y l ds(en(e0))
n d e 07 1 = 0
1 > 0 V0O, (7.32)
so J2n=o ©n(0o) is monotone (as required). Returning to Equation (7.25), which is evalu-
ated at 0 n = 0o + ttn, where t is the rational rotational transform t = p/q corresponding
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to mutually prime integers p and q, we notice from Equation (7.30) that
= -2  Ihn ^ 2  Vm sin [m(©0 +
J->oo
m = l
Substituting Equation (7.33) into Equation (7.31), it can be seen that
j <7-1
-  2 lim sin [m(©0 + *in)] = 0
m= 1 n = 0
(7.33)
(7.34)
is the condition we need to ensure the monotonicity of X^n=o 0(©n(©o))- Because p and q 
are mutually prime integers and tn = 2nn, it follows that sin [m (0o+^n)] — 0 when-
ever 777 is not an integer multiple of g, so these terms automatically satisfy the constraint 
(Equation (7.34)) [25]. However, when m  is an integer multiple of g, the corresponding 
terms in the Fourier series may contribute to Xln=o and must be eliminated by setting 
their Fourier coefficients to zero [25] (compare Section 6.9). Hence, the requirement that 
5Z?,=(}0(®n(0o)) be monotone is equivalent to the constraint that the resonant terms of 
the Fourier series be equal to zero. This is called a conjugacy constraint, and it implies 
that the action gradient is given by
A</n
0 n = 0 O + l t n
j f I
1 —2 l i m  ^2 m y m  COS [7 7 7 (6 0  +  t t n )] ^
m— 1
j
x  I —4 lim ^2 i/m  sin [7 7 7 (6 0  + fctn)] [1 — cos(27T7m)] (7.35)
m = l
j
-k sin ^ 0 O + htn -  2 lim ^  ym sin [7 7 7 (6 0  + f>tn)]
J ~>0°  m = l
where the prime on the sum denotes the exclusion of the resonant terms with m  G qL. It 
also implies that
0 ( 0 „ )
o\en)
j
= 0 0  + t t n  -  2 lim ym sin [777(60  + t t n )  1 ,
© n = © 0 + * 7 n  j —^ °0 .
m = l
j
© n = © 0  + b t n
1 — 2 lim ^2 mym cos [777(60 +  *£„)],
m = l
where the prime on the sum has the same meaning as for Equation (7.35).
(7.36)
(7.37)
7.5 S ta g es  o f  th e  Im p le m en ta tio n
All stages of the numerical implementation were performed using the Wolfram Mathemat- 
ica® software package (versions 7 [35] and 8 [36]). The first stage was to draw Poincare 
plots of the standard map, overlayed with the unreconciled QFMin and ghost curves, by 
using Equations (5.27) and (5.28). Although this stage was rather elementary, it was 
important to develop a numerical solution for the unreconciled QFMin and ghost curves
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so their plots could be compared with those of the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves later 
oil. In particular, the unreconciled QFMin curves were plotted by finding the differ-
ences A /n+i — A In = 0 in the Euler-Lagrange equation A In =  v {9q ) between successive 
time intervals and minimising the sum of their squares, which is equivalent to minimising 
Equation (5.90). A constraint similar to that imposed in Section 7.4 was used to ensure 
the uniqueness of the QFMin pseudo-orbits, which involved minimising the sum of the 
squares of £n = 9n — 9q — btn. This constraint was unnecessary in the analytical case 
(Equation (5.49)), because we were integrating and summing over a single action gradi-
ent, whereas in the numerical case, we wish to dispense with the integration altogether, 
and in order to do this, we have to minimise the differences between the action gradients. 
This causes the integrability parameter is(9o) to vanish identically from the variational 
principle, thus necessitating a new constraint o = 0 that sets A In to be constant 
with respect to n. Cross-sections of the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits were 
also plotted by minimising the sum of the squares of Equation (5.29), in order to check 
that the unreconciled QFMin and ghost curves passed through them. Code was written 
to convert the Poincare plots from the topological covering space to the topological base 
space, thereby producing polar plots.
The next stage of the implementation was to write an algorithm to minimise Equa-
tion (7.28), with P (AJn) given by Equation (7.13) and A Jn given by Equation (7.35). The 
resulting Fourier coefficients were then plotted in a power spectrum to compare their rel-
ative and absolute values, along with a plot of the minima of Equation (7.28). After this, 
the Fourier series were truncated in order to exclude terms that were no longer approach-
ing convergence, and the terms that remained were substituted into Equations (7.36) 
and (7.37) in order to determine whether Equation (7.36) was monotone for each partic-
ular combination of k and b. If Equation (7.36) ceased to be monotone, then the plot 
of Equation (7.37) would intersect the horizontal axis, in which case the reconciliation 
was deemed to be invalid for that particular combination of k and b. If Equation (7.36) 
was monotone, then Equations (5.27) and (5.28) were used in combination with Equa-
tion (7.36) and 6n = 9(<dn) in order to plot the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves in both 
(9, /)-space and (0, /)-space. The (#,1) plots were useful for comparing the reconciled 
QFMin-ghost curves with their unreconciled counterparts, whereas the ( 0 ,1) plots were 
useful for testing the correctness and accuracy of the transformation. This was facilitated 
by converting the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits to (0, /)-space using Equa-
tion (7.36) with 9n = 9(Qn), and checking that the Poincare plots of the action-minimax 
and action-minimising orbits formed straight, vertical, equidistant lines in (0 ,/ ) - space. 
The reconciled QFMin-ghost curves were also plotted in (0, J)-space, but these plots 
were not included in this thesis because J  does not have a constant periodicity with re-
spect to 0 . Next, the differences between the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C + and C~ 
were plotted in (0, J)-space, in order to show that their amplitudes were constant with 
respect to 0 . Finally, the amplitudes of the difference curves were plotted as a function 
of 1 /q for each k value, and the gradients of the linear interpolations between the am-
plitudes of constant k were used to determine flux-leakage exponents a^. Three different 
approximations were obtained to each flux-leakage exponent, and because these approxi-
mations were interpolated, extrapolated and plotted as a function of /c, it was easy to get 
an idea as to whether the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves were consistent with Greene’s 
residue criterion and the existence of KAM tori within the standard map with rotational 
transform equal to two minus the golden mean for k < 0.971635..., which is the value at 
which the last KAM curves break up.
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7.6 S peed of th e  A lgo rithm
The speed of the numerical algorithm depended heavily on the integration and minimisa-
tion methods, which will be discussed in Sections 7.7 and 7.8, respectively. However, there 
were also some other factors that had an impact on this, which will be discussed here. For 
example, it was found that because of the nonlinearity of the integrand of Equation (7.28), 
the integration had to be performed numerically. Because the coefficients of the Fourier 
series were unknown variables, they had to be restricted to numerical values, and this had 
a small but noticeable impact on the code’s performance. It was important to find ways 
to maximise the code’s speed, so that calculations could be performed within a reasonable 
timeframe.
One of the more obvious ways to increase the code’s speed was to use the computational 
formula for the variance
in order to eliminate a large number of terms from the integrand that would ultimately 
have been equal to zero. However, because this code was already much faster than the rest 
of the algorithm, the variance formula was never substituted into the objective function 
unless differentiation was required. Another way to increase the code’s speed was to 
exclude the resonant terms from the integrand right at the very beginning of the algorithm, 
rather than setting them equal to zero towards the end of it. Changing the accuracy 
and precision goals also had an impact on the performance of the algorithm, and it was 
generally found that setting the accuracy goal to 6 and the precision goal to oo provided 
the best trade-off between accuracy and speed. Setting the accuracy goal too low made 
it difficult to get the Fourier series to converge, whereas setting the accuracy goal too 
high often led to computer-generated warnings about insufficient working precision, and 
these could only be avoided by decreasing the accuracy goal and therefore increasing the 
code’s speed. The precision goal had very little impact on the code’s speed, so it was 
set to oo in order to maximise the accuracy of the results. Some attempts were also 
made to increase the working precision and the number of recursions that were used by 
the integration algorithm, in the hope that this would reduce the number of errors that 
were encountered when increasing the accuracy goal. However, because they dramatically 
reduced the speed of the algorithm without providing any noticeable improvement in the 
accuracy of the results, such plans eventually had to be abandoned. It is thought that 
hardware may have been the limiting factor in this case.
Besides increasing the working precision, it was also believed that employing the con-
tinuation method [37], which was used extensively to increase the accuracy of the action- 
minimax and action-minimising orbits, would also increase the accuracy of the Fourier 
coefficients. In the case of the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits, the continu-
ation method reduced errors by minimising the risk of ending up on the wrong node of a 
bifurcation, and of the computational algorithm producing an action-minimax orbit when 
asked for an action-minimising orbit, or vice versa. Because it is significantly easier to 
calculate action-minimax and action-minimising orbits when k is small than when k is 
large, the continuation method yielded a five- to ten-fold increase in the computational 
speed when it was used for this purpose. Unfortunately, for the numerical algorithm that 
was used to calculate the Fourier coefficients in the reconciliation between QFMin and
(7.38)
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ghost tori, the amount of time that it takes to run the algorithm at low k is of a similar 
magnitude to the amount of time that it takes to run the algorithm at high k, so the con-
tinuation method invariably slowed the algorithm down. Because many tests also showed 
that the continuation method did little, if anything, to increase the accuracy of the Fourier 
coefficients, and because it typically increased the computational time by a factor of five 
to ten, it was decided to avoid using the continuation method for these purposes.
Attempts were also made to see whether calculating the first few coefficients of the 
Fourier series and then using them as initial conditions to calculate the rest of the coeffi-
cients would increase the speed of the calculation. Although in some special cases, success 
was obtained, there was no simple formula for determining when and under what condi-
tions this would be the case, and because this method tended to decrease the algorithm’s 
speed in generic cases, it had to be abandoned for practical reasons.
7.7 T he In te g ra tio n  M eth o d
As stated in Section 7.6, the integral over 0o in Equation (7.28) was performed numerically 
because the nonlinearity of the integrand made it impossible to perform the integration 
symbolically. Mathematica offers a wide variety of methods to perform this integration 
using its N Integrate routine, and some of the methods, including the Global Adaptive 
and Local Adaptive methods, contain a large number of submethods. The Global and 
Local Adaptive methods were generally found to be many times faster than the other 
methods, including the Double Exponential Method and several versions of the Monte 
Carlo Method. However, the Local Adaptive Method still took about 50% longer than 
the Global Adaptive Method, and because there was a high degree of agreement between 
these two methods, most of the calculations were performed using the Global Adaptive 
Method.
This is only a very general result, because not all submethods of the Global and Local 
Adaptive methods work equally well. For example, the Cartesian and Multidimensional 
rules only work for multidimensional data, so Mathematica was unable to get a result using 
these submethods. Problems were also encountered with some of the other submethods, 
a few of which had computational times that rivalled the Double Exponential Method 
and the Monte Carlo methods. However, three of the submethods were found to produce 
results to within six figures of accuracy within several seconds for small numbers of Fourier 
coefficients (less than ten) and within several minutes for large numbers of Fourier coef-
ficients (greater than ten), although this also depended on k. They were the Multipanel 
Rule, the Newton-Cotes Rule, and the Trapezoidal Rule, of which the Multipanel Rule 
was usually the quickest. Hence, most calculations of the integral in Equation (7.28) were 
performed using the Global Adaptive Method with the Multipanel Rule used as the sub- 
method. A comparison of the fastest and most reliable integration methods when p = 3, 
q = 8 and k =  1.75 is shown in Figure 7.1.
7.8 T he M in im isa tion  M eth o d
The minimisation of Equation (7.28) was performed using Mathematica's FindMinimum 
routine, which offers seven different methods of minimisation. Only four of these methods 
were found to give decent results, namely the Principal Axis, Conjugate Gradient, New-
ton, and Quasi-Newton methods. Early calculations were performed using the Principal
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Axis Method. However, it was soon discovered that the Quasi-Newton Method provided 
just as accurate results within about a sixth of the time of the Principal Axis and Con-
jugate Gradient methods, and about a third of the time of the Newton Method. Many 
attempts were made to increase the speed of the Newton Method, because there were 
strong theoretical reasons for believing that the Newton Method would be faster than 
the Quasi-Newton Method if its Hessian matrix were to be supplied accurately. However, 
even after calculating the gradient and Hessian of Equation (7.28) analytically (except 
for the integration over Oo), the speed of the Newton Method was not improved, so the 
Quasi-Newton Method continued to be used. A comparison of the various minimisation 
methods p = 3, q — 8 and k — 1.75 is shown in Figure 7.2.
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—♦— Global Adaptive Method -  Trapezoidal Rule
Global Adaptive Method Newton-Cotes Rule 
—A— Global Adaptive Method -  Multipanel Rule 
—X— Local Adaptive Method - Trapezoidal Rule
Local Adaptive Method Newton-Cotes Rule 
—• — Local Adaptive Method - Multipanel Rule
Figure 7.1: Computational times for the fastest and most reliable integration methods when 
p = 3, q = 8 and k  =  1.75. These times are inclusive of the time taken to complete a minimisation 
routine that was held fixed while varying the integration method. The speed of the algorithm was 
significantly improved after these calculations were made.
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1000
♦ Principal Axis Method —■— Conjugate Gradient Method
- A— Newton Method x Quasi-Newton Method
Figure 7.2: Computational times for various minimisation methods when p = 3, q =  8 and 
k — 1.75. These times are inclusive of the time taken to complete an integration routine that was 
held fixed while varying the minimisation method. The speed of the algorithm was significantly 
improved after these calculations were made.
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C hapter 8
R esu lts  and  Conclusions
This chapter begins with a discussion of test case selection for the reconciliation between 
QFMin and ghost tori, before discussing the results of the numerical implementation of 
the discrete-time variational principle. Diagrams have been provided in order to show 
the convergence of the Fourier coefficients for different values of 6, as well as to show 
the apparent breakdown of the reconciliation #(0n) for large k values. The reconciled 
QFMin-ghost curves have also been plotted in (0, J)-space, along with the action-minimax 
and action-minimising orbits. Finally, Greene’s residue criterion is introduced, and the 
amplitudes of the differences between the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C+ and C~ are 
shown to be consistent with Greene’s residue criterion and the existence of KAM tori 
within the standard map for k < 0.971635....
8.1 S e lec tio n  o f th e  T est C ases
In order to select the test cases that will provide the broadest set of results, it is necessary to 
understand the significance of some results pertaining to the breakup of KAM curves as k is 
increased. According to KAM theory, some of the invariant tori with irrational rotational 
transform survive the perturbation away from integrability (where k =  0), although the 
number of these invariant tori slowly decreases as k increases. For the standard map, the 
last of these tori to disappear is a family of tori that have rotational transforms of the 
form [7]
€ =  n ±  ip, (8.1)
where n G Z and p  is the golden mean
l + \/5 
2
( 8 .2)
These rotational transforms define an equivalence class of numbers called the golden 
numbers, which are a subset of another class of numbers called the noble numbers, 
whose significance is best understood by studying their continued-fraction expansions. A 




^3 +  ' •
(8.3)
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where a2- E Z. If w 6 Q, then the sequence terminates at an for some n, meaning that 
= 0 for all i > n and the continued-fraction expansion has the form [7]






a2 + • • H----
An
(8.4)
However, if co £ Q, then the sequence does not terminate, but co can still be approximated 
by truncating the sequence at a; for some iE  Z. Then
c o t  —  —  a o  H-----------------------------------
Qi 1
a2 + '' • + —
d i
where coi is called the ith  convergent of co [7]. By definition,




for any sequence of zth convergents of co. The continued-fraction expansions of co are also 
its best approxim ants [7], meaning that if p/q is a convergent of co, then
V < Pco---- co---- -
Q Q
\/p' . q E Z such that q < q. (8.7)
Some irrationals are easier to approximate than others. For example, if a* is large, then 
1/cLi is small, meaning that the zth term makes little difference to the approximation 
and the (z — l)th convergent is extremely accurate for its order of approximation to the 
irrational [7]. Similarly, if a^  is small, then l/a^ is large, so adding this term makes a 
considerable difference to the accuracy of the approximation [7]. The noble numbers are 
the most difficult numbers to approximate using continued-fraction expansions (and any 
other kind of expansion), because they have the property that |a*| = 1 for all i > j  for 
some j  [7]. The golden mean is the noblest and most irrational of numbers [7,38], having 
the continued-fraction expansion





The more irrational a number is, the more difficult it is to approximate using continued- 
fraction convergents, and the greater the size of the perturbation that is required to get 
the KAM curve with the corresponding rotational transform to break up. Hence, KAM 
curves with rotational transforms corresponding to golden numbers require the largest 
perturbation to break up, whereas those with rotational transforms corresponding to a 
rational number require the smallest (which, in this case, is infinitesimal). When selecting 
the test cases for the reconciliation between QFMin and ghost tori, it is important to 
use rotational transforms that are the continued-fraction convergents of a golden number.
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This is because the golden numbers are the most irrational of numbers, being equivalent 
to the golden mean, so their continued-fraction expansions require a greater number of 
convergents than all other numbers to be within the same distance 5 of the irrational they 
are approximating. This places an upper bound on the number of convergents required 
to get the Fourier series to converge to a particular accuracy for a certain k value, so 
if we can achieve convergence in this instance, then we can guarantee the convergence 
of all other rotational transforms to that same accuracy for that same k value provided 
that they are less irrational (that is, because the continued-fraction convergents are all 
rational, the rotational transform is also rational and the absolute value of its denominator 
is less than or equal to that of the continued-fraction convergent that is being used to 
approximate the golden number). Because we want to be able to plot the reconciled 
QFMin-ghost curves alongside the standard map, we need 0 < t < 1, so we will choose 
<f) =  2 — = 0.381966... to be representative of the equivalence class of golden numbers
and study reconciled QFMin-ghost curves for which the rotational transforms are the 
continued-fraction convergents of (j). The first eight continued-fraction convergents of (/> 
are given by [39]
^ 1 1 2 3  5 8 13 / 0 „N
0, —, —, —, —, — , — , — , (8.9)
’ 2 3 5 8 13 21 34’ '
from which it can be seen that the continued-fraction convergents of (f) are the ratios of
two sequences of Fibonacci num bers [39]. From this list, we have chosen
1 2 3 _5_
3 ’ 5 ’ 8 ’ 13
( 8 . 10)
to be test cases for the reconciliation between QFMin and ghost tori, so if we can obtain 
convergence to a particular accuracy and k value for t =  p/q, where p and q are mutually 
prime integers and g = 3, 5, 8 or 13, then we must also be able to obtain convergence to 
that same accuracy and k value for all other * = p/q, where p and q are mutually prime 
integers and q < 3, 5, 8 or 13, respectively.
8 .2  C o n v erg en ce  o f  th e  O b je c tiv e  F u n ctio n
The first set of results concerns the convergence of the Fourier coefficients ym obtained by 
minimising Equation (7.28) subject to Equations (7.13) and (7.35) for the rational rota-
tional transform convergents of (f) listed in Sequence 8.10. The minima of Equation (7.28) 
are shown in Figure 8.1, which can be used to determine the accuracy of the rest of the 
results contained in this thesis. The computed values of the Fourier coefficients are shown 
in Figures 8.2-8.9. Because the threshold required for convergence is completely arbitrary, 
the values of the Fourier coefficients were plotted as a line plot of the power spectra for 
various values of k. As discussed in Section 7.4, the resonant terms have been omitted. Di-
agrams of both the absolute and the relative values of the Fourier coefficients with respect 
to the first coefficient have been plotted to facilitate comparisons between the coefficients 
without losing information about the first coefficient. The lines interpolated between the 
Fourier coefficients are provided only as a visual aid. Some of the y\ values were compared 
with those obtained from the first-order perturbation theory described in Section 6.9, and 
found to agree with it up to two or three significant figures.
When determining the accuracy of the Fourier coefficients, it is important to distin-
guish between the accuracy and the accuracy goal. The accuracy is a measure of the 
magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients that we obtain after the numerical optimisation,
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whereas the accuracy goal is the number of digits of accuracy we specify before the 
numerical optimisation. This is important because although the accuracy goal was always 
set to either 8 or 9, the computational resources used to compute the Fourier coefficients 
weren’t capable of determining their values to within an accuracy of less than 10-8 , so 
stating the accuracy goal of the Fourier coefficients is not meaningful (and often mislead-
ing) when they don’t converge to the requested accuracy. This is particularly important 
when interpreting the results of the b = 1/3 case, because the accuracy goal was set to 9 
rather than 8.
For a given accuracy, we seek the Fourier series truncation mode number for each k 
and b. The truncation m ode number is the maximum mode number beyond which the 
Fourier terms have contribution less than a particular accuracy, defined in terms of \ym\ 
rather than \ym/yi\- We define such solutions to be converged to a particular accuracy, 
with that accuracy being slightly greater than the maximum absolute value that we can 
assert for all ym with m greater than the Fourier truncation mode number. For example, 
in Figure 8.2, the k = 0.2 solution converges to an accuracy of 10-8 , and the Fourier 
truncation mode number is 7. Similarly, in Figure 8.6, the k = 0.8 solution converges 
to an accuracy of 10 , and the Fourier truncation mode number is 21. However, care
must be taken when computing the truncation mode number, as the Fourier coefficients 
ym do not always decrease monotonically with increasing m. Hence, we cannot say that in 
Figure 8.8, the k = 0.4 solution has a Fourier truncation mode number of 15, because the 
absolute value of y\Q is greater than the absolute value of y 1 5 .  The full list of truncation 
mode numbers that were used to derive the plots in Sections 8.3-8.7 (Figures 8.11-8.35) 
are shown in Table 8.1.
As long as k was sufficiently small, none of the lines in any of the power spectra 
overlapped for \ym\ greater than the convergence accuracy. This was expected because 
the nonlinearity of the map increases with increasing A;, thereby increasing the truncation 
mode number. The convergence generally required a greater truncation mode number 
for each particular k value as b was increased to higher orders of approximation to </>, 
whereas the absolute value of the first Fourier coefficient increased as k increased for the 
same value of b. This suggests that the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves corresponding to 
rotational transforms with lower orders of approximation to 4> and lower k values converge 
to a given accuracy for lower truncation mode numbers than the reconciled QFMin-ghost 
curves corresponding to rotational transforms with higher orders of approximation to (f 
and higher k values, which agrees with theory.
For b = 1/3, the Fourier series converges to an accuracy of at least 10-6 for all k < 1.4. 
This is ideal for practical purposes, because k usually stays well below the critical value 
kc = 0.971635... at which the last KAM curves (with b = n± ip  for some n £ Z) break up. 
It also means that for all dynamical systems with rational rotational transform b = p/q 
(where p and q are mutually prime integers) that are not totally chaotic, QFMin and ghost 
curves are equivalent as long as q < 3. A similar result can also be drawn from the data 
for b — 2/5, for which there is convergence to an accuracy of at least 10-6 for all k < 1.2, 
and for b =  3/8 and b = 5/13, for which there is convergence to an accuracy of at least 
1(T6 for all k < 1.0. Hence, we know that for all b = p/q with p and q mutually prime 
integers, QFMin and ghost tori are equivalent to an accuracy of at least 10~() up to at least 
k = 1.0 if q < 13, at least k = 1.2 if q < 5, and at least k =  1.4 if q < 3. If convergence to 
an accuracy of only 10~° is required, a similar set of results can be obtained by reading 
them off the plots.
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k -  1 / 3 k =  2 / 5 k =  3 / 8
cor—H
lOII
k =  0 .2 7 6 6 6
k =  0 .4 10 9 7 9
k  =  0 .6 13 13 13 12
k =  0 .8 16 18 21 21
k =  1.0 22 33 45 47
k =  1.2 25 48 45 47
k  =  1.4 25 48 45 -
k =  1.6 25 48 - -
k =  1.8 26 - - -
k =  2 .0 26 - - -
k =  2 .2 26 - - -
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Figure 8.1: Line plot of the minimum of V (Equation (7.28)) for various values of k and k. In 
the i = 1/3 case, j  — 27 and the accuracy goal is 9, whereas in the * = 2/5 case, j  = 50 and the 
accuracy goal is 8. Similarly, in the k = 3/8 case, j  = 48 and the accuracy goal is 8, whereas in 
the k — 5/13 case, j  = 52 and the accuracy goal is 8.
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Legend 
k = 0.2 
k = 0.4 
k = 0.6 
* =  0.8 
* = 1.0 
* =  1.2 
*=1.4 
* = 1.6 
* = 1.8 
- * = 2.0 
—  * = 2.2
Figure 8.2: Line plot of the absolute power spectrum for 6 = 1/3 when j  =  27 and the accuracy 
goal is 9. Note that the Fourier coefficients corresponding to integer multiples of q are equal to 
zero and have been omitted from the power spectra in accordance with the conjugacy constraint 
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Legend 
* =  0.2
* = 0.4
* = 0.6 
* =  0.8 
* = 1.0 
* = 1.2 
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* =  1.6 
* = 1.8
— * = 2.0 
—  * = 2.2
m
Figure 8.3: Line plot of the relative power spectrum for 6 = 1/3 when j  = 27 and the accuracy 
goal is 9. Note that the Fourier coefficients corresponding to integer multiples of q are equal to 
zero and have been omitted from the power spectra in accordance with the conjugacy constraint 
defined in Section 7.4.
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• k = 0.4 
k = 0.6 
* =  0.8 
* = 1.0
• * = 1.2 
* = 1.4 
* = 1.6
Figure 8.4: Line plot of the absolute power spectrum for t — 2/5 when j  = 50 and the accuracy 
goal is 8. Note that the Fourier coefficients corresponding to integer multiples of q are equal to 
zero and have been omitted from the power spectra in accordance with the conjugacy constraint 
defined in Section 7.4.
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* = 0.6 
* = 0.8 
* = 1.0
* = 1.2 
*=1.4 
* = 1.6
Figure 8.5: Line plot of the relative power spectrum for 6 = 2/5 when j  = 50 and the accuracy 
goal is 8. Note that the Fourier coefficients corresponding to integer multiples of q are equal to 
zero and have been omitted from the power spectra in accordance with the conjugacy constraint 
defined in Section 7.4.
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Legend 
* =  0.2
* = 0.4
* =  0.6 
* = 0.8 
* = 1.0 
* = 1.2 
* = 1.4
Figure 8.6: Line plot of the absolute power spectrum for t = 3/8 when j  = 48 and the accuracy 
goal is 8. Note that the Fourier coefficients corresponding to integer multiples of q are equal to 
zero and have been omitted from the power spectra in accordance with the conjugacy constraint 





— * = 0.2
* = 0.4
* = 0.6 
* = 0.8 
* = 1.0 
* = 1.2 
*=1.4
Figure 8.7: Line plot of the relative power spectrum for * = 3/8 when j  = 48 and the accuracy 
goal is 8. Note that the Fourier coefficients corresponding to integer multiples of q are equal to 
zero and have been omitted from the power spectra in accordance with the conjugacy constraint 
defined in Section 7.4.
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* *  =  0.2 
k = 0.4 
k = 0.6 
* =  0.8 
* = 1.0 
* = 1.2
Figure 8.8: Line plot of the absolute power spectrum for * = 5/13 when j  — 52 and the accuracy 
goal is 8. Note that the Fourier coefficients corresponding to integer multiples of q are equal to 
zero and have been omitted from the power spectra in accordance with the conjugacy constraint 
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Figure 8.9: Line plot of the relative power spectrum for * = 5/13 when j  — 52 and the accuracy 
goal is 8. Note that the Fourier coefficients corresponding to integer multiples of q are equal to 
zero and have been omitted from the power spectra in accordance with the conjugacy constraint 
defined in Section 7.4.
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8.3 M ono ton ic ity  of th e  T ran sfo rm atio n
Once the Fourier coefficients had been calculated, they were substituted into Equa-
tions (7.36) and (7.37) and plotted in Figures 8.11 8.18, along with Poincare sections 
of their action-minimax and action-minimising orbits. This provides a vital test for de-
termining the values of k and i for which the transformation is guaranteed hold, and by 
extension, when the reconciliation between QFMin and ghost tori is guaranteed to hold. 
Because we are seeking a global coordinate transformation rather than a local one, not 
only do we require to be monotone (according to Section 7.4), but we also
require the transformation of the entire space 0(0) to be monotone in order to avoid hav-
ing a coordinate singularity when 0 '(0) = 0. This is because the transformation cannot 
possibly be global if J = 0 '(0 )/ changes sign with respect to /, which suggests that the 
reconciliation may have broken down. However, in such cases, the reconciliation may still 
hold under a different coordinate transformation such as 9 — 0(0, J), but this is well 
beyond the scope of this thesis.
When k is large, the Fourier series have much larger truncation mode numbers than 
when k is low. Unfortunately, this can cause the Fourier series to converge insufficiently for 
high k values, and because the unconverged terms can contribute substantially to 0'(0), 
its sign can be altered, thus causing the lack of convergence of the Fourier series to mimic 
the breakdown of the monotonicity of 0(0). The situation is further complicated by the 
existence of plots such as Figure 8.10, which clearly demonstrate that for t — 3/8 and 
k = 1.6, the first seven terms of the Fourier series have a similar convergence pattern to 
that of their lower-A: counterparts, whereas the remaining terms of the k = 1.6 Fourier 
series follow a convergence pattern tha t’s very different to that of its lower-A: counterparts. 
Tliis is illustrated by the fact that the lines corresponding to the k = 1.6 Fourier series 
overlap those of their lower-A: counterparts for 10~3 4 < \ym\ < 10—2, whereas if the k =  1.6 
Fourier series was removed, the lines corresponding to the remaining Fourier series would 
not overlap those of their lower- or higher-A: counterparts for \ym\ < 10 . This suggests
that the monotonicity of 0(0) may well have broken down after all, but because we cannot 
prove this without making further calculations, we have to accept that the problem could 
still be due to the lack of convergence of the Fourier series.
Some of the other possible reasons for the apparent loss of monotonicity of the trans-
formation at high k may include:
1. The boxcar filter that was used to compute the ym versus m  Fourier series may be 
causing Gibbs-like oscillations in the Fourier terms.
2. The sharp truncation of the Fourier series may be causing undershooting in 
the Fourier representation, which could also be attributed to the Gibbs phe-
nomenon [40,41] and is manifest as spikes.
3. Our failure to constrain 0 '(0) to be strictly positive in the numerical algorithm 
could be allowing Mathematica to overshoot in the numerical minimisation of the 
variational principle and obtain negative values for 0'(0 ), even though such values 
would destroy monotonicity and potentially violate the graph property.
4. The particular conjugacy constraint we are using (Equation (7.31)) may be causing 
spurious nonmonotonicity.
The first possibility is likely because the oscillations in the Fourier series become larger 
with increasing k. It could be eliminated by applying a non-boxcar windowing function to
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Legend 
—  * = 0.2 
—  k =  0.4 
- —  *  =  0.6 
• *  =  0.8 
* = 1.0 
* = 1.2 
* = 1.4 
* = 1.6
Figure 8.10: Line plot of the absolute power spectrum for 6 - 3/8 when j  = 48 and the accuracy 
goal is 8, including the k = 1.6 terms. Note that the Fourier coefficients corresponding to integer 
multiples of q are equal to zero and have been omitted from the power spectra in accordance with 
the conjugacy constraint defined in Section 7.4.
A Jn in Equation (7.35), thereby minimising the effect of ringing due to high j  truncation. 
The second possibility is precluded by the fact that #(0) does not take the form of a step 
function, as would be expected if the Gibbs phenomenon were to occur. This possibility 
could also be eliminated by introducing a smoother truncation via a high-A; roll-off hlter. 
The third possibility is likely, and could be eliminated by constraining #'(0) to be strictly 
positive. The fourth possibility is also likely, and is supported by the existence of a similar 
observation in Dewar and Khorev [25], who implemented a different conjugacy constraint in 
order to resolve a problem with their own calculations. This possibility could be eliminated 
by hnding a different conjugacy constraint and imposing it on the Fourier coefficients.
Because the monotonicity of 0(0) could still potentially have broken down, the lowest 
k value at which this breakdown could have occurred places an upper bound on the values 
of k for which the reconciliation is guaranteed to hold for each value of 6. These upper- 
limit k values enable the comparison of the potential breakdown of both the coordinate 
transformation and the reconciliation for different values of 6. Assuming that the Fourier 
coefficients have adequately converged, and that the potential breakdown in the reconcili-
ation is due to our particular choice of conjugacy constraint, the lowest k values at which 
the reconciliation breaks down can be identified as the k values at which 0(0) is no longer 
monotonic. This lack of monotonicity can be most easily identified by inspecting crossings 
of its derivative O'(S) with zero. In the 6 =  1/3 case, the reconciliation potentially breaks 
down at around k =  2.1, whereas in the 6 =  2/5 case, the reconciliation potentially breaks 
down at around k — 1.5. Similarly, in the 6 =  3/8 case, the reconciliation potentially 
breaks down at around k — 1.3, whereas in the 6 =  5/13 case, the reconciliation poten-
tially breaks down at just under k =  1.2. One would expect the reconciliation to break
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down at increasingly lower k values as the order of the approximation to t — (j> increases, 
and it can be seen from Figures 8.11 8.18 that this trend was followed. Another result 
that can be obtained from these plots is the values of 0  at which the reconciliation first 
appears to break down, and by extension, the values of 0. This can be achieved by in-
specting the minima of 9'(0) and determining the 0  values at which these minima are 
negative. Because these minima always occur at an action-minimax orbit, it’s easy to 
determine the corresponding 9 values by inspecting the plots of 9(Q). However, for the 
sake of brevity, these results have not been listed explicitly.
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Figure 8.11: Plot of the inverse transformation 0(0) for t — 1/3 when j  = 27 and the accuracy 
goal is 9. The red dots are the action-minimax orbits, whereas the blue dots are the action- 
minimising orbits.
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Figure 8.12: Plot of the derivative of the inverse transformation 0'(Q) for 6 = 1 / 3  when j  = 27 
and the accuracy goal is 9. The red dots are the action-miniinax orbits, whereas the blue dots are 
the action-minimising orbits.





Figure 8.13: Plot of the inverse transformation 0(0) for t = 2/5 when j  = 50 and the accuracy 
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Legend 
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* = 1.6
Figure 8.14: Plot of the derivative of the inverse transformation 0'(Q) for * = 2/5 when j  = 50 
and the accuracy goal is 8. The red dots are the action-minimax orbits, whereas the blue dots are 
the action-minimising orbits.
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Figure 8.15: Plot of the inverse transformation 0(0) for t =  3/8 when j  = 48 and the accuracy 
goal is 8. The red dots are the action-minimax orbits, whereas the blue dots are the action- 
minimising orbits.
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Figure 8.16: Plot of the derivative of the inverse transformation 0'(Q) for t — 3/8 when j  — 48 
and the accuracy goal is 8. The red dots are the action-minimax orbits, whereas the blue dots are 
the action-minimising orbits.
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Figure 8.17: Plot of the inverse transformation $((-)) for 6 = 5/13 when j  = 52 and the accuracy 







k = 0.0 
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* = 1.2
Figure 8.18: Plot of the derivative of the inverse transformation ö'((“)) for 6 — 5/13 when j  — 52 
and the accuracy goal is 8. The red dots are the action-minimax orbits, whereas the blue dots are 
the action-minimising orbits.
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8.4 P o incare  P lo ts  of th e  R econciled  Q F M in -G h o st Tori
Once the Fourier coefficients had been used to plot 9(0 n) and its derivative, they were 
then substituted into Equations (5.27) and (5.28) with 6n = #(0n), so that the reconciled 
QFMin-ghost curves C+ and C~ could be plotted in both (0, 7)-space and (0, /)-space for 
various k values. These curves have been plotted in Figures 8.19-8.26, except for those for 
which 0(0) was shown to be nonmonotonic in Section 8.3. As shown in Section 6.2, the 
periodicity of J  depends on 0, so it made more sense to plot the reconciled QFMin-ghost 
curves in (0 ,/) -space than in (0, J)-space, because I  has the same periodicity for all 
0. Poincare sections of the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits have also been 
plotted, in order to demonstrate that the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves pass through 
them. This has another benefit when 0  is plotted instead of #, in that it demonstrates 
that 0 n really does have the expected form of 0 n = 0o + *>tn, where tn = 2nn, because 
the plots satisfy the implication that Qn is 27rt-periodic for rational rotational transforms 
b — p /Qi where p and q are mutually prime integers. Each plot of the action-minimax and 
action-minimising orbits is separated from the other plots of the same orbit by integer 
multiples of 0/27T = l/q,  with 0o/27r, the offset from the vertical axis, being an integer 
multiple of l /q  in the action-minimax case and an odd integer multiple of 1/2q in the 
action-minimising case. For example, in the b = 1/3 case, shown in Figure 8.20, the 
action-minimax orbits are separated by integer multiples of Q/2n = 1/3 and offset from 
the vertical axis by an integer multiple of 1/3, whereas the action-minimising orbits are 
separated by integer multiples of 0/27r = 1/3 and offset from the vertical axis by an 
odd integer multiple of 1/6. Curiously, in the b = 1/3 case, the action-minimax orbits at 
0/27r = 1/3 and 0/27T = 2/3 are slightly askew when k = 2.0. This is due to the Fourier 
series failing to converge to within five or six decimal places within the specified number 
of Fourier terms.
It should be noted that because QFMin and ghost curves are automatically reconciled 
in the k = 0 case, these same principles apply to the k = 0 curve when plotted in (0, /)- 
space (recall that k = 0 implies that C + = C~).  In fact, it is the intrinsic reconciliation 
between QFMin and ghost curves for k = 0 that makes it convenient to calculate the 
action-minimax and action-minimising orbits in (6, 7)-space by using the continuation 
method. The action-minimax and action-minimising orbits are given initial values of 
9n = 6o + 2irnb, where Oq = 0 (or an integer multiple of 2n/q) in the action-minimax case 
and #o = 7r/9 (or an odd integer multiple of n/q) in the action-minimising case. We have 
gradually increased k from k = 0, and found the action-minimax and action-minimising 
orbits for each value of k , for which the periodic orbits intersect the QFMin and ghost 
curves. In contrast, if the initial guess for k is sufficiently large, then the QFMin and ghost 
curves may not intersect the periodic orbits.
Unfortunately, there appears to be either a numerical error or a bifurcation phe-
nomenon in the b = 5/13 case, which causes the action-minimax and action-minimising 
orbits to be plotted in the wrong locations when 6n = 2nm  and 6n — 2nnb+TT /  q are used as 
the respective initial conditions. It was found that in the action-miniinax case, the correct 
orbit was obtained by summing n from 0 to q — 1 instead of from 1 to q, which had been 
used for the other rotational transforms. Because the periodicity of 6 implies that both 
initial conditions are equivalent, it was possible to make this change in the summation 
indices without adversely affecting the results. On the other hand, the action-minimising 
orbits remained sensitive to the initial conditions even after changing the summation in-
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dices, but only for k < 0.6. Regrettably, the cause of these inconsistencies has not been 
identified yet.
One of the most interesting observations concerning the Poincare plots of the reconciled 
QFMin-ghost curves in (0, 1)-space is the apparent violation of the graph property for high 
k. This is due to the apparent breakdown in the monotonicity of 0(0), and corresponds 
to the same 6 values as does the breakdown in the monotonicity of 0(0) obtained from 
Figures 8.11-8.18. Because violation of the graph property implies breakdown in the 
monotonicity of 0(O), it is believed that if the reason for the apparent breakdown in 
the monotonicity of 0(0) is primarily numerical, and not analytical, then this apparent 
violation of the graph property will be eliminated as a better numerical algorithm is 
obtained. However, if the reason for the apparent breakdown in the monotonicity of 0(0) 
is primarily analytical, and not numerical, then this violation of the graph property is real 
and represents a fundamental limitation of the particular conjugacy constraint we have 
chosen. Hence, it is best to be cautious when interpreting the results for high k.
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Figure 8.19: Plot of the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves in (#, 7)-space for 6 = 1 / 3  when j  = 27 
and the accuracy goal is 9. The solid lines are the C+ curves and the dashed lines are the C~ curves, 
whereas the red dots are the action-minimax orbits and the bine dots are the action-minimising 
orbits.




Figure 8.20: Plot of the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves in (0, 7)-space for 6 = 1/3 when j  — 27 
and the accuracy goal is 9. The solid lines are the C+ curves and the dashed lines are the C~ curves, 
whereas the red dots are the action-minimax orbits and the blue dots are the action-minimising 
orbits.
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Figure 8.21: Plot of the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves in (9, 7)-space for t — 2/5 when j  — 50 
and the accuracy goal is 8. The solid lines are the C + curves and the dashed lines are the C~ curves, 
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Figure 8.22: Plot of the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves in ( 0 , / ) - space for t =  2/5 when j  = 50 
and the accuracy goal is 8. The solid lines are the C + curves and the dashed lines are the C~ curves, 
whereas the red dots are the action-minimax orbits and the blue dots are the action-minimising 
orbits.
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Figure 8.23: Plot of the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves in (#, 7)-space for t = 3/8 when j  =  48 
and the accuracy goal is 8. The solid lines are the C + curves and the dashed lines are the C~ curves, 
whereas the red dots are the action-minimax orbits and the blue dots are the action-minimising 
orbits.
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Figure 8.24: Plot of the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves in (0 ,/)-space for k — 3/8 when j  — 48 
and the accuracy goal is 8. The solid lines are the C + curves and the dashed lines are the C~ curves, 
whereas the red dots are the action-minimax orbits and the blue dots are the action-minimising 
orbits.
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F igure 8.25: Plot of the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves in (0,1)-space for * = 5/13 when j  =  52 
and the accuracy goal is 8. The solid lines are the C + curves and the dashed lines are the C~ curves, 
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Figure 8.26: Plot of the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves in (0 , /)-space for e =  5/13 when j  = 52 
and the accuracy goal is 8. The solid lines are the C + curves and the dashed lines are the C~ curves, 
whereas the red dots are the action-minimax orbits and the blue dots are the action-minimising 
orbits.
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8.5 L inear S tab ility  of th e  O rb its
In order to understand the significance of the final result of this thesis, it is necessary to 
introduce the concept of a “residue” by studying the linear stability of the orbits within 
a small neighbourhood of a periodic orbit. Although most of these orbits have irrational 
rotational transform, the essential information about their stability is still retained via the 
linear approximation [7]
<Sx7J+i = M (xn) öx77, (8.11)
where for a two-dimensional area-preserving twist map with coordinates (xn,i/n),
is the first variation of x,7 =  ( y” ) and
M(xn)




d ^ n + l \  
dyn )
( 8 . 12)
(8.13)
is the Jacobian matrix. Iterating Equation (8.11) n times, beginning with xo, it can be 
seen that [7]
<5xn = M(xn_i)M (xn_2) • • • M(xo)<5xo. (8.14)
However, because X{ and x7+i both he on the same orbit, A/(x7) = A/(x 7+i ), so we simplify 
Equation (8.14) to [7]
5'xn = M n (Sx q , (8.15)
where M  = A/(x*) for all i GZ.  We then define Greene’s residue [42]
R = I [2 -  tr(M n)], (8.16)
which assigns a numerical value to the stability of the orbits within a neighbourhood of a 
periodic orbit. Although a residue of zero does not always imply integrability, the residue 
is defined such that it is always equal to zero within integrable systems. The relationship 
between the residue and the stability of the orbits within a neighbourhood of a periodic 
orbit is defined by Table 8.2 [7,43].
Residue Stability Structural Stability
R < 0 Hyperbolic Unstable
R = 0 Parabolic Unstable
0 < R < 1 Elliptic Stable
R = 1 Parabolic Unstable
R > 1 Reflection hyperbolic Unstable
Table 8.2: Relationship between the linear stability and residue of the orbits within a neighbour-
hood of a periodic orbit for two-dimensional area-preserving twist maps.
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In the case of the standard map, the Jacobian matrix is given by
M  = (8.17)
so that after one iteration, the residue is given by
R — — cos 2nxn. 
4
(8.18)
Assuming that k > 0, this residue implies that the standard map has no periodic orbits 
with reflection hyperbolic stability for A: < 4, although periodic orbits with elliptic and 
parabolic stability exist for all k > 0.
By definition, the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C + and C~ are equivalent to each other 
in the limit as k —> 0, because they must he on an invariant torus. However, for k > 0, these 
invariant tori do not exist for all 4, and they cannot exist whenever t is rational. Those 
invariant tori that do exist for k > 0 are called K A M  tori, and their existence can be 
determined by calculating the residue. According to G reene’s residue criterion  [42,44], 
the existence of a KAM torus can be determined by studying the linear stability of the 
periodic orbits with b equal to the continued-fraction convergents of the KAM torus’s 
rotational transform. As the order of the approximation to irrational b increases, the 
action-minimax and action-minimising orbits cover increasingly greater regions of phase 
space, and in the limit as
the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits form a complete KAM torus. The only 
stipulations are that co is irrational, p i / q t  is a set of continued-fraction convergents of uj , 
and the residue of the periodic orbits with b = P i /q i  is between zero and one inclusive. In 
the standard map, a residue of zero corresponds to k =  0, whereas a residue of «  0.25 
corresponds to k = 0.971635... [45]. Because the residue diverges for k > 0.971635..., 
the last remaining KAM torus must be destroyed at this point [45].
Another way to determine the existence of a KAM torus is by minimising the action 
gradient in any norm over a series of tori that have rotational transform equal to the 
continued-fraction convergents of the KAM torus, and observing whether the action gra-
dient converges to zero as the order of the approximation to irrational b increases. This 
behaviour can be seen in Figures 8.19-8.26, where the C+ and C~ curves become more 
and more similar to each other not only as k —> 0, but also as b —> 0, which implies the 
existence of a KAM torus for some k > 0. The reason for this implication is that the dif-
ference between the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C + and C~ is the discrete-time action 
gradient AI  or A J, and the minimum of the action gradient under any norm provides 
a measure of the “distance” of an almost-invariant torus from being an invariant torus 
(compare Sections 3.3, 3.4, 5.7 and 6.6). Hence, 6S/Ö6 —> 0, AI  —* 0 and A J —> 0 as 
k —y 0 and b <j), so the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C + and C~ should be equiva-
lent to each other in the limits as k —> 0 and b —* 0. Whether this is actually the case 
for the reconciliation described throughout the bulk of this thesis will be the subject of 
Section 8.7.
8.6  E x is te n c e  o f  K A M  Tori
(8.19)
i —bOC qi
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8.7 D ifference P lo ts  of th e  R econciled  Q F M in -G h o st C urves
According to Greene’s residue criterion, the standard map contains invariant tori with 
b =  (f) for all k < 0.971635.... Because the reconciliation between QFMin and ghost tori 
was only performed for Hamiltonian systems that obey the standard map, and because 
the modified quadratic flux functional under which the QFMin-ghost tori were minimised 
(Equation (4.42)) provides a suitable action gradient norm, the accuracy of the reconcili-
ation can be double-checked by ensuring that it agrees with Greene’s residue criterion. In 
order to demonstrate that the reconciled QFMin-ghost tori do indeed approach an invari-
ant torus in the limit as bi = Pi/qi —>■ </>, where Pi/qt are the continued-fraction convergents 
of cj) and k < 0.971635..., the differences AJ = ÖS/ÖQ = 0 '(0 )(J+ — J~) between the 
reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C+ and C~ were plotted in (0, J)-space. These plots are 
shown in Figures 8.27-8.33.
When the rotational transform is rational, there are exactly q peaks and q troughs in 
the A J  curves. This is because the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits both 
intersect the Poincare section q times before they return to their starting points. The 
QFMin equation A J  = i/(© o) implies that the amplitude of the A J  curves is constant 
with respect to 0 . Based on Figures 8.27-8.33, the difference plots look approximately 
sinusoidal, with the amplitude depending only on k and b. It can also be seen from 
Figures 8.27-8.33 that the amount of flux, quantified by A J, decreases for each particular k 
value as t —> </>, which shows that the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves and tori are consistent 
with Greene’s residue criterion and the existence of KAM tori within the standard map for 
b = (f> when k < 0.971635.... When k = 1.0 and b = 1/3, the maximum difference between 
the C + and C~ curves is about 6 x 10~3, but when k = 1.0 and b — 5/13, the maximum 
difference between the C+ and C~ curves is about 9 x 10-5 , which is a difference of almost 
two orders of magnitude.
Due to limited relative numerical resolution, we have not shown the difference curves 
for all k and b presented in Sections 8.2-8.4. For b — 3/8, we have not shown the k =  0.2 
curve, and for b — 5/13, we have not shown the k =  0.2, k — 0.4 and k — 0.6 curves, 
because as k —>• 0 and b —> 4>, A J  —» 0 and the Fourier coefficients dip below the threshold 
for which they can be calculated with sufficient accuracy to determine accurate A J  curves. 
For b = 1/3 and b =  2/5, the Fourier coefficients are sufficiently large that the zeroes of 
A J  for nonzero k are separated by integer multiples of 0/27T =  1/2q, which is required by 
the fact that the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits are separated by distances 
of 0/27T =  1/2 q and have A J = 0 (see Section 8.4). However, when k is low and b =  3/8 
or b =  5/13, the interval spacing of zeroes of A J  is not consistent with the location of 
the action-minimax and action-minimising orbits predicted by our transformation. We 
attribute this to the smaller Fourier coefficients in these cases, which we have been forced 
to omit due to their low resolution. For all b cases considered, we have also omitted the 
difference curves for high k. This is because the truncation mode number is too low, and 
because the transformation 0(0) approaches the loss of monotonicity as k increases.
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Figure 8.27: Plot of the difference between the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C + and C in 
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Figure 8.28: Magnified plot of the difference between the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C + and 
in (0 , J)-space for t =  1/3 when j  =  27 and the accuracy goal is 9.
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Figure 8.29: Plot of the difference between the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C + and C~ in 
(C-), J)-space for t =  2/5 when j  = 50 and the accuracy goal is 8.
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Figure 8.30: Magnified plot of the difference between the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C + and 
C~ in (0 , J)-space for t — 2/5 when j  — 50 and the accuracy goal is 8.
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Figure 8.31: Plot of the difference between the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C + and C~ in 
(0 , J)-space for t =  3/8 when j  =  48 and the accuracy goal is 8.
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Figure 8.32: Magnified plot of the difference between the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C + and 
C~ in (0 , J)-space for i =  3/8 when j  =  48 and the accuracy goal is 8.
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Figure 8.33: Plot of the difference between the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C+ and C in 
((-), J)-space for t =  5/13 when j  =  52 and the accuracy goal is 8.
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8.8 D e te rm in a tio n  of th e  F lux-L eakage E x p o n en ts
Once the differences between the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C+ and C~ had been 
plotted in phase space, the amplitudes of the difference curves were plotted as a function of 
\ /q  (where q is the denominator of the rational rotational transform) for various k values 
and interpolated with a linear function, which can be seen in Figure 8.34. We expect that 
for k < 0.971635..., the curves of the amplitude of A J  versus l /q  will pass through the 
origin (if the scale is linear), and that for k > 0.971635..., they will intercept the positive 
vertical axis, thus demonstrating the existence of an invariant torus for k < 0.971635... 
and an invariant cantorus for k > 0.971635... whenever € = n ±  ip and n 6 Z, in ac-
cordance with the KAM theorem and the Aubry-Mather theorem. This would allow us 
to use the action gradient and the quadratic flux as an alternative to Greene’s residue 
when determining the existence of KAM tori. Figure 8.34 suggests these properties, but 
is inconclusive because the order of the approximation to t — (f) is very low.
Because the continued-fraction convergents of h = </> were not sufficiently close to </> in 
order for us to accomplish this, we decided to model the amplitude by assuming it has the 
form
where amp(AJ/27r)^ is the mean of the absolute values of the local extrema of AJ/27T, 
and find the flux-leakage exponents afc. We expect this model to be valid for k < 
0.971635... with a & > 0. In this case, the amplitudes of the A J  curves approach zero 
as l /q  approaches zero. For k > 0.971635..., the amplitudes of the A J  curves will 
not approach zero as l /q  approaches zero, so ak — 0. In order to find the flux-leakage 
exponents, we take the logarithm of both sides of Equation (8.20), which gives
In +  lllCt, ( 8 .21)
from which we can see that the flux-leakage exponents are merely the gradients
In
&k, i




of the plots of the amplitudes of AJ/27T against l /q  for successive continued-fraction 
convergents of 6, with k held constant. Because we know the amplitudes of some of 
the A J  curves for four different values of 6, we potentially have up to three different 
approximations to each flux-leakage exponent, indexed by i G {1,2,3}. These i denote 
the zth term in Sequence (8.10). They also label the gradients shown in Figure 8.34, in 
which case, i — 1 labels the gradient between l /q  — 1/5 and l /q  = 1/3, i = 2 labels 
the gradient between l /q = 1/8 and l /q  = 1/5, and i = 3 labels the gradient between 
l /q  =  1/13 and l /q  = 1/8. The approximations to a were plotted as a function of k in 
Figure 8.35, and interpolated and extrapolated to the axes. The first two approximations 
were interpolated with a cubic function, whereas the third approximation was interpolated 
with a linear function due to a lack of data points. We expect that as more data points 
are added to Figures 8.34 and 8.35, the extrapolation range of the a curves for a  > 0
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will contract. The extrapolations of Figure 8.35 are qualitatively consistent with the idea 
that, as the order of the approximation to (as t —> (j>) increases, the /^-intercept of the 
interpolation approaches the critical value kc = 0.971635..., which would confirm that 
the reconciled QFMin-ghost tori are consistent with Greene’s residue criterion. However, 
many more cases would need to be included in the study before a quantitative statement 
could be made.
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Figure 8.34: Plot of the amplitudes of A.J/2n for different values of k and 1 /</, interpolated with 
a linear function.
k
Figure 8.35: Plot of the flux-leakage exponents a*,*, corresponding to the gradients of the linear 
interpolations shown in Figure 8 . 34 . These flux-leakage exponents have been interpolated with a 
cubic function and extrapolated to the axes, except for those corresponding to i — 3 , which have 
been interpolated with a linear function due to a lack of data points.
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8.9 S um m ary  of th e  R esu lts
We have considered three candidates for almost-invariant tori, called QFMin, AGMin 
and ghost tori, and demonstrated that they can be reconciled with each other in certain 
cases of the standard map when they are subjected to a suitable change of coordinates. 
This provides an important first step towards constructing an almost-straight-field-line 
coordinate system for magnetic islands. Specifically, we have shown that:
• QFMin and ghost tori are equivalent for all rational rotational transforms b = p/q, 
where p and q are mutually prime integers, up to at least k =  1.0 for q < 13, 
at least k =  1.2 for q < 5, and at least k =  1.4 for q < 3, where k denotes 
the nonlinearity parameter of the standard map. This is based on the fact that 
the Fourier series defined by Equation (7.36) and subject to the minimisation of 
Equation (7.28) converges to an accuracy of at least 10_() for all k < 1.4 when 
b = 1/3, for all k < 1.2 when b = 2/5, and for all k < 1.0 when b = 3/8 and b =  5/13, 
and the fact that these rotational transforms are the continued-fraction convergents 
of a golden number, so they converge more slowly than all other rational rotational 
transforms with a lower absolute value of q.
• The reconciliation appears to break down at around k = 2.1 when b — 1/3, at around 
k = 1.5 when t = 2/5, at around A: = 1.3 when t =  3/8, and just under k — 1.2 
when h = 5/13. However, it’s difficult to determine whether the reconciliation has 
actually broken down or not, because the apparent breakdown in the monotonicity 
of the transformation could also be caused by the Gibbs phenomenon, the way 
Mathematica handles line searches when the derivative of the transformation is very 
small, and the particular conjugacy constraint we have used.
• The reconciled QFMin-ghost tori are consistent with Greene’s residue criterion and 
the existence of KAM tori within the standard map with b =  </>, where </> denotes two 
minus the golden mean, for k < 0.971635 .... This is based on plots of the differences 
between the reconciled QFMin-ghost curves C + and C _ , plots of the amplitudes of 
those differences, and the determination of a set of flux-leakage exponents from those 
plots.
• Because QFMin and ghost tori can be reconciled with each other, then the reconciled 
QFMin-ghost tori must also be reconciled with AGMin tori by means of the rigidity 
principle defined in Section 4.1. This rigidity principle states that if any two of 
QFMin, AGMin and ghost pseudo-orbits are reconciled with each other, then they 
must also be reconciled with the third. Although the rigidity principle was only 
proven for continuous-time systems, it can also be applied to discrete-time systems 
via the kicked rotor.
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8 .10  Im p lica tio n s o f  th e  R e su lts
The results of this thesis have numerous implications for toroidal magnetic confinement 
devices, although none of the results can be applied directly to them. This is because 
many of the results are highly mathematical, and have yet to be studied in relation to real 
magnetic confinement systems. However, the results do look promising for toy models such 
as the kicked rotor and the standard map, and are likely to be extended to real magnetic 
confinement systems in the future. The most important implications of this research are:
• That under the conditions specified for QFMin and ghost tori to be equivalent in 
Sections 8.2 and 8.9:
• Ghost curves can be calculated using the same methods as for QFMin and 
AGMin curves by transforming them to (0, /)-space, thus reducing the amount 
of time it takes to calculate them.
• Temperature isotherms can be reconciled with one of QFMin, AGMin and ghost 
curves if and only if they can be reconciled with all three of them. Thus, if 
ghost curves are more than just a mathematical construct, but a physical entity, 
as Hudson and Breslau [29] suggest, then QFMin and AGMin curves must also 
have the same physical interpretation.
• That we are one step closer to constructing an almost-straight-field-line coordinate 
system for magnetic islands, which will allow us to find a precise mathematical way 
to minimise the amount of chaos inside stellarators and to design them such that 
the number of magnetic surfaces inside them is maximised. Such surfaces would be 
very similar to the ahnost-invariant tori discussed in this thesis.
8.11  F urther R esearch
We have already discussed numerous ways in which the results of this thesis could be 
improved and extended by further research. Some suggestions include:
• Minimising the effect of ringing due to high j  truncation by applying a non-boxcar 
windowing function to A Jn in Equation (7.35).
• Minimising the effect of undershooting in the Fourier representation by applying a 
high-A: roll-off filter to the Fourier coefficients, thereby creating a smoother truncation 
for them.
• Minimising the effect of overshooting in the numerical minimisation of the variational 
principle by constraining 9'(Q) to be strictly positive in Equation (7.2), thereby 
eliminating the risk of obtaining a negative value for O'(Q).
• Finding a better conjugacy constraint to replace the one used in Section 7.4, that 
could allow us to demonstrate numerically that QFMin and ghost tori can be recon-
ciled with each other for much larger k values than they are now, and for rotational 
transforms that are a greater-order approximation to t = (/). A prime candidate 
for this is the removal of the constraint that the resonant terms be zero and the
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replacement of the objective function (Equation (7.12)) with
V[9.j ,  .,6j] =  -  ( [P(AJ„)1 } + ( [P(AJ„)]2) (sin20 O> -  (P (A J„)sin0O>




which is suggested by the results of Dewar and Khorev [25]. This will hopefully 
lead to a proof that the action gradient and the quadratic flux can be used as an 
alternative to Greene’s residue when determining the existence of KAM tori.
• Replacing the Fourier representation of 0(Q) with finite elements, thereby localising 
errors in phase space and potentially improving the convergence, even in cases where 
k is very low and the order of the approximation to b = </> is large. This is because the 
function 6'(Q) is jagged, so it requires many terms in our Fourier series treatment, 
and because each Fourier term is global, so the Fourier approximation is sensitive to 
the accuracy of large Fourier coefficients in regions where 0'{0) is small.
• Reducing the probability of the transformation becoming singular by replacing the 
current discrete-time coordinate transformation with a new canonical transformation 
of the form 0 = 6(Q, J), for which J  is 27r-periodic.
• Showing that QFMin and ghost tori can be reconciled in real magnetic confine-
ment systems by using a real magnetic confinement map instead of the standard 
map, thereby facilitating the construction of an almost-straight-field-line coordinate 
system for magnetic islands.
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